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CHAPT1~R I 
I Wl'HODUCTION 
After riding the crest of exhilarating popuVlrlty at the 
end of World War I, President Woodrow Wilson turned the corner 
into 1920 a tragically chanGed man, broken in health and 
ridiculed by many of the same people who so recently had 
acclaimed him 9.8 a world hero. Tbe difficult strugp:les with 
the other members of the Big Four at the peace conference, the 
bitter fight with the Senate to fet the Treaty of' Paris ratified, 
and the paralytic stroke he surfered at Peublo while campaigning 
1'01' his League had taken Ii heavy toll on him, but still he would 
not give up the tight for the ideal he cherish~d so dearly. 
To the leaders of the Democratic Party fell the task or 
trying to pick up the pieces left by their battered leader and 
if at all possible to find 1 oandidate who might be able to 
reverse the party's downward trend anJ succeed to the Presidency 
in election year 1920. The man whom the 7)ernocrats finally chose 
to ca.rry their banner, Governor James M. Cox of OhiO, had Q 
certain combination of poll tic,].l quali ties and backeround which 
made h1m as suitable as anyone for the pOSition, but before Cox 
could get the nom1nation at the convention, he had to overcome 
1 
2 
the formidable rivalry of '~1illiam G. M'cI\doo, ':loodrow Wilson's 
son-in-laV/; A. l.:1tchell Palmer, the lttorney-General; and 
possibly the President himself. 
In four chapters the a.uthor will study the credentials of 
Governor' Cox a.nd his op,onents, along with the problems that 
made t!:le road for a.ll candidates an uncertain one right up to 
the eve of the convention. 
The Democratic Convention \ViII be covered in Chapters VII 
and VIII: the first dealing with the platform and preliminaries 
the second covering the balloting. 
The final chapter will present a su.mmary of the nomination 
of Governor Cox and an evaluation of the reasons for bis 
selection over the popular ~Jilliam G. McAdoo. In part:tcular, 
this thesis will attempt to show that Mr. Cox was chosen not 
simply because he received the backing of the big-oity "wet" 
bosses, as has often been claimed, but also because the Southern 
fldry" states gave him timely support near the end of the 
b<.l.llo:1ng. 
Dr. Wesley M. Ragby of ';:est Virginia Uni versi ty has recent!: 
published a book, ~ ~ 1£ Normalcy: The Presidential 
. Campais.n ~ Election 2! ~ (:eal timore, 1962), based on his 
doctor,al dis serta tion, in which he covers the entire oampa.ign ot' 
both major parties. Although his treatise includes a survey of 
a.ll the potential candidates,Dr. Bagby presents an especially 
3 
thorough study of Woodrow Wilson's ambitions for a third term and 
'rJillia.m G. };';cAdoo's vacillations about running. 
'Dr. "laymond Justus Hlnks in his unpublished doctoral 
dissertation, "The T)emocratic Party in 1:120: The -qupbJre of the 
;;llsonian E\ynthesis" (University of Chicago, 1960), leans heavily 
on L"Jr.8a.gby t s earlier work, but puts treater emph~uJis on the 
!)emocra. tic side. \\hereas Dr. Ba.gby s}:,ows the tra.ns 1 tion to 
l]orrnalcy, :)r. H':inks concentrates on the demise of \dlsonlan 
progressivism. 
Although the present writer will repeat some of the findings 
of these and other researchers, this thesis will ftO further into 
the study of the converltlon i tseli to show that Mr. Cox was 
nominated ty a combination of many factors, not just by the 
manipulations of the machine bosses. In f!lct,':ls this study will 
point out in the final chapter, the big-city bos~es were 
conspicuous more by their absence in the last four ballots than 
by their ryresence. 
Besides the materials mentionE~d above, the writer has relied 
heavily upon the Official Report £f..!:.h::. ProceedinESs 2!!h!. 
;)emoc!'atic National Convention (1920), The new York Times, the 
------
Chicaao ()lily Tribune, the C~yton ~)ail;[ ~, contemporary 
periodicals, and the numerous biographies of men associated with 
the Democratic earty in 192u. I"inally, since the author has had 
access to tb.e Dayton !)aily ~, a Cox-owned newspaper, many 
4 
hi therto unused facts on tl1e loc'll level have b:>crl included. 
lJnfortllna tely. the pers onal papers of Governor Cox in C:Qyton'1re 
still restricted. 
CHAPTER II 
WBY COX! 
Judglng trom the carnival splrit in Dayton on June 
nineteenth, an oblerver would nevep have guessed that. 1910 was 
supposed to be a Republican .,ear. Two trainloads or-eonven-
. " 
tloneera, a glee club, a band, cheerleaderl, and prominent 
01ti.en. were pI-eparing to board the ·Oox Speolal" tor the tplp 
to the Democrat1c Convention in San F.l"ancl.co, whe!"e tbe,. bopeel 
thelp own Jtmmie Cox would be nominated tor the Prelideno7 ot 
th~ UnIted statel.1 *n,. montha ot planning had gone into thia 
excuHlon-.topa along the wa7 were scheduled 10 the travele •• 
could take In41'1idual 8iGhtlealng trip. on tbe 11da. Special 
, 
enteriail'Dlent wal planned on the train i tselt. Even tbe ve.,. 
clothing belpoke tbe eaapalgra spirit ot the crowd, tor each o~' 
the conventlO1lcerl bad. been fitted out with a dark ire ... aui, 
(with an extl'a pair ot white troulers), white Ihoel andeane, 
alld :& red, white, and blue hat and umbrella, eomp11Jlents ot the 
I. 
l napoD n.,111 ...... June 19, 1920, I" 1, June ao, 1920, 
P. 1. Iterearler rel'erred to ... We".. '!'he lew ~ '1'1 ••• , 
lun. 19, 1920, p. &, Jul7 1, 192~, P. 1. Hereatt.r ~.t.rr.d to 
a.jr1!e •• 
5 
J 
-...------------------------.... )1 
2 GeT'1 City Democratic Club. 
6 
Earlier in the day the conventioneers, and many other we11-
wishers, had paraded to Tr'lilsend, Governor Cox's Mansion just 
south of 1')ayton, and now, fortified by the bleasings and good 
wishes of their leader, they v,rere 'lnxious to get to ~~an Ei'rancisco 
:3 to put their man on the ticket. 
If SOl'neone had a sked them why they were so "Coxsure" 4 their 
c'lndida te would ret the nomina tion, any Obio "")eMOCra t would 
probably have answered with his own confident question: Who else 
is more suitable for the nomination than Jar;es M. Cox? The 
nepublican Convention a few weeks earlier bad emphasized even 
more the need for Cox as the candidate, the Buckeyes maintained, 
:t'or in that conven tion the GOP had nomina ted an Ohioa.n, Senator 
';darrell G. Wl.rdirlg, and Ohio, as any student of P('esidentia1 
campaigns knew, was a. pivotal state with its twenty-four 
electora.l votes. It was the fourth largest state in the (:nion, 
with borders touching the key rldwest, the ':ast, and the fringe 
states of the South. Wilson had cal~rled o}~io and won, and 
2Lucullus .. News, l/arch 14, 1920, Review Section, p. 10; 
~, May 6, 192o,p. 1; June 19, 1920, p. 1. 
"J: 
vNews, June 19, 1920, p. 1. 
4The term "Coxsure ft was a catch-word inaugurated bl( the j)e:r'ocratlc managers in the post-convention caMpaign • .. - Coxsure," 
~ li!!!. Republic, XXII I (!\u~st 11, 1920), 294-95. 
7 
election strateGists believed that the r:,Iln who won in O;'io in 
1920 ,.,ould also win the Presi('1enc-:;. The only person who could 
beat Parding 1n ahio would have to be another Ohioan and Cox was 
5 that man. 
'11 sing op t:1.mi am ~.J'1on,rr, n'.lckeye ')emocra. ts was dl Beerned by 
Louis Seibold of the New York i.:,'orld as early IlS the first of 
fi V~y, b~t they bubhled over with confidence after reading certain 
press reactions to the nomination of Harding. In a front-uage 
editorial ~~ ~ Times (Independent Democratic) bristled 
with disgust: 
Upon a pla. tforr.'! tba t hqs produced general 
dissatIsfaction, the Chicago Convention-presents 
a candidate whose nomination will be received with 
astonishment and dl.Jr,lay by the party whose suffrages 
he invites. Warren G. Hnrding is a very respectable 
Ohio poll tician of the second cl:lss. ITe h!:1s never 
been a leader of ~cn or a director of Dollcies •••• 
Senator Hardi.18 f s record''l. t ,:;;ashington has been 
fa1rlt and colorless. He was an undistinguished 'lnd 
unell stinguishable un! t in the ruck of Rermblican 
::-;en'l tors who obediently followed Mr. Lodge in the 
twistings and turnings of that statesman's foray 
unon the Treflty and the CO·Jer:Jlnt. The nomination 
of Harding, for wbose counter'Oart we must eo back 
to :.Tl.lnklin Plerce 1.f we would seek a President 
who meaaures down to hil politicll 9tature. is the 
fine and perfect flower of the cowardice 'lnd 
imbecility of the fjenatorlal cab-al that charged 
itself with7the management of the Hepubllcan 
Convention. 
cc· 
vNews, June 15, 1920, p. 2; r~1:r.1e9, June 13, 1920, pt. 1, 
p. 5.-
(;3 ~, May l, 1920, p. 3. 
7Times, June 13, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1. 
8 
~ ~ Renublic decl3.red, "The nomin'ltion of' "iarren G. E1.rding 
as the He~)Ublic3.n candld:'l.te f'or the Pre~drtent of the United 
stQtes is under the circumstances nothing short of 9 c~lamity."8 
It warnea that the country was in a critical period, requiring 
a stron;: 1?resldent, but l:Olbeled Harding "lS nil. party h.fl.ck, wi thout 
stren~~th of crmracter, without'ldrninistrative experience, without 
knowledge of international politics, without any of tho~e moral 
and intellectual qualities which would qu~lify him even under 
ordinar:T conditions for st;atesY"I'lnlike leadersh5:p.u9 The New York 
r:veninr: Post (Independent) called the nomination nan affront to 
-- .. - -----
the intelligence and the conscience of the !\rnerican people, !flO 
'v'IJ11e The ration (Indenendert) sur':rrarized the li'!Jerill rn~ess 
r"~'3.ctlon b~r sta tint, If 'J'he onl y PavoI'Il. b1e thine- to be nq,j/j about 
the T'o!"lination of' Senator If,'arren G. Harding b;T the l1e'),,::licans 
1s that it prevented so!"'ethj,ng worse. nll m;-:ere wor f", of course, 
"lvoT'!1ble cO!"'T'l.ents about the HepublicA.!! DI'ocPf"dinr's, but r:ecF11J.se 
EaT'cUrrv h<ad def'ef-l. ten only narroi"f1y an out sider, !}enera,l leonard 
\,ood, in tre Ohio prim':lry, the Democrats of the Bnckeye ~3,tate 
8nn:ardlng," The Few R.enuh1ic, '~XIJI (.Tune 23, 1920), 99. 
9~. 
1°;\8 quoted in Tln:es, June 15, 1920 J p. 10. 
llnTTf-l.rdlng: ~furnln[ Back the Hands of Time J" The 1,1a t:ton, 
ex (June 19, IH20), E)16. 
felt the, had ample reason to celebrate.le 
Governor Cox had run unopposed in the Ohio Demoo:ratlc 
primary: but few people were aware that this teat bad been 
accomplisbed only after some adroIt polItical maneuverings on 
the part of the Cox managers. In the long-range campaign 
speculation ot 1919, three Oh1oana--Governor Cox, Secretary ot 
War Newton D. Baker, and senator At1ee Pomerene--were mentioned 
as possible presidential ttmber.13 After Secretary Baker faded 
early trom the seene, Senator Pomerene stll1 loomed as a r1val 
candidate tor .favor1te-son honors as late .s l:'ebrua1'7, 1920. 
Meanwhile, the Governor set out to promote himselt by a dllcreet 
pollIng of opInion In varIous d1stricts. The majorIty preterred 
Cox, to the satIs.fact1on ot the Jlovernor, and the ditterences 
that did oceur were, tor the moat part, 1rODed out behind the 
aeenea. Thus tbe maximum ot unity was accomplIshed wIth the 
mInimum ot adverse pub11cIt,v.14 
Governor Cox could then have received almost unanimous 
endo:rleJ:nent b,. the state Democratio comml ttee, but here he ma4e 
hI. second st:rategI0 move by letting it be known that he 
preferred the cholce be made by the people 1n a state 
liNewl , Aprll 30, 1920, p. 1, l'lm.a"lprl1 S8, 1920, p. 1. 
l3tlndsa7 Roger., "American Politles In 1920," The 
Conte!Rora£l He..,1 •• , OXfII (IPebruary 1920), 188. -
1' ..... February 29, 1980, Review Section, P. 8, January '. 
1920, p:-r;" 
10 
p!*esldentlal pr1ma17.1.5 :8., this simple actlon the Governor 
scored two polltlcal ringera, first, he put the aelection on the 
level of "the people'. choIce,· while at the same time he torce4 
Sena.to%' Pomerenets hand. Under Ohio primary law each diatrlct 
picked ita own delegates to the Democratic Convention, and the •• 
delegates In turn voted tor the Prealdential preference of their 
diatricts. It Pomerene remalned In the race, he would only 
create enmities within the state Democrat1c organizat1on, and 
even then would not be able to win & 801id delegation to the 
convention. Instead. he would only split the party and 
undoubtedly bury the chances tor any Ohioans at San Franclaco. 
The only choice lett to him was to withdraw his name .from the 
P.resldential race and throw his lot in with the Cox camp. Thl. 
1 
1 
I i 
he did on February 18.16 As a result, Governor Cox, the only 
Democratic candldate In the April Presidential primary, 17 emerged I 
as the unanimous cholce of all OhIoans, with a .following wboae 
loyalty and enthua1aam caught tlle eye of man,. outside obaervepa,: 
but few, if an7, of those who looked on were ever aware that 
1ntraparty maneuveringa had taken place, 
Although geography w&a an important element in the argum •• t 
15N.W., January 29, 1920, p. 1J Marcua, News, February 1. 
1920J Review SectIon, p. 3. 
16Nft!, .. FebJ:l'll&!7 19, 1920, P. 1. 
1'N ... , lfIutch 11, 1920, p, '1, ~ha.·., A.pril 28, 1920, P. 1, 
11 
for Cox, his tollowers could point to many other assets of the 
Governor. There was first his record as a ~lccessful business-
man, Congressman, and governor. Atter working in Washington a. & 
secreta:ry for millionaire Congressman Paul Sorg ot his own Thll'4 
Ohl0 District, Jimmie Cox had returned home in the late 189018,18 
borrowed money to add to hi' own savings. and purchased a 
floundering Dlyton newlptlper. Although he had worked previously 
as a reporter, becoming a publisher wal a bold venture tor a 
Y~lng man of twenty-eight. Not only did he rebuild the old paper 
into a thriving new Dalton Dail1 News, he even expanded his 
en.terprises five 7e8.I-8 later b.,. purchasing anotheI- paper in 
nearby Springfield, 0h10.19 
In 1908 Cox followed the example ot his old Washlng~on 
master by running for Congress trom the Tlttrd District and 
winning. Two years later he Won again, then returned home to 
20 
campaign for governor ot Ohio. 
The Cox boosters pointed to suoh examples ot buslnes8 IlC'Ull'!em 
and legislative ~p-erie:nee, but more than anything, they directe4·. 
attention to Cox's achievements during the eight years sinee 
l8James Middleton Cox, Journey ThrouS~ !l Yeap8 (New York. 
1947), PP. 25, 34. 
19 ,- . 
e;ugene H. Roseboom and ?rancia P. Weisenburger, A Hlatotr 
of Oh1o# ed. James H. Roda~ush: (Colnmbus, 1956), p. 32~; see 
i!" 80 Cox, Chaptep IV. .~' 
20Cox, p. 57-58, 95, and 126-27) Roseboom, p. 327. 
12 
1912. Here .as a. DW.n, they boasted, with a quality all 
politicians pray tor.-a successful record as a "vote~getter." 
Already in 1910, when he was re-elected to Congress by th1rtee~ 
thousand votea-.the largeat majority 1n the history of' the 
district, Mr. Cox showed his vote-getting abil1tlea.21 In 1912 
Cox set his sights on the Columbus ata.tehouse and won on a 
platform calling tor progress1vism and a. revision of the state 
constitution.2! Immediately after be1ng elected governor, Cox 
requested Professor Olarle. ~cCarth71 the framer of the Federal 
1~ade Commission bill, to draw up a reform bill for Ohio. A. 
McCarthy told the Itorr, when the Governor saw the new draft, be 
predicted that it he passed it, he would be defeated in the next 
2S 
election, then re-elected again. If the story 18 true, Cox wa. 
a prophet. Hi. long fight to put this bill and other items of 
the new Ohio state con.titution into operation (which fight, 
incidentally, he won against the opposition or Warren G. BarCliftlb'" 
then of the Morning star)2' put Governor Oox In the Pyrrhle 
posItion or winning the battle but lo.lng the campaign, but in 
2lWl1l1am H. Crawford, T1mes. July 11, 1920, pt. 7, P. 2. 
22Ro1eboom, P. 327. 
23nonald Wilhelm, "James Middleton Cox," !2! Independent, 
CIII (July 17, 1920), 71. 
24 . 
~1me~, July 11, 1920, pt. 1, p. 2. 
r"...._-----------.... --------............. 
11 
the two years following Coxts unsuccessful bId for re.election. 
BO his followers would tell the story, the people of Ohio 
realized their mistake at the polla, and In 1916 they agaIn oho •• 
the nay ton publisher and reformer to be their governor.25 
More significant than any other Victory in his Do1itical 
ca.reer, however, was f'is third successful bId for the governor •• 
chair in 1918. In a year that most Democrats pret"erred to 
forget, Governor Cox again defeated his perennial opponent, 
former GovernQr Frank.B. Willis, in spite ot the fact that the 
rest of the state ticket, both houses of the state legislature, 
and the United states in general went decidedly Republican. B1 
carrying out such a feat, Governor Cox became the only Democrat 
in the history ot Ohio to be elected governor three times. Tbe 
only other person ever to claim such a distinction w~s a 
Republican, Rutherford B. Hayes. iS 
But a politician is not a vote.getter b,. chance. Ohioan., 
aware of thiS, were prepared to recite a long list of rea.on. 
why Governor Cox had buIlt up a reputation as "the people'. 
choice"--a reputation he needed in a Presidential campaign. In 
the first place, Cox, the successful publisher and bu.inessman, 
calmed the misgivings of the Wall street Democrats, who feared 
25Cox, PP. 188 and 194; Roseboom, PP. 333 and 336. 
26Tlmes, March 25, 1920, p. 17) Roseboom, p. 350. 
1. 
the seleetion of any x-abble.,rousing candida. te pledeed to slay the 
moneyed giants. As a matter of fact, in a. later carn~ign 
biography the wI'iter unabashedly cla1tr.ed, "Governor Cox ls the 
only man ever nominated for President who owns wealth--rea1 
wea1th."S7 In a 'Word, Cox was "sate. ft Coupled with h1.s 7e .. ,.. of 
service in Congress, durIng wh'_ch time he worked on the COlIIlIIlttee 
for ,Ilppropl'iatlons, as and his three terms as chief executive ot • 
large state, he offered a. background ot business, leglslatl •• , 
executive, and polItIcal experienoe unmatched anywhere, 
The moneyed 1!bterests, even though important, comprised onl,.' 
a small peroentage ot the vast el~ctorate, however. It 1s the 
ordInary oomnon man who makes or breaks an., oandidate, but here 
again the Buckeye Democrats were well armed with argument.. The 
laboring meD were dIrected to look at the record of Cor.'a lix 
years al governor. Did they want a progressive, Cox's onl., 
deteatcame a8 a result of the progressive legislation enacted 
during his first term as governorJ but people later realized. the 
effIcacy of theae progressive laws and "apologized" to Cox by .. ~' 
re-el eetlng him for two It'ore terms as governor. ~ 
Cblet among his legislative acts was the compulsory 
Wormen'sCompensatlon law of 1913, written by state Senator 
27AI quoted in WillIam Burlie Brown, The PeOrle'S Choicet 
The President!al fu,se tn the Campa1m Bloji'aPhl 1fiton Rouje, 
toul.lana, cc.1§e • p;-l~ 
281"1138 stone, rae::. Allo Ran: The S tory of the Men Who •• 1' 
Defeated !2!: ~ Pres encr-roaNin cIli, 'I .. ym;-r9:nT,-p; X4. 
r--------------~----------~~----~ 18 
" . 
~111119.m Oreen, who later sue,ceeded namue1 Gompers as head of the 
,\M~rIc9.n !i'ederation ot Labor. 50 effectIve andsueceasfu.l ..... 
this law that XIng A.lbert of 13elcium, rafter a vist tto the Un1ted 
~tates, praIsed it al the greatest piece of soelal legislatlOb to 
be found anywhere in the world, while other states later u.e4 It 
as a model in formulatlng similar workmen's compensation la" •• 
other progressive legislation passed In 1913 included admlnllt~­
tive and tax reforms; provisions for a state budgetary system-. 
one of the first created In any state of the Union; sehool oode 
reforms; w1dows' pensions; laws regulating the hours and workiDS 
condItions of laborers; and prison refo1"ms.S9 
Urbo,n laborers liked Cox, said a magazine writer, beoaus. or ' 
h1s quick action and quick reeults. 30 By tem?erament he was a 
man of the cIt,., restless, dynam.ie, a hustler. Again he 'Was 
descrIbed as wa downright and decisive character," "a positive 
nersonali t,. wi th positIve Ideas ."31 Ooverno.r Cox energeticsl1,. 
guIded his state through the dIsastrous flood 1n 1913 and Wo:rld 
Wal" I, but pl"obab1y the best e.:-:amp1e of the Governor's "downright,'. 
a.nd decisive character" occurred during the 1919 steel strike ID 
2~oseboOm, PP. 327-29; Arthur M. Evans, Chicaso Dail~ 
Tr1bune, June 17, 192U, p. 2 (hereatter referred to as ~! one). 
See also Coxls own acoount, ChApters XI and XII. 
30ROger 'Lewis, "The Two C~;~o Rdl tora Again," Co111er l ., 
LXVI (Ootober 16, 1920), 6. -
31Roger Lewis, "Ohio Presents Two Editor.," Col11ert~ LXV 
(May 22, 1920), 26. . 
r __ ------------------__ -----------------:-~·~~·~--~ 18 
canton, Ohio, when he removed the Democratic maJor of the clt7 
from offioe for not handling the strike effectively_ On the otbe 
hand, the Governor, even though pressured from many sides, 
refused to send the state militia into Canton because he was 
convinced the matter could be settled without resort to ~illtary 
intervention. 52 Governor Cox never once resorted to the use ot 
the state militia in a strike Situation, although throughout the 
rest of the nation the poat.war years were a particularlT strife. 
torn period in labor-management relations.33 
If Cox seemed to be especlally suitable to the urban type, 
both in big business and labor, hIs organization was by no meane 
ready to overlook the farmer. Dnrlng his administration farmers 
in Ohio suggested twenty-fIve bills to the Governor. of Which Cox 
34 guided twenty-three into law. The head of the Pennsylvania 
Sta.te Grange aasured the 1ew York World that Cox could cilrry Ohio 
because he had a good record and wal liked by both farmers a.nd 
;Labor, wh11e the cbAirmen of the National I''armers f Union and the· 
National Board of }.rm Organizations added their voices to the 
32T1mes , October 17, 1919, p. 6; October 26, 1919, p. 1; 
October 28,1919, p. 2; News, Ootober 25, 1919, P. 1; October 27. 
1919, p. 1 J l'~ovember 1) lHl'll. p. 1; November 26, 1919, p. 1. 
33stone, P. 25, 
34'l'imes. July 10, 1920, p. 2. 
~. 
---------------------------------------------, 
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opinion that the farmers were with Oox. 35 
Finally, James M. Cox's record as Congressman f~om 1909 to 
1913 placed him in good standing with one of the most vocal of 
all voter groups, the veterans, for of the 829 bllls he 
introduced 9.8 a CongresBman, 800 were for veterans' pensions. 3S 
Most of these were private bills, but on several occasions he 
fought for increased funds for veterans in appropriation bills· 
being considered by the House. In his most notable speech on the 
subject, he showed that prisoners were better fed than the 
soldiers and that even the monkeys at the Washington Zoo were 
gett1ng an increase in their food supply while the per canita 
allotment to the veterans in the soldiers' homes was being cut. 
Continued emphaSis on such mattera eventually brought government 
attention to the cond1tions In the soldlers' homes, and ln a 
short time the residents there 'Were enjoying a markedly irtlproved 
status. Reciprooally, the men at the DaJton home showed their 
apprec1~t1on to Cox by supportlng hd.m overwhelmingly in his 1910 
re_ele~tlon.37 
l~ a man could claim such a vote-getting record and appeal 
35NeW8, January 31, 1920, p. 1; March 15, 1920, p. 4; also 
tTanua.r~'~ 1920; 1:1lhe1rn, p. 71. 
38 . 
"aovernor Cox, "{is ~areer and Ideals," The ~;or1d' s '.:ork, 
XL (September 1920), 42'7J stone, p. 24. - - _. 
37cox, pp. 60-61, See al.o "Governor Cox, His Career and 
Ideals," p. 427. 
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to so many different clasees of people, it seemed re~sonable to 
assume he could carry his own state; but since Ohio's vote, even 
though pivotal, is only a small portion of the total nef,;de:] to 
cllrry a national convention or an election, he would n9.turally 
h~ve to garner votes from all corners of the United States; and 
Cox campaigners were ready once again to show that Cox was 
popular not only in Ohio, but elsewbere across the na.tion. In 
the first place, all the arguments put .eorth in his favor in Ohio 
could be extended to the national scope and command equal 
attention, but in addition he had the advantage of not being too 
intlIl1ately connected with the Y.ilson Administration, even though 
he favored the League of ~~tions. &ir.ce there was a strong 
movement in many circles to nominate a man not connected with 
Wilsonts unpopula.rity, Cox from the .Midwest aeemed a loeical 
choice. 3B 
In still another category, the liquor question, Governor Cox 
maintained an advantage for the simple reason that he was a good 
compromise man acceptable to both sides, or so his backers hoped. 
Although Cox had enforced the Volstead Act in Ohio because it was 
law, he was known to fa.vor amendments permitting light wine and 
beer. As a result, he was anathema to the Anti-Saloon League 
38Lou18 Siebo1a, News, May 1, 1920, p. 3, Charles Merz, n~w 
Leading C"uld:Ld.'l tes," The Ire\'! Republic, '{XIII (,Tune 2, 1920), 12. 
, .. 
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operating from his own back yard in Westerville, Ohio, but 
opposition from such an extremist group was cons1dered more an 
39 
aS8et than a liabilit1. 
Put into more concrete terms, the Cox boom just before the 
convention rested 011 the foundation of> the solid delegation from 
Ohio and most of the Kentucky dele[atlon, a tot'll of a.bout 
seventy votes. In Kentucky the state 1)emocrat1c Convention had 
pledged its four deleg·'ltes-at-larGe to Cox "as long as his name 
remains before the national convention," but no mention was made 
about the district delegates. However, of the twenty-two 
remaining delegates slxteenwere ordered by their districts to 
vote for Cox, while the unpledged delegate from Owensboro 
declared he too would vote for cox. 40 
Beyond these definitely committed votes, the Governor's 
organization claimed strong backing from n2ny other sections of 
the country--ln particular, the states of Indiana, Illinois, and 
New York, which commanded an agrregate tota.l of over 175 votes. 
As the delegates started their journeys to 'the west Coast, it was 
no secret that the Tammany group leaned to Cox because they relt 
he was the best man they could find to uphold the cause or the 
39 Louis Siebold, News, },jay 1, 1920, p. 3, lI. O. Messenger, 
'laslungton star, clted-rnl;c\1s, :,'ebruary e, 1920, {eview ~~ection, 
p. 8; T~me9~ne 17, 1920;-P; 3; March 26, 1920, p. 17. 
40!!!!, May 5, 1920, p. 1. 
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wets and still not alienate all the dry forces. FUrthermore, 
they were determined to stop the aspirations of Woodrow Wilson's 
son-in-law, William G. McAdoo, whom they thoroughly disliked, and 
Cox seemed the best man for the task. 4l George Brennan, boas of 
the Chicago Democrats, concurred with th1s op1nion, while Thomas 
Taggart, the head of the Indiana delegat10n, was expected to 
deliver needed votes when 1t became apparent that Vice-Pres1dent 
1~r8hall could not win. 42 A sbort time before the convention, 
Taggart bad entertained Al Smith, and Charles Ii1 • Murphy, the boss 
of Tammany Hall, with a "golting vacation" of several days at 
French Lick Springs, Indiana, and Democrats knowing the 
situation, agreed they did not spend their entire ttme discussing 
par four's and the value ot mineral water. Although none of the 
three would say afterwards that they had formally agreed on any 
one oand1date, most observers felt they were favorable to Cox as 
the man most suited to their situation with the best ch~noe to 
succeed.43 
Besides these states Ohioans were certain they saw definite 
indications of support for the1r candIdate from many other areas 
41Tlmes, June 17, 1920, p. 1; June 21, 1920, p. 3J April 12, 
p. 17; June 12, 1920, p. 6; June 15, 1920, p. 1. 
42Times, April 12, 192U, p. 17, May 19, 1920, P. 3; June 17, 
1920, p. 1. 
43T1mes , June 13, 1920, pt. 1, p. 18, June 15, 1920, p. 1. 
June 17, I~o, p. 1. 
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of the oountry, espeoially the ~Ast and South. 44 Thomas R. Cone 
of Hartford, Cormectiout, completed a tour of the New. gngland 
states around the first of May and reported they were looking to 
Cox, for they felt Ohio would save the day for the Democrats 
again in 1920 as it had in 1916. Not even National Chairman 
Homer Cummings would be able to deliver his Connectiout delega-
tion in opposition to Cox.45 Around the same time, Louis Siebold 
of the New York World wrote tba. t outside WashIngton and New York 
there was a deoided opinion that a man from the MIdwest should 
get the nomination, and New York, New Jersey, Il11nois, and some 
New Rngland states favored Oox.46 ?dward N. Hurley, Co~lslloner 
of the V. S. Shipping Board, declared muoh more emphatically, 
"It 1s rel?1l:lrk8.ble the almost general sentiment in the 'Sast in 
favor r,.' (jove:-nor Cox. ,,47 
The New Jersey delegation was pledged wholeheartedly to its 
favorite-son governor, Edward I. Edwards) but the "soaking-wet" 
Edwards was a oandidate more for an issue than an office, and 
onoe his point had been made for the "treedom-to-drink" sentimen 
4~ews, February 23, 1920, p. 7. 
45News, 
-
May 3, 1920, p. 18. 
46News , May 1, 1920, p. 3. 
47News , April 
-
20, 1920, p. 8. 
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48 his tollowers were expected to swing over to Cox. In nearby 
Weat Virginia, another favorite son, Ambassador John W. Dilvls, 
figured in a promising darkhorse role; however, if the Davis 
candidacy did not develop--and Cox backers were h0getul it would 
not--most ot the West Virginia contingent would join with 
neighboring Ohio, according to George V;hlte, assistant eampaign 
manager for Cox. Mr. White also claimed "many friends" in 
Pennsylvania, a state controlled by rival candidate A. Mitchell 
Palmer. However, if and when Palmer dropped out of the race, Cox I 
would cap! talize. 49 William P. "~cCombs, t"ormer National 
Democratic Committee Cl~lrman, predicted the nomination of Cox, 
giving as evidence his strength in the Midwestern states already 
mentioned, plus VJest Virginia, Tennessee, WAryland, Delaware, 
New York, :New Jersey, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Alabama, and 
Utah. Furthermore, the Michigan delegates said they would switch 
to Cox after the first ballot if he showed enough strength.50 
Do~n South, Senator Joseph Ransdall ot" Louisiana had 
predicted as far ba • .!).<. as January that James Cox would be a front-
running eand1date because "he's one of the big men or the party, 
and has been re-elected governor of that big, pivotal state, ft 51 
48T1mes , June 17, 1920, P. 1; !!!!, May ~9, 1920, P. 1. 
49Times, April 12, 1920, p. 17. 
50News , )flAY 19, 1920, p. 1; Times, June 18, 1920, p. 2. 
5INewa , January 30, 1920, p. 1. 
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while at the same time over in Alabama the editor of the 
Tuscaloosa News was hoisting the Cox flags with the assertion 
-
that the Democrats had a good rr:an in Cox to succeed Wilson. 52 
According to The New York Ttmes, increasing interest was 
building up in the South for Governor Cox, especially since the 
nomination of Warren Harding. Georgia was pledged to Palmer, but 
Cox sentiment was growing, whereas Mississippi, after giving a 
token first ballot to Senator Williams, was planning to jump onto 
the Cox wagon as early as the second ballot. Tennessee, it was 
claimed, would give support to Cox, as would many other states, 
too, once the name of Cox became better known. 53 Although few 
horns had been tooted in the South for the Ohio governor, by June 
that section was beginning to look upon Cox as a strong contender 
because of his geographic pOSition, but also, according to the 
Tampa Mornina Tribune (Democratic), because of his record. 54 
Since Governor Cox had not campaigned for pledged delegates 
outside Ohio and Kentucky, h1s name was 11kewise little known in 
the west, but his followers still claimed much interest £or him 
in those regions. As tar back as December, 1919, a Portsmouth, 
52" 'Jimmy' Cox, Before and Atter Nomination," The Literarl Digest, LXVI (July 24, 1920), 41. 
---
53Tlmes , June 19, 1920, p. 2, June 23, 1920, P. 2J June 28, 1920, p. ~; June 19, 1920, p. 3. 
54 As cited in !!!!, June 6, 1920, pt. 1, P. 2. 
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Ohio, man toured the west and reported a considerable Cox 
sentiment there, saying that "while not exactly antagonistic to 
to the 1,';ashlngton administration, they feel that a new leader is 
necessary, and thqt Governor Cox has theg:reqtest record of all 
m.en in public life today.,,55 Then, just before the Republican 
nomination, former Congressman James Monahan, an attorney for the 
l~on-Partisan League, asserted that if the GOP nominated a 
reactionary like Harding, Lowden, or Wood, and the Democrat. 
nominated Cox, the Non-Partisan League was in a position to 
56 deliver forty-one electoral votes to the Democrats. 
In l;~ay an edi torinl in the Hackl !."ountain 1~ews (Independent) 
of Denver said, "There are no atrir.g attachments to Governor 
James 'M. Cox of Ohio." Therefore he had the advantage over 
McAdoo, the son-in-law of' 'Wilson. On the positive side, the 
editorial noted that he was a "progressive and practical" 
Democratic governor in Republican Ohio--the only Democrat elected 
last tirne--a.nd had done things for his state that would be good 
for the country. "The country is beginning to wake up to Cox of 
Ohio. "57 In the same vein Roward Burba of the rayton Dally!!!!.!. 
learned a month later that eight of the twelve Colorado delegates 
55News , December 26, 1919, p. 13; see also Howard Burba, 
!ews, June "23, 1920, p. 2. 
56Raymond G. Carroll, News, June 7, 1920, p. 1. 
57Aa quoted in News, May 12, 1920, P. 6. 
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would vote for Cox on the first ballot and that all twelve would 
58 turn to him on the second. 
Reports from San FTancisco itself confirmed that Cox was 
surprisingly popular with all classes. ULeft to a vote of San 
F'ranciscans, hetd win hands down. tt59 
After hearing and reading all these wonderful reports about 
their governor, was it any wonder the group of campaigners about 
to board the train in 1)ayton were in a carnival spirit? f):lvid 
La.wrence of the ·,'iash.ington §.:!:.!!. (Independent) had written, 
"certainly the selection of Hardine would seere to insure Cox a 
place on the ticket. He says he will not run for vice-
president. noO Why should he'? Here was the only man who could 
outrun Harding. 
58Howard Burba, News, June 22, 1920, p. 1. An exaMination 
of the actual Colorado vote at the convention reveals that Mr. 
Burba was highly over-optimistic in his reporting. See Appendix 
I. 
59 C. C. Lyons, !!!!, June 26, 1920, p. 3. New claims of 
strellgth were based on rumors that the Hoover Democrats were 
switching to Cox, especially in California and Washington. 
--.~ews, June 4, 192U, p. 12; Times, June 4, 1920, p. 2. 
BOAS quoted in ~, June 13, 1920, pt. 1, p. 2. 
CHAPTER III 
VJOODHOW \iILSON 
That Buckeye opt1mism was based more on campaign oratory and 
wishful thinking than on real votes is shown by a slm';:)le 
comparison of the claims of delegate strength and actual ballots 
recorded at the conventlon. l Cox strength was great in Ohio and 
neighboring Kentucky, and New York and Illinois were definitely 
casting favorable glances toward the Midwest's own Mother of 
Presidents; but the confidence and enthusiasm so noticeable in 
Ohio disappeared rapidly as one moved away from the area. 
Besides Governor Cox there were, of course, the usual leading 
contenders and a host of darkhorses appropriate for a Presiden-
tial campaign, each one having an over-optimistic following whose 
claims of delegate backing, if combined, would total far more 
than the 1 .. 094 delega tea actually voting a.t San :i!'rancisco. But 
underneath all the oratorical bluff, no candidate was assured ot 
the llecessary two-thirds vote needed to capture the nomination, 
nor even half the convention vote, for that matter. ~ven though 
lC1a.r.:y state preferential primaries had been held and several 
I See Aopendlx I. 
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aspirants had their bat. officially in the ring, there 'ft.1 onl., • 
small percentage of the convention vote pledged to any specific 
candidate by convention time, Cox and Palmer being the tront 
2 
runners with rewer tban eight committed votel .plece. 
It the Democratic Convention was a wide-open contest meetlas 
under a cloud ot que.tion marka, the pr1ma1T realon waa that no 
one knew what was going on in the mind of the b1ggest Democrat of 
all--Prelident Woodrow Wilson. For months politicians bad been 
speculating whether or not Wl1son would seek a thIrd te~, and a. 
the day of reckoning came closer, . the., were no more certain otg 
answer than they had been 1n 1919. ~early every Democrat 1n Sa~ 
F.ranciaeo wal frankly hoping that the President would star out of 
this race.1 but it he did chooee to run, there would. be notb1nc 
they could do but bolt the conventlon--an aot 11kely to bring an 
end to the Democratic Party--ot' tollow sheepishly behind their 
acknowledged leader. Bolting tne party was unthinkable, but the 
second cholce "a. no more palatable than the f1rat because the 
prophet. were alread7 calling 1920 a Republican 'fear and chooa1. 00. 
a tlcket beaded by Wilson would certainly not increase Democrat!. 
chance •• 
SR •• ,. IuD. 16, 1920, P. 1. 
3lamesl. Montague, 'New., JUne 26, 1910, p. I, Dl'Yld 
LawreDo., »n.l:.. January 8. 1" 0, P. 1, "The PJ.t •• lc1enthl 
S •• epatak •• ,· '!'he lat1oD, ex (Januar,- 10, 1920), 31, "The 
Progre.. of tbT'l'orld," Amerioas Re ... l.. or Revl_!,' LXI 
(JuUA17 1910), 10, ma JUl'le 18t X~! pp. i and I. Ju-tbtl1· Sear. Benning, fi • l\uae 29. 11120, P. I. 
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S1-nce the CruJr. of' the Preaidel1t's" reticence aeemed to 11e 1n , 
•• ,0' 
the progress ot the League of' NatioDS iS8ne, much depended on 'the 
outcOltle of that debate., It he could have scotten his tree.t,. 
through the senate. he would probably bave retired on his 
laurels, but on the nineteenth ot .arch the Senate rejected the 
League for the second time, and the ,questIon ot the PresIdent'. 
fut~e came into even sharper focus.' The tollow1ng week both 
alde8 of the al.le in the Rouse cheered heartily when Representa. 
tive Benjamin Hwnphreys, l)emocrat trom MiSSissippi, delIvered .. 
forty-minute speech asking the President to announce immedIate1,. 
that he was nat in favor ot a thlrd term. S Around the aame time, 
Mr. Wl1son told hi. p~slclan, Admiral Grapon I 
~lt7 has lent .e a letter asklng that I 
come out and '&1 tbat 1 wl11 not run agaln tor 
the Pre,i4ency_ I do not aee atl7thing to be 
,aalned at th1. t1me b7 dotn, .. except to turD 
the lluldt!'shlp o.er to'Willlu Jenning, lU7'an. 
I .t •• l tba tit .ould D.~re'UJPptuou. .nd 11l bad 
t ... te tor me to d'cllne· .ometh1ng that has not . 
b.en ottered to DIe. Ifo group ot men ~a glveD 
me an,. a.supanc •• that it wanted me to be a 
candidate tor renam~atloD. In tact, ever,on. 
aech.. to be appoared t6 m7 running. 
Warming up the subject, he continuedt 
The Democratic Convention 1n San Pranci.eo 
'TilIel' Karch 20, 1920, p. lJ ·Oetting the P1'eaident1al . 
Bandw'agori ~'ta.1't.d," CUrrent 021nloP, LXVIII (Februar,. 1920), 11'7. 
5 '. . Tbl •• tu "'-reb 26, 1920, P. 1, N .... , Maroh 23, 1920, P. 1, . RaYDlODaSua Banke, "The Demoont!c 1!art,. in 1920, The RupttlJ'e 
ot the "UeonlaD Synthesis," UnpUblished Doctoral '01ssertatlOD / 
(unlver81t7 ot ChIcago, 1960), P. 117. . 
j 
1 
may get into a hopeless tie-up, and it may, by 
the time of the Convention, become imperative 
that the League of Nations and the Peace Treaty 
be the dominant issue. The Convention may come 
to a deadlock as to cand1dates, and there may 
be practically a universal demand for the 
selection ot someone to lead them out ot the 
wilderness. The members of the Convention may 
feel that I am the logical one to lead--perhaps 
the only one to champion this cause. In suoh 
ciroumstances I would feel obligated to aecept 
the naminateon even if I thought it would cost 
me rrt1 life. 
29 
Then Wilson asked Grayson if he thought he was strong enough to 
wage a oampaign, but the Admiral deolined to answer for tear of 
depressing the President.? 
Although Grayson was getting an InSight into the Wilson 
status, other Democrats were still in doubt, but still hoping 
for a pronounoement. In April Frederic Wile predicted an 
. "hlstcri;-; ~.Y'-nd1cat1on" ot the President when W1lson would 
announce publicly he would not run for a third term. Then the 
whole country would feel sorry for the strioken President because 
they had abused h1m so much.8 At the same time Joseph Tumulty 
was planning with Louis Siebold ot the New York Worlq for the 
latter to hold a personal interview with the President in the 
hopes they could get Wilson to disolaim any intentions of a third 
6Rear Admiral Cary T. Grayson, V~oodrow Wilson: !!!. Intimate 
Memoir (New York. c.1960). p. 116. 
7Ibid., 117. 
-
8News • April 19, 1920, p. 1. 
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terrn;9 but instead of achieving: their own purnoses, their 
strategy backfIred, with the result that they served as unwittin 
promoters for a Wilson campaign. Although Siebold bad a long 
list of questions to ask the president, he fIrst had to submit 
them to Mrs. Wilson, who wrote opposite the item "Personal 
Plans'" that there was to be nothing in the published interview 
but exaltation of the President. ,men the reporter finally dId 
get in to see Mr. Wilson around the middle ot June, the Chief 
Executive dominated the interview by bringing up his own 
questions, answering them himself, and avoiding any references 
to a third term. lO As a result, the article that appeared in the 
New York horld the next day portrayed not a .ickl,. President 
fading into retirement, but an almost-recovered Wilson, working 
as hard as ever and ready to take on any challenger.ll To 
complicate the situation, on the same day the interview was 
published, 'Wilson's son-in-law, Vf1l1iam G. McAdoo, publicly 
withdrew from the presidential race.12 Thus in contrast to the 
9 John M. Blum, Joe TumUl~ and the Wilson Era (Boston, 
1951), pp. 243-44; wesley M. ~gOY;!ni noad €o-WOrmalcfl The 
Presidential Campaign !lli!. Election oTT9mrfBiitimore ,982), 
P. S1. 
10Ibid _.
llTimes, June 19, 1920, p. 1. 
12Karl Schrittgiesser, This Was Normalcy: An Account of 
~tt Politics Durln~ Twelve Repu-o.fican Years: -r92o-I032 --
8 on, 1945}, p. 4 • Times, June 19, 1920, pp. 1 and 2. 
r __ --------------~----------------------------~ 
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r19.ny dlselaimePl written by reporters In the previous montha, the 
number who we:re sure of' the PresIdent· s retirement dropped almost <, 
. , 
to nothing after June 19, and the Wilson odds on Wall street 
dropped from twenty-to-one to two.to-one by June 30.13 
As the convention date drew near, all the leaders ot' the 
Democratio Party were beooming convinoed tha.t Woodrow '111aol'l was 
receptive to a third ter.m, and the reports they were getting rr 
Grayson aDd Tumulty merely confirmed their opinions. Carter· 
Glass, Bomer CUmmings, and Bainbridge Colby held conversatlona 
wi th the President juat before l •• vtng for San Francisoo, and 
each came away w1th the lame conYictlon.1• The sttuation 
regardtng Wilson was clear, 1t uneasy, for the l~mocrat.. Tho •• 
inside the Wb1te Houae dId not want the President to leek 
re-election tor fear ot his ~ersonal health, while those outslde 
the White House dld not want the President tor tear ot their own 
political health, bat 1t Mr. Willon decIded to speak up tor th. 
no~nat1on, no one could stop h~. Leaders at San Francisco we •• 
convinoed that Willon would not openly seek the nomlnatloD, but 
would play the wa.lting game in the expectation that someone el •• 
would put Wllson" name betore the convention and the delegat •• 
131f1• a , June 30, 1920, p. 2. 
14~tme., June 19, 1920, p. 2J JUne 20, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1, 
Rlx1ey sml!h and Norman Beaaley, Carter Glaaa, A Blograihl 
(New York, 1939), pp. 205-06, HaDRa, p. !'S, Bag$y, P. 8 • 
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would then stampede to the Chief ":Xecuti ve. Therefore, if the 
delegates could go about their business in California riltbout 
lettinG the name of.,llson slip into the nominations, like so 
m&llY mice bUB"j' working in the kitchen while the cat is decoyed 
ell1ev;ihere, they could nominate a candida.te who would be healthy 
enough to run and healthier for the Party. The key 19.Y in the 
De:'ocra ts' ab111 ty to muzzle any over-enthusiastic Hilson! tes who 
r;icht be ready to bca t the drurn for the ;oreaident. 
CHAPTER IV 
McADOO 
l~E MAN TO BEAT, RU}lliING OR NOT 
If the problem of determ.lning the President t s mind had been 
the only nebulous factor at the convention in San ~~anc19co. tbe 
rra.nagers of the various candidates might have been able to make 
defini te plans J but a8 the month of June unf)lded, the Democratic 
situation began to look like a ease for Sherlock Holmes. In 
addition to Wilson.a reticence, the managers were in a state of 
confusion because William GIbbs McAdoo, generally considered to 
be the front-~lnning candidate, withdrew his name from the race 
1 just before the convention. As a result, many Democrats found 
themselves in the awkward position of tr1ing to avoid the head 
of the Party, who wanted the nomination, while at the same time 
backIng a candIdate who rejected It. Perhaps McAdoo did not 
really expect his wIthdrawal to be taken seriously, but If he 
dId, would he accept the nomination If drafted? ?rom the 
strategic point of view, did McAdoo's withdrawal actually end his 
candidacy, or did it merely serve to enhance his position as tbe 
most desirable candidate? Of all the candidates, McAdoo had the 
-
lTlmes, June 19, 1920, p. 1. L------____________ ~33~ __________________ ~ 
most illustrious camp of followers from the political and 
financial standpoint. As far back as september, 1919, the rumor 
circulated that Bernard Baruch and W. L. Chadbourne had offered 
to underwrite the "right candidate's" campaign with ten million 
dollars. 2 It was common knowledge that both Baruch and 
Chadbourne, men of great wealth, were confirmed McAdoo backers. 
In washington sentiment was decidedly favorable toward the 
former Secretary of the Treasury. Although Wilson refused to 
support any candidate, almost his entire Cabinet, with the 
exception ot Attorney General Palmer, was strongly behind 
McAdoo. 3 In addition, prominent Democrats for lilcAdoo included 
Senator Carter Glass of VirginIa, author of the .i:?ederal Reserve 
Act and himself a former Treasury Secretary; Raymond T. Faker, 
head of the United states Mint; George Creel} AssIstant secretary 
of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt; and the astute politician, 
Daniel C. Roper. 4 SpeakIng of sentiment In the nation's capital, 
Postmaster-General Albert S. Burleson had remarked in May that 
"everyone in Washington- be11eved McAdoo would get the nomination 
-
Zaanks, p. 58, see also Bernard M. Baruch, Baruch: 
Public Years (New York, 1962), pp. 161-62. 
The 
-
3Times, July 1, 1920, p. 2; W1llis J. Abbot, "The Democratic 
ConventIon at San iTanciseo: II The Impressions of a Newspaper 
Correspondent," ~ ,Outlook, CXXV (July 21, 1920), 565. 
4T1mes, July 5, 1920, p. 1; PTederic \Nile, :News, .\pr1l 19, 
1920, P. 0; "?or PreSident, (Among Others)--wllliam tJ. McAdoo," 
~1tera£l Disest, LXIV (February 28, 1920), 44; Hanks, p. 190. 
<iv-_____________________ ..J 
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on the first or second ballot.5 His statement was overly 
optimistic but his enthusiasm was endorsed by Viashin~ton 
observers, who gave McAdoo an even better chance to win than d1d 
the already confident l~ew York odds-makers. S 
~ven though the campaign directors of Governor Cox were 
claiming nationwide support, the managers of Willia~ G. McAdoo 
were willing to concede nothing more to Cox than the state ot 
Ohio. Since McAdoo was a dry and a native of Georgia, he was in 
a much stronger position to carry the South than Cox. As a 
corpora tioD lawyer practicing in }jew York, his claims to Wall 
street support were equally as valid as those of Cox, while on 
the labor scene he could point to the wage 1ncreases given to 
railroad workers as an arguing point for labor support.7 The 
Metal Trades Council of Brooklyn, representing about fourteen 
thousand workers, had endorsed McAdoo in early ~~Y, along w1th 
the International Brotherhood or Electrical 'Norkers Local Union 
in New York CitYJ thus there was certainly no Cox monopoly on 
labor vote, even in Tanmqny-dominated New York City.8 Actually, 
5 Bagby, p. 68. 
Ssee, for example, Times, July 2, 1920, p. 2. 
7Lindsay Rogers, "American Politics in 192U," The Contem-
torart Review, CXVII (l<'ebruary 1920), 187; "The DemOcra tl0 
ppor unIty,· Literary Dieest, LXV (June 26, 1920), 18; Wile, 
lew~. April 19, 192u, p.. ; Times, June 27, 1920, pt. 7, P. 1; 
n a, P. 68. 
81f\v11at the Primaries Indicate," .TI!!. Outl,ook, CXXV (June 2, 
1920), l~~9; Hanks, p. ·124. 
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a.s the New York ~~orld pointed out on June 28, 1920, the labor 
vote was probably split between McAdoo and cox. 9 
The Obioarus' claims of vast support in the ,{,est were also 
fallacious in the opinion of McAdoo followers. The American 
-----.......... 
Review of Revie\I't'l had reported inF'ebruary of 1920 that McAdoo 
----- ..-.-. - --
was very popular on the West Coast and that he was better 
understood and liked in the west and South than in the ~a8t.10 
If proof of the McAdoo strength in the ','lest was needed, a look 
at the delegations to the convention from Oregon, W!:lshington, 
california, Arizona, Texas, Utah, and Idaho seemed sufficient.ll 
McAdoo strength was revealed by the opinion poll conducted 
by the Li teran: "Dls;es,t during the spring of 1920. Admi ttedly the 
poll had its falli~gs in accuracy, but the overwhelming lead that 
McAdoo piled up was valid. proof of the former Secretary.s 
popularity. McAdoo, with 103,000 votes, tallied over fifty 
per cent more ballots than second-place Wilson; but considering 
the fact that the President was a highly doubtful candIdate and 
third-place Governor Edwards was merely a rallying point for the 
liquor factions, the results became even more impressive. The 
next highest candidate was William Jennings Bryan, the focal 
9 Hanks, p. 249 • 
. 10 
• "Democratic Candidates still Shy," The American 
. ;,e"1e"8. Albert Shaw, ed., LXI (I;>ebruary mol, 131. 
j 11 
See, ror example, Appendix I. 
Review of 
------
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point for the dry forces, with forty-six thousand, followed by 
Governor Cox with thirty-two thousand.12 In a smaller poll 
conducted by the Delineator, a woman's magazine, McAdoo also 
topped all Democrats with 315 votes, followed by a poor-second 
Bryan with 131, and \alson with 51.13 
Granting the fact that McAdoo was the most likely Democratic 
candidate from the popular point of view, the greater question 
far was just what McAdoo himself intended to do with his position 
on the inside rail. After all, it was 1920, and most political 
observers felt that all the dogs in the Democratio race were onl 
ohasing a stuffed rabbit anyway. Although every oandidate at 
San Prancisco had to contend with the strong possibility th~t he 
was only chasing a dream, for McAdoo the problem was even more 
acute because of his peculiar relationship to the President of 
the United States. Under ordinary circumstances, being the son-
in-law of the man living in the White House would be a distinct 
advantage for any politician, but for McAdoo the relationship was 
a hurdle, not a help. 
In the first place, so long as the father-in-law did not 
~eveal his political plans, neither could the son-in-law. All 
l2"Pinal Standing of the Democratic Candida.tes," The 
~1terarz pigest, LXV (June 12, 1920), 20. -
l3nA Presidential Ballot," ~ Delinea.tor, XCVI (June 1920), 
1, 33. 
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Democrats had to step lightly in order not to seem in contradic-
tion with the President, but ltcJi..doo had to show even more 
deference because he was a Dertocr'it ~ a member of the ~Jilson 
family. Had the President bowed out graciously at the beginning 
of the campaign, McAdoo might have won hands down, but the longer 
',Jilson kept silent, the more tenuous bec'lme McAdoo's position. 
i:~ven if the President did not want a third term, McAdoo's own 
campaign would be handicapped without the expressed backing of 
his father-in-law. Thepe wa.s no such vote of confidence, nor 
would there ever be. 
The close relationship between ,'!11son and McAdoo was an even 
greater hindrance to McAdoo because of the President's loss ot 
popular support. There was a time v/hen Vioodrow 'dilson was looked 
upon by many people as a great leader; but since the end of the 
~. orld lIar, his populari ty r..ad wan ed con s iderably, primarily 
because of the long drawn-out fight he ht.ld waged wlth the Senate 
over the League of };ations issue. McAdoo was the most popular ot 
all the i)emocratic prospects. ould his popularity, however, be 
enough to overcome all the a.dverse opinion that would naturally 
transfer to him because of his close relationship to Mr. ~idlson? 
~}1nce \I'oodrow Hilson had a.lways been known to favor a strong 
exacuti ve, ~lcAdoo would te wide open to the charee of' n crown 
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prince" if he were the Den10cratic nominee. l ' 
Even if he could be assured that Wilson would not stand in 
his way, McAdoo still faced strong opposition from the northern 
big-city machine bosses, who were determined to block any bid he 
might make for the nomination. Theae organization men were still 
stn9.rting froDl the snub both Wil son and 1,TcAdoo had given them with 
regard to patronage positions, and they were determined upon 
revenge. ~urthermore, they could not meekly s1t back and allow a 
prohibitionist from the Wilson Ad~1n1stration to take charge, 
when their own constituents back home were decidedly wet and 
anti_wilson.IS E~nally, in the LlterarI DiGest poll already 
mentioned, McAdoo proved to be by far the most popular of all 
Democrats} L~t he was not too short-sighted to see that in the 
overall picture he was surpassed by a number of Republicans, in 
particular, General Leonard ·i~ood, who received twice as many 
votes a8 Mcadoo.16 Since all political barometers were showing 
"Republican," an open contest for the Democratic nomination would 
be politically unwise. 
Around the same time, Josephus Daniels pondered McAdoo'. 
14T1mes , May 24, 1920, p. 3; April 12, 1920, p. 17; June 15, 
1920, p. I; Mark Sullivan, "Your Move, Democracy," Coll1er t s, 
LXV (June 19, 1920), 8, "The Presidential Sweepstakes," The-
ration, ex (JanUflry 10, 1920), 31; ex (June 5, 1920), 74r;-
15Timea" June 15, 192U, p. 1; Hl.nks, pp. 68, 184, and 255. 
16ft Ftnal standing of the Democra.tic Candidates," The 
Llterarz Disest, LXV (June 12, 1920), 20-21. ---
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reluctance to enter into any prin:!'iry races and wrote in his 
diary, "McAdoo's action due to possibility of W~l running and not 
17 because he wanted an open and free convention." 
Under the circumstances McAdoo had no other choice but to 
declare publicly for a free and uncommitted convention, while 
working behind the scenes to gather all the support possible. 
Like most of the other candidates, he had to give the public 
impression that he was not actively chasing after a lost cause. 
In Ohio he scrupulously avoided any attempt to win delegates and 
even went so far as to suggest that Ohio Democrats back their 
own favorite son, James M. Cox. His ulterior motive was probably 
the hope tha.t the Cox movement would eventually f'alter, in which 
case he might persuade the governor of politically important Ohio 
18 to join him as his Vice-Presidential running-mate. During the 
early spring such a combination seemed more than just a 
possibility, tor Edmond H. Moore himself, the campaign manager 
of Cox, was assuring Mrs. 1ntoinettefunk of the Mc4.doo cl1rnp that 
party sentiment was for McAdoo and hInting that Cox might take 
the Vice-Presidency. By convention time, however, probably due 
in great part to Hard1ng's nomination, the Cox forces were 
l7nankS, p. 122. 
18 flmes, July 1, 1920, p. 2; 3agby, p. 66; Hanks, p. 273. 
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determined to go the dlstance. 19 Hhen the results of the 
MIchigan primary were tallied in early April, McAdoo, in spite ot 
an unsuccessful attempt to withdraw from the race, showed the 
greatest strength of all the ;~mocratlc c~ndidates, although 
again the dark clouds of Republican predominance loomed on the 
horizon. The GOP outpolled the Democrats 335,000 to 68,000, with 
over 13,000 of the Democratic total going to Herbert Hoover. 
Nevertheless, r~fcAdoo f s stock went up among the Democrats at the 
20 expense of A. Mitchell Palmer. Even in Ohio and Pennsylvania, 
where McAdoo had kept his name off the primary ballots, the 
former Secretary received a. substanti~l number of write-in 
votes. 21 
On the surface McAdoo was avoiding any conflicts with other 
potential candidates, as in the case of the Ohio situation 
already mentioned; but behind the scenes there was a running 
battle taking place between McAdoo and A. :Mitchell Pa.lmer. 
McA-doo wlthdrew permission to enter his name in the Georgia 
4 
19 Bagby, p. 114. Professor Bagby gives McAdoo's withdrawa.l as the reason for Cox forces dropping any Vice-Presidential plans, but it would seem the Harding nomination was more influential in the Cox strategy. See, for example, News, June 15, 1920, p. 2; Times, June 13, 1920, pt. 1, p. 5f ~une 16, 1920. p. 1. 
20The Nation, ex (April 17, 1920), 499; ex (May 1, 1920), 570; Wire; 1k!!,~pril 8, 1920, p. 1. 
21"The Progress of the Presidential Primar1es,1t !h!. Outlook, CXXV (June 9, 1920), 199. 
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primary and left the door open for Palmer to run instead, but 
this was not an indication by any means that McAdoo was wlthdraw-
ine from the entire race in deference to j)almer. A spiri ted 
rivalry continued between the two in which Palmer protested the 
write-ins for McAdoo in Pennsylvania a.nd McAdoo countered with a 
charge that a Palmer manager had been sent to 17ew York to try to 
win away supporters of lffci'\.doo. rhile McAdoo conceded the open 
primaries to Palmer, he tried to whittle down Palmer's drive by 
calling for uninstructed delegations wherever the Attorney 
General sought to win corami tted del ega tea. A1 though he \vas not 
an avowed candidate for the Presidency, and on the surface even 
seemed to be constantly withdrawing himself from primary 
contests, l'(.cAdoo still kept his name before the public eye 
through periodic statements on public policy and current matters, 
and even made a trip to the liest COIl.at as late as May and June ot 
22 
1920. 
By the middle of June, however, the biggest problem for 
McAdoo was not so much Palmer or cox.-although they were 
certainly not to be underestimated--but still the persistent 
silence of V'lilson. When l':cAdoo had a.ssured himself that h1s 
father-in-law was definitely not dropping out of the r~ee, he 
nrobably decided the only way to protect his own interests from 
22sagby, pp. 65-67, 116. 
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possible embarrassment was to withdraw formally from the 
presidential campaign. AccordIngly on June 18, 1920, McAdoo 
wrote to his frIend, ,\ssistant :1ecretary of the Treasury Jouett 
Shouse: "r cannot, therefore, permit my name to go before the 
convention; tbis decision is irrevocable." He urged, instead, 
the. t his followers transfer their support to f.>ena tor C-arter Glas s 
of Virginia.23 
The unexpected withdrawal of one of the leading candidates 
from the presidential race naturally caused a flurry of excite-
ment and new speculation. The timing of McAdoo f s wi thdra'Nal in 
conjunction with the New York V;orld a.rticle on i7oodrow Wilson led 
many to believe that MCi\doo was wi thdrawing to m.llke the way clear 
for the President to seek a third term, while others now looked 
to Cox as the fllvorlte; P'J.lmer, o.f course, figured to benefit 
24 greatly from the withdrawq,l, too. But when the dust stirred 
up by all the excitement began to settle a few days later, the 
Democrats took a second look and realized that McAdoo was by no 
means out of the running after all. 
Since it is impossible to fa.thom the inner regions of man's 
mind, no one can be cert:lin wt~t Mc:\.doo's real intentions were 
"hen he made his statement of withdrawal, but the conclusions of 
23Times, June 19, 1920, pp. 1-2. 
24 Times, June 21, 1920, pp. 1 and 3; News, June 19, 1920, 
p. 1; Wile, ~, June 20, 1920, pt. 1, P.-r;-
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many politicians" in p'lrticul'lr Thniel C. l1o::HH', were that the 
statement aided, rather than hindered !t,c!\doots chances. ?rom the 
notations of Carter Glass in his diary, the re'lder gets the 
impression that McAdoo actually felt his letter would put an end 
to his campaign for 1920 but tt~t Roper felt otherwlse. 25 
Uhether on his own volition or at the behest of his 
followers, after his withdrawal statement of June 18, MeA-doo 
still left the door open for a popular groundswell movement to 
draft him, and his followers were out to achieve this very thing. 
McAdoo's retreat ma.y have lost bim some of' his followers; but on 
the other hand his ca~) had expended too much in time, money, and 
prestige to throw the whole effort overboard at such a late stage 
in the game. 26 The strategy of the last few weeks before the 
convention, therefore, was to gaMble awaJ' the advanta£e of an 
organized canlpaign for an active c'lndida te on the chance that 
they could push through the nomination of' all unwilling !i~cAdoo 
under the appearance of a spontaneous movement of the rank and 
file of the convention for a "poor ma.n's candidate."27 If a few 
25Rixley 3mi th and Norman Beasley, Cilrter Glas:3: A 
Biograph: (New York, 1939), pp. 206-07. 
26;:ranks, p. 244. 
27 Times, June 23, 1920, p. 2. The McAdoo strategists had 
been worf.!ns througbout the preceding weeks to a.void the 
semblance of an org:9.nized campaign, but had planned to set up a 
convention campaign headquarters in san Francisco with Janiel C. 
Roper in charge. After McAdoo f s wi tbdraw,al even these plans were 
dropped. See Bagby, p. 67. 
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votes should be lost because of the absence of a centr~lized, 
open organiza tior}, the l~cAdoo workers fel t certain the loss would 
be of.fset by the broader foundation of the new McAdoo a.ppeal and 
the fact that McAdoo's reluctance discounted any accusations of 
"crown prince" out to retain the posl tion of "heir apl1arent." 
rlc!\doo himself was the epi torne of a171b1 val ence I sa -ying 
repeatedly he was not a. c'3.ndida.te l but always keeping the door 
slightly ajar. He wired Comrni tteeman Th.omas B. Love of Texas, 
one of his strongest J'ield cenerals, that he hoped Love would 
yield to his \d thdrawal and help keep him out of public life. 
Love replied that his sense of duty required him to proceed as 
planned, but l'/,cAdoo wired ba,clc that it was im!)ossible for him to 
run. Love then consulted Daniel C. Hoper, who advised him not 
28 to make any nomlnatint; speeches. Love continued to pledge 
rrexas f forty votes to MCAdoo, however, and on the day the 
convention opened, McAdoo telegraphed his warm thanks to the 
Texas delegation for their support and also assured the liorth 
Carolina delegation he would make no more withdrawal statements. 
He advised his supporters to see Love, and expressed his hope 
29 that if he were recalled to public life, they would help him. 
Vihen Dr. Burris Jenkins of Kansa.s Ci ty announced four days after 
l!.cAdoo t s withdraw'll tha t Mr. McAdoo's name "'iould still be 
28 Bagby, p. 69. 
29 Ibid., 71; Times, June 24, 1920, P. 2. 
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presented by popular derr:a.nd, McAdoo urged him. not to do so, and 
30 Dr. Jenkins complied. It is interesting to note, however, that 
when reporters asked l:cAdoo about the "def1rli te and fh):':l.l 
instructions" received in 3an.:?ra::Jcisco that his name should not 
lie presented to the convention, he only replied, rtThis action was 
taken with my entire approval. n31 The statement woul.J imply that 
by convention time the Mci\doo organiz<ll tion was planning all the 
strategy, while McAdoo, after absolving himself by his letter ot 
withdrawal, was taking the passive position of a.ccepting whatever 
came his way. 
At one point during the final days before the convention, 
though, McAdoo was stirred to action. On June 24, 1920, 'Jl.vid 
Lawrence wrote in his column that tlc.\.doo VIas suffering from. 
32 tuberculosis of the throat. Infuriated, ltcJ.doo told qernard 
:3aruch this "vas an exa:rr.ple of the "dirty work the P.;.lMer bunch" 
wa.s doing, and immediately fired back a public statement 
deDloring such "wanton fa.lsehood" a.nd "desaicable methods." The 
ontimistic Roper again felt the whole affair would strengthen the 
n Ad i 33 .:,c,~ 00 camps. gn. 
During the months precedine the ;)et1ocratic Convention, 
3°1· ,ews, 
1920, p:-l. 
31 
'llimes, 
321.)lv1d 
June 22, 1920, p. 1; David Lawrence, li!!!, June 29, 
July 1, 1920, P. 1. 
Lawrence, News, June 24, 1920, p. 1 • 
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r-',----------------------------------------------.-,---, 
)fcAdoo had detlnlte17been undecided about hi. planl tor the 
Pres1dential noatblltlon, probably hoplag that a split at the 
Republican Con~entlon would open the wa, tor hi. to .1b Dot 3 •• ' 'l 
the Democratlc nomination, but the railon d 'etre tor the wbole 1 
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campalsn .. the Prelidenc,. When, however, the united 
Republicanl nominated Harding, MeAdeo not only law hl1 hopeI top 
a Ipllt destroyed, but interpreted the ncmlb1ltlon or an Ohioaa 
.. I strengthening the bal'l4 ot hil chlet opponent, lame. II. COlt,. 
and lel.8n1ng any chanee he mlght have or getting a McAdoo.eox 
tlcket. 81nee no encouraglng .ordl were forthcoming tra.th* 
White House, McAdoo probably concluded that 1920 was not tbt 
year to be the leader of the Deaocratic Party and acooPdlng17 
drafted hi. letter ot .ithdrawal. Hl. 8l1pporterl, and partic-
ularl,. Daniel C. Roper, not wantiar to see the entlre McAdoo' 
campaign Ihipwrecked just betore the convention, pereuadt4 
McAdoo to agree at lea.' to accept the Ju.inatlon It dart_d. 
For M.A400 tb1. wal a perteot17 tenable pos1tion beO&u •• ~YlbS 
pub11c17 withdrawn bis .. e t~ the race, he real1,. could, •• ' 
"los." tbe n_ination, wb11e on the other hand It he .ere <SNttH 
In San granel.co and later loat 1n tbe Noyember election, he ••• 
atlll In a poaition to aa:1, "1 told 70U 10," and not h4 ... to 
ahould.,. the bla .. h1m.eit. To acco_odate hi •• uppo!Pt.~., 
McAdoo did not releale hi. followerl to their .econd cholce, bllt 
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urged them to back Carter Glass of Vireinia. Since no ~eMocratio 
COl1ver:tiol! would ever nordna te fl :;,Ol} thern :';cn:i tor for Pre31~lcnt t 
the likely intent w~s to keep the VcAjoo vote united for a later 
b k t V' - 35 move -,ae. 0 .',(:.'i.QOO. 
After hls letter of JV.ne IF, therefore, Mcil.doo sent '3. few 
more telegrams to his follo'~,:ers to eFphasize the f''lct that he 
persona.lly VIas not out to £:et the nor~ina.tion, then turned the 
ball over to his supporters to see if they ,,!ould score a tOllch-
down or be stOf.'lcied at the line of scrinn:u[e. ~uniel c. t'oner 
changed his originill pl.ar;s to go to San ;7rancisco to direct the 
atta.ck .. but there is little doubt thilt he was still coacting the 
team. Bernard 3aruch and 'l'homas Cbndbollrnc canceled their hotel 
reservations in ::~iln .L'rancisco, leavinG the qU1.rterbnckil1C job 
entirely up to Thomas Love, Frs. Antoinctte Punk, and the other 
EcAdoo supporters on the field. 36 If the hiG wheels of the 
EcAdoo macrline secn'ed to 1::;e concedlne dcf'eat, they were only 
leaders was to Get their rr.aI1 around the big org.anizations with 
the appearance thn t l~cAdoo' s a trenGth carne notf'rom org!1nized 
interests" but .from "the people." ',',ith the head 1'7'l.1n Gone to the 
showers they looked like !1 tealTI wi thout organization, but there 
was still very much strength in the r~c\doo c':Ul1:). \1 though the 
35nanks, p. 243. 
36Arthur Sears Henning" Tribune" July 1, 1920, p. 2; Bagby, 
p. 69. 
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withdrawa.l letter had caused a temporary setback for the McA.doo 
forces, they soon regained their strength so corn~letely that whe 
the contest began in ~)an 1'iIrllnci sco, the SDecta tors still 
reco~nized the sides as McAdoo versus the field, with Vc\doo the 
two-to-one favorite. 37 
37Times., June 29, 1920, p. 1; David Lawrence, News, June 30, 1020, p. 3; ll'rii.)une, June 23, 1;)20, p. ;:); Henning, .!:!?fl., P. 1. 
CllAP'1'ER V 
PALMER AND mE FIELD 
The yeu 1920 could be 01 .... 1fl.d ... the Yea,r ot the 
in the annal. ot Democratio pre-convention oampalgning. Altho 
a Plte.ldentlal nomlnatlora .... belng beld out tor .000e WOl'th7 
candidate, ba~dlT an70ne wa. w1111ng to make an .. vowed t1ght tor 
It. Woodl'ow Wilson was .a,.s.ng nothing. Wil1lam G. MeAdoo bad 
repeatedl,. back.d out ot the conte.t, and Governor Cox re.tr1ote 
hl •• elf bT openl,. .eeklng delegate. only 1n Ohio and KentuokJ. 
The reluctant race ot McAdoo caused the ChlO_lo ~lbuhe to 
comment sarca.tioall,.. -Xl'. McAdoo wl.he. UI all d1stlnotl,. to 
underltand that it the San Franc1sco conventlon does not ott •• 
h1m the nominatlon he wl11 DOt aooept It. ttl Cox al80 attectecl 
polltical .bfn.... "Governor Cox baa con •• nted to thi. 
pre.entation ot bl .... ,tt read tbe .ndorle •• nt by his OWII Thi1'4 
Distrlct, -on1,. .. tter he .... oODvll1ced that .... 0 large a DDab .. 
ot hi. friend. In81ated upon hi. candldac7-1t amounted to .. call 
that he bad no right to dllregard.-2 Even when COX'8 managers 
opened campalgn oftlce. to bld for delegat •• , the., telt obllg .. te4. 
1,~lbune, June 21, 1920, p. e. 
2""1, Janua17 $1, 1920. P. 1. 
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&1 
to otter the excuse that such aotion was beIng done beeaua. othep. 
Democrat1c oandidate. wer. not "playing square" in r~gard to 
unlnltl"Ucted delegate •• ' They tailed to lIa,.. wbat "other 
candidates" they bad in mind. 
In marked contrallt to the guarded grabs at the nomination 
made by the other oandidates waa tbe .forceful lunge made b1 the 
Attorney General of the United statea, A. Mitchell Palmer. Bela, 
a member ot the Wilson Administration, he was aa vulnerable to 
the anti-Wilson attacks as McAdoo, except tor the "crown prinoe" 
epithet} but instead. of being discouraged, the AttorDe,.. Gen..-l 
entered the fight with all the more determinat1on. Hia strategy 
was to win as man1 primary elections as possible and bulldoze bi. 
way through the convention by means of a vast arra1 of committed 
delegates e If be could garner enough pledged vote. in the 
pr1mari •• , ordinarJ "bandwagon" psychology would do the relt. 
In the ear11 torecaats aroumd the beginnihg ot 1920, both 
McAdoo and Palmer shared the spotlight. Actually, most, 
organization Democrats preferred Palmer to :tt!cAdoo because he 1'&e! 
been le88 selfish and had worked harder tor the Part1e McAdoo 
had popularity, but Demooratie leaders telt he had not alwa,. 
been "regular" w1 tb hi. patronage appointments. It the conven-
tion bad taken place in Februar7 or Karch, moat ot the partJ 
a New" March 26, 1920, P. 25, Times, March 27, 1920, p. 16. 
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regulars and probably even the C,l,binet would have backed the 
Attorney General, tor he alone seemed to be answering the call of 
the Democracy with the conviction so badly needed at the time. 4 
The first hurdle in Palmer f s p.'3. th to the conven tion occurred 
in Michigan in early April, and promptly it became a stumbling 
block. The tttorney General finished a poor fifth among 
l)ernocra ts in tha t primary, even be hind Herbert Hoover, who by 
this time had alread~ declared himself a Republican. 5 Although 
poli ticos bad foreseen handicaps in Palmer f S t'l:')')eal, they had not 
expected such a jolt. He was a fighter of the mold needed by the 
Democrats in 1920, but his aggressive marmer was also his great 
polItical liability, f'or Palmer, both as Alien Property Custodian 
during World War I and later as !l.ttorney General, went about his 
business with a determination that stepped on too many toes. 
There had been S11spicions th9. t organized labor would present a 
determined opposition to him because he had suggested, among 
other things, longer working hours with no increase in weekly 
4navid 1,Q.wrence, News, October 1, 1919, p. 19; H. o. 
Messenger, News, Pebruary 8, 1320, Heview f:,ection, p. 8; "'!he 
Presidential Sweepstakes," !h! Nation, CX (January 10, 1920), 
31; Mark Sullivan, "Your Move, Democracy," Collier's, LXV 
(June 19, 1920), 8, 18; "The Progress of the ~,'lorld,1I'" The A.merican 
Review of ReViews, LXI (January 1920), 11; ganka, p. ~ • 
. -
5Nat1oE" ex (April 17, 1920), 499. 
- '" 
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6 
wages as a solution to the high cost of living; but no one 
expected the results to be as drastic as they were in Michigan. 
Nevertheless, the Michigan primary confirmed enrphatically the 
feeling that no one in the labor movement would come to the 
support of Palmer. 
Liberal leaders could see very little good in the Attorney 
General. vihether Samuel Oompers was writing or progressive 
magazines such as !!.l!. ~ Re12ublic or J{Q tion were expounding, 
their opinions of P,almer were similar. 7 As if he were not blamed 
enough for wr£t he did, he was also ridiculed for what be did not 
do. Por example, Palmer had openly promised to lower the high 
cost of living (a much-discussed topic at that time) by 
imprisoning the profiteers; but after long months of investiga-
tion the profiteers were still free and prices were still high.8 
Although his poor showing in the Tfichigan Primary hurt 
Palmer considerably, he continued to fight for delegates. 
Georgia's twenty-ei:~ht votes were awarded to him, but only after 
a prolonged dispute between two rival delegations which finally 
6John M. Blum, Joe fumul ti and ~ Wilsont";;ra (Boston, 
1951), PP. 220-21: tt';vfio's Vlhontne PreslCientiar-;{ace,1t The 
literary ,2irest, LXIII (December 27, 19l9), 11; "DemocratI'C"""" 
irvailabilities," The American Review of Heviews, LXI (May 1920), 
465; Lindsay Hogeri'; "AmerIcan l'o1IEi'Ci In 192U," 'lbe 
contemporarz Review, CA~II (~ebruary 1920), 188; TImes, April 12, 
1920, p. 17; June 25, 1920, p. 1; Hanks, p. 80. 
7News , March 15, 1920, p. 3; see Nation, Vol. 110 and The 
New RepuBlic, Vols. 22 and 23. ---
8Nation, ex (March 13, 1920), 319; ll!!!!, June 23, 1920, p.l. 
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9 had to be settled by the National Democratic Committee. Senator 
Simmons of North Caro11na and Secretary of Agriculture Meredith 
of Iowa, both McAdoo men, kept fifty delegate votes away from the 
Palmer camp by running as favorite sons in their respective 
states, thereby averting an early Palmer rush at the convention, 
but the Attorney General compensated for this loss by easily 
capturing the seventy-six votes from his own state of Pennsyl. 
vania.10 However, Pennsylvania, even though it voted a large and 
important bloc in the electoral college, was by tradition strongl 
Republican, and not even the presence of a favorite son on the 
November ballot could be counted on to change the trend.l1 Sinoe 
Pennsylvania was already conceded to the Republicans, there 
seemed to be no point in choosing a candidate from that state 
when there were others who could swing doubtful blocs into the 
Democratic camp. 
Wo one seeking the Democratic nomination in 1920 seemed to 
have more handieapi than 1\.. IU tehell Palmer, yet no one struggled 
10 perSistently for the reward. He was from a staunchly 
9Nation, ex (May 1, 1920), 570, News, April 22, 1920i p. 1, 
May 21, 1920, p. 1, June 27, 1920, p. I, The Presidentia 
Primaries," The Outlook, CX~ (May 5, 1920), 5, "The Progress ot 
thePresldentlil PrImaries," ~ Outlook, c~{V (June 2, 1920), 
199, Tribune, June 29, 1920, p. 2. 
l0Bagbl, p. 67, "The Progress of the Presidential PrimarIes," 
p. 199. 
llTimea, June 25, 1920, P. 1, Mark Sullivan, "For Rentl A 
White nouse," Collierf~, LXV (January 24, 1920), 5. 
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Repub11can state, he was too closely assoc1ated with Wilson, he 
had lost the Adm1nistration support to McAdoo, he was disliked b 
labor and 11beral groups, his projected primary boam fizzled, yet 
in the home stretch before the convention he was still keep1ng up 
with McAdoo and Oox.12 Most prophets saw little chance for a 
Palmer nom1nation, but wh11e other candidates were withdrawing, 
Palmer was oampaigning openly, and in the confused state ot 
Democracy 1920, who could make any predictions? If Palmer could 
not get the nomination himself, he still controlled a large bloc 
of delegates who would playa vital role in either stopping or 
helping someone toward the necessary two-thirds majority. 
Nomination or no, Palmer was important. 
Beyond the speculation surrounding the four most prominent 
Democratic candidates of 1920, or perhaps it would be better to 
say _b_e_ca_u_s_e~£[ the speculation surrounding these men, the names 
of quite a few other prospects were pulled from the files and 
given the political acid test for strength and magnetic 
qualities. A perennial threat the Democrats constantly had to 
keep their eyes on was the Great Commoner, William Jennings 
Bryan. In recent years the Bryan star had been in eclipse, but 
l2Frederic Wile, News, ~lne 25, 1920, p. 1, "The Candidatel 
at S~n Francisco," The Kmerican Review of Reviews, LXII (July 
1920), 19. See also-the open 1etter from twelve prom1nent 
lawyers accusing him of cruelty, forgery, eto.--T1mes, May 28, 
1920, p. 6. 
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nO'll the prohibi tion is sue was bringing the old stumping spir1 t 
back to his bones. A1 though flO one was predicting the Party to 
clamor again for a three-time loser, the veterans of the 
political wars atill remembered vividly the magical powers this 
Pied Piper held when standing on a rostrum; and now the delegates 
were taking on the ch~racteristics of a herd of cattle in an 
electrical storm. '3rY!ln had said in March that he Y10uld run 
Ttif the situation became such tn'lt my nomination was Ilctually 
13 demanded," although he added t~~t he hoped it would not he. 
Later he surveyed the field of candidates and put h1s stamp of 
approval on Secretary of J.gr1cul ture Edward 'I'. Meredith of Iowa, 
but llleredi th withdrew from the race in late June and threw hi s 
14 
support to McAdoo. Bryan, however, even though admitting he 
was "personally fond" of Vlcldoo, fal t the son-in-laV'1 charge 
would be too much of a hindrance.15 \Jhcther Bryan would decide 
to run again or would back another candidate, he still controlled 
a zealous group of followersJ 16 and any zealous group with 
Willia.M Jennings Bryan at its hea.d was alwa.:ys So threat. 
Of all the favorite sons bein~ considered, the man who 
l3rews , ~ta.rch 14, 1920, Sport Sectior., P. 12. 
l4Times, June 28, 1920, p. 1. 
l5~, April 7, 1920, p. 2. 
l6tt On to 'F'riscoJ t n ~ Independent, CIII (July 3, 1920), 
17; Hugh Baillie, also James j. 'Montague, ~, JUfle 27, 1920, 
p. 2. 
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~eernec1 to be the most likely to ~ucceed \"1'19 John "'i. Davis of 
17 
"jest Virginia., the ;\meric'ln \mbac:; sador to Great :'ri tr:a.in. 
Although very little attention W'iS paid to hiM in the e~rly 
stages of the campaiGn, the ~ ~ Times started a. Davis boom 
in ~,!ay which was [rowing to considerable pro:Jortions by the eve 
of the conve:ntion.18 Some felt h.is pos! tion as 1mbassador to 
Great Britain would hurt h:ts chances with the Irish vote, While 
others looked askance at his conservative record and the fact 
that he came from a non-pivotal state; but cenerally 1'J'Oeak1ne, 
most observers cons:lflered him a ;.:;ood man w1 th a 1"espectable 
record, al though too li t tle knovm puhlicly.19 Since, however, 
his supporters frankly we1D:hed his prospects in the lic::;ht of a 
three-way deadlock between :Mc '\doo, Palmer J and Cox, the very 
fact th'l t he was unknown !3flve him a considerable advanb'l.ge as a 
(hrkhorse. As James .T. ;'ontr:a.'me eXDre"lsed it, "l7obody w'1.nts him 
particularly, but nobody doesn't w::\r.t him a£::sressively.,,20 \19.11 
street, wrich set his odds at a low t!:::ree-to-one, was not 
17"Democratic Abilities," The !~merican Review of '{eviews, 
LXI 05ay 1920), 465; i?rederic \;;!'fe, E!!!.!, June 27, !1T2o, p. 1'. 
18Times, Nay 23, 1920, p. 1; }~a.y 30, 1920, pt. 2, p. 2. 
19;;1111119 J. Abbot, "The DeP.locra tic Convention at Sfln 
;';'ra!Jcisco: 11 The Impressions of a l:~ewsp9.per Corres'}ondent," 
The Outlook, CXX'V (July 21, 1920), 566; f:avld Lawrence, 'News, 
July 4, 19~O, pt. 1, p. 1; Mark Sullivan, "Your l{ovc, Democracy," 
p. 8. 
20News , June 30, 1920, p. 2. 
-
21 
dlscounting his chances by any means. 
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Early ln 1920, Governor Edward I. Edwards entered the 
Presidential race as a .favor1te son from the state of New 
JerseYJ 22 but bis oandldacy was not taken serlou~ly because he 
was runnIng almost solely on the lssue of antI-p~ohlbltlon. 
However, many eyebrows were raIsed when he showed surprising 
strength 1n the M1ch1gan AprIl pr1mary, polllnz more votes than 
palmer.23 Later in the month he captured the twenty-eight 
delegates from his own state of New Jersey 1n sp1te of a hard. 
24 
fought campa1gn waged there by Palmer. Then he aggravated 
Palmer's posItion even more by winning a cons1derable number ot 
write-in votes 1n the May Pennsylvania prlmary.25 ~dwards was 
lnterviewed by ~ Independent magazine as one ot the four most 
11kely Democrat1c cand1dates, while in the Litera!".I Digest poll 
he finished third In total Democratic votes behind McAdoo and 
Wilson, recelvlng in addition over thirteen thousand cross-over 
Republican votes, far more than an,. other Democrat.
26 Being an 
21 News , June 24, 1920, p. 1. 
22News 
-' 
January 18, 1920, P. 1. 
23Newa, April 7, 1920, p. 1J Nation, ex (April 17, 1920),49h 
24New,S, April 18, 1920, pt. 1, p. 9; May 23, 1920, p. 1. 
25nThe Progress of the Presidential Primarles," The Outlook 
CXXV (June 2, 1920), 199. ---
26Bruce Bliven, "Hoover--and the Rest," The Inde2endent, 
ell (May 29 1920), 275J "Flnal standlng of tne-Democratic 
candidates,' ~ Literary Digest, LXV (June 12, 1920), 20. 
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out-and-out wet, he would have to overcome the 1mmovable object 
known as Bryan) but his wet backers were zealots ot the aame 
mold. It perchance the three front runners locked their horna 
in a hopeless tight and the b1g-city machines won oontrol ot the 
convention, there was a chance for the Governor of New Jersey. 
If his chances were long, so were those of every other darkborae 
Since there was such a bottleneok in the fron.t ranks of the 
Democrat1c race, a host of other oandidates of the favorite-son 
variety stood in the w1ngs hopefully waiting to see 1f the main 
attraotions might wrestle themselves to a bor1ng standoff. 
Chief among these backstage hopefuls was the Vioe-President ot 
the United states, Thomaa R. Marshall, whom Tom Taggart waa 
trying to push forward as the Indiana nominee. Throughout the 
oampaign Marshall had said he was not a candidateJ but a week 
before the convention, he aent his secretary to San Francisco 
to sniff out the political winds. The breezes, however, were 
not too promising tor the Vice_president.27 Although Indiana 
boss Taggart had .tamped bard tor Marshall when he played host 
to Tammany boss Charles F. Murphy and Governor Al Smith at 
fl'rench Liok, there seemed to be no enthusiastio rush to the 
Vice-President, in spite of reports trom French Lick that the 
27Cbarlea M. Thomas, Thomas Rilel Marshall, Hoosier 
statesman (Oxford, Ohio, 1§S9), 259; See also ArthUr Searl 
Hen.ning, Tribune, June 27, 1920, p. 1. 
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thPee leaders had agreed to back him. 28 If anything, the two 
New Yorkers were probably trying to cement an alliance with 
Taggart by paying lip-service to his choice without openly 
committing themselves to Marshall. They probably considered 
Ma.rshall a possibility, but only in the event that all other 
means of stopping McAdoo tailed. 
During his eight years as Vice-President, Marshall bad not 
built any followIng outside his own state of IndIana,29 and even 
there, hi. name was often oversr~dowed by that of Tom Taggart. 
In spite of the lack of enthusiasm elsewhere In the country, 
Taggart contInued to pledge Indiana t s thirty votes to it. 
favorite son. Behind the scenes, however, the Ohio people 
closely watched the Hoosier sItuatIon, for the very weekness of 
the Vice.President's political foundation was the keJ to the Cox 
campaign, since WArshall could just possIbly hold In the balance 
not only the Indiana vote but the Tammany delegation as W.11.30 
Just before the convention opened, the Cox campaign 
encountered another stumbling block they had not figured on 
prevIously. Until the first part of June It had been a foregone 
28see Times, June 13, 1920, pt. 1, P. 18J June 14, 1920, 
p. 20; June !~, 1920, P. 1; June 16, 1920, p. 301 and June 17, 
1920, p. 1. 
29"WhO'S Who In the PresidentIal I{ace, tt The LI terarE Digest j 
LXIII (December 27, 1919), II; Willis J. A.bbo~The DemocratIc 
Convention at San Francisco," p. 566. 
30Times, June 15, 1920, p. I; June 17, 1920, p. 1. 
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conclusion that the Tammany element would fall in behind Cox, 
even though they might give some support in the early ballots to 
Vice-President Marshall; but around the middle of June an 
unexpected groundswell began to develop for Governor Al Smith al 
a favorite son from New York, a boom which was augmented a short 
time later when Governor Cox announced publicly that he preferred 
not to have the prohibition issue included in the platform at 
all. 3l Although most observers felt that Governor Smith was too 
new on the national political scene to be strong enough to 
capture the Presidential nomination and that the new Smith boom 
was merely a tront to bide time behind until the Hew York 
delegation could decide which way the political winds were 
blowIng, for the campaigners of Cox, the rise of Al Smith was a 
new and serious obstacle in the path of their own endeavors. 
~~hen the chances of Al 8mi th should become hopeless along wi th 
those of Marshall, the Tammany bloc would swing over to COXJ 3S , 
but the danger for Cox was that (1) they might hold out too 
long, permitting someone else to start a more attractive band-
wagon, or (2) the Smith bo~~et might just become an unstoppable ) 
surge 1tself. Instead of only one person standing between 
Tammany and Cox, now there were two. 
31Tlmes, June 16, 1920, PP. 1 and 3; June 25, 1920, p. 1; 
June 2'7, lrnm, p. 1. 
32Ttmes , June 25, 1920, p. 1- J~l'!le9 J. Montague, !!!!!, , 
June 28, 19~O, p. 2. 
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Another name injected into the campaign at the eleventh 
hour was that of secretary of state Bainbridge Colby. Around tb 
same time Governor Al Smith came into the conversation of the 
l,lew York contingent, tbe possibilities of Colby also appeared in 
the New York Times and Rained greater momentum when William G. 
-- -
McAdoo tendered his withdrawal. Since Colby was the Administra-
tion choice for Chairman of the Democratic ConventIon, many 
wondered if he might be Wilson's choice for the Presidential 
nomlnation. 33 Old-line Demoorats, however, did not warm up to 
suoh a possibility too cheerfully, for Mr. Colby, who had been a 
Bull-Moose Progressive in the days of Teddy Roosevelt, was still 
a new-comer to the Demooratic Party a.nd not yet a "tested" member 
in the eyes of many party leaders. 34 However, he might be able 
to draw the progressive vote, whioh was shocked at the nomination 
of Harding. 
Besides the secretary of state, every other member of the 
Presidentts Cab1net was just as thoroughly scrutinized, talked 
up, or dropped, depending upon his relative merits as a potential 
candidate. Shortly before the opening of the convention, 
Secretary of Agriculture Meredith, who had been a prominent 
darkhorse possibility, threw his support to McAdoo to further 
enhance the new McAdoo boom developing under the guise of a 
and 
33T1mes, June 16, 1920, p. 2; June 20, 1920, 
2 J Sun e 2~?, 1920, p. 2. 
34 Brederic Wile, li!!!, July 2, 1920, p. 1. 
pt. 1, pp. 1 
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popular groundswell} but the Iowa delegation still eleoted to 
stick with its favorite son, at least tor a munber of ballots. 
There had been a little talk about Josephus Daniela in the 
early months of the campaign, too, although his name was seldom 
ment10ned after April of 1920. Coming from a Southern Democratic 
state and belng a controversial figure in the Navy Department, 
seoretary Daniels lacked the proper credentials for the nomina-
tion. 55 However, the Demooratic situation was such that everyone 
in Wilsonts Cab1net got a "possibility" tag at one stage or 
another. 56 
Another man whose high position served him in good stead aa 
a potential candidate was Homer S. CUmmings, the Cha1rman of the 
Demooratic National Corrmlttee. Like so many of the other 
possibilities, his name r,arely broke into the news until McAdoo'. 
withdrawal created a new flurry just before the convention. 
Bryan had fired a few broadsides at him, accusing him of being a 
wet, but up to June 24, the ~~all street odds-makers were not even 
putting him on the boards.37 As the men of the Party began to 
look around for a suitable darkhorse in the event of a three-way 
deadlock be~veen McAdoo, Cox, and Palmer, however, Cummings' 
35"Who t S Who in the President1al Race,tt The Literar~ :0igeat, 
LXII I (DecembeIt 27, 1919), 11 J "The Proeres s or-die Wort , " 
ill!!., 10. 
3enWho'. Who in the Presidential Race,n ~., 11. 
57 Times, May 14, 1920, p. 2, News, June 24, 1920, p. 1. 
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stock began to rise.~ 
While lookIng around for a food name to inject into the 
convention in case of a stalema.te, the Party leaders could not 
help recallIng the memory of the man who almost received the 
nom1nat1on back 1n 1912. Eve!) though many politica.1 writers who 
analyzed the prospects of House Minority Lea.der Champ Clark went 
awa.y with a "no-cha.nce" attitude, the fact remained that many 
were at least looking at the former Speaker from Missouri. 39 
In the Li terarl Digest and the Oellnea. tor poll, he placed ahea.d 
of Attorney General pa.lmer;40 and if the Party, seeing no hope 
for the present, but desirous of keeping the Party together for 
the future, decided to turn to a "good old Democratic name" to 
unite all the warring factions, that ot James Beauchamp Cla.rk at 
the head of the ticket would certainly bring out the party 
loyalty of all good Democra.ts. At age seventy, Clark would 
certainly be the oldest "favorite son ft at the convention. 
Other state sons who would go down 1n history at least with 
38nav1d Lawrence, !!!!, June 30, 1920, p. 1; News, July 1_ 
1920, P. 1. 
39News , October 21, 1919, p. 22; N. O. Mesgenger, News, 
February 8, 1920, Rev1ew Sect1on, p. 8; News, April l8,~O, pt. 
1, p. 9; Apr11 27, 1920, p. 1; May 29, 1"20, p. 1, June 24, 1920, 
p. 1; DavId Lawrence, News, June 27, 1920, p. 1; TImes, 
January 9, 1920, p. 2;-,une 27, 1920, pt. 7, p. 1. 
40 
"Final Standing of the DemocratIc Candidates," p. 20; "A 
Presidential Ballot," p. 1. 
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the distinction of having had their names presented in a 
nomina.ting convent1.on--and might even c'lpture the nomination 
itself if the convention were deadlocked enough--lncluded Senator 
Carter Glass of Virginia, Senator Robert OWen of Oklahoma, 
Sena tor Hitchcock of Nebraska, and Senator Sit:'lmons of l~orth 
carolina. 
Carter Glass, the former Secretary of the Treasury and 
author of the :;;'edars.l Reserve ,"ct, had been an active leader in 
the campaign fott Willia.m G. McA.doo; but when McAdoo withdrew hi. 
name from the race, he urged his followers to support Senator 
Glass. Although Glass remained a McAdoo backer, his own name 
was certainly on the list of potential candidates who might get 
the nod in the event of a logjam at the top of the Democratic 
heap.41 If the nomination came his way, he obviously would not 
turn it down. 
Like Carter Glass, senator Simmons was a favorite son fram 
a. Southern Democratic state, but with even lesa chance for the 
Presidency than Glass. Simmons realized he could never engender 
much support outside his own bailiwick, and navel' intended to, 
for his sole reason for entering the race was Simply to block the 
drive of A. :Mitchell PFllmer. As Ii loyal supporter of William G. 
Mc~doo, he planned, like Glass, to keep his own state delegation 
committed to himself until the opportune moment would come for 
4l:oavid Lawrence, :N"ew9, June 27, 1920, p. 5. 
r __ -----------------------------------------, 
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h1m to de11ver the entire vote to the McAdoo eause. 42 
Two Western states were present1ng favorite sons whose names 
were often found 1n the same parap;raph with that of W1ll1am 
Jenn1ngs Bryan, but for oppos1te reasons. The hopes of Oklahoma 
rested on Senator Robert Owen, an advocate of proh1bition and, 
therefore, a l1kely prospect to w1n the support of the Bryan 
foroes. 43 With the nucleus ot: the twenty Oklahoma votes and the 
backing ot: Bryan, the Owen group pushed the argument that the 
Democratic Party would have to rely on the West a.gain to ach:t.eve 
44 v1ctory 1n l~ovember. As an advocate of the League I\Lnd a dry, 
OWen seemed a logical choice to capture the West, the dry South, 
and the pro.League Wilson1tea in the East. 
Bryan's own Nebraska delega.t1on was pledged to Senator 
H1tchcock, but there the loyalty ended abruptly. In a. f1eztcely 
fought primary between these two famous persona11t1es, Hitchcock 
had defeated Bryan by a seven-to-one margin; howevel", Bryan had 
gained enough control of the delegatlon to be able to split the 
state vote w1de open as soon as the procedural ballots were cast 
for Hitchoock,45 and chances were Bryan would swing his share ot 
42nThe Progress of the Presidential Primaries," !h! ~ltlook, 
c~~v (June 2, 1920), 199. 
43News , June 23, 1920, p. 1; Mark SullIvan, "Your Move, 
Democracy," p. 8. 
44Times, June 27, 1920, pt. 7, p. 1. 
451< ,ews, Apr11 22 , 1920, p. 1. 
r __ --------------------------------------------~ 
the delegation to Senator OWen or lOIle other prohibitlonllt. 
With hll own houle divided, t~rerore, Senator Hltc~coek Itood 
little chance ot winning a national bid. 
finally, Be. York, whi ch wal already baoking Governor Al 
smith al its favorite .on, bad .till two other prospects to 
of tel" In the eveat of a Democratic deadlock--l •• es 1'1. aerard anel 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Gerat-d, the American Ambaaaador to 
Germany, wal in the odd pOSition ot belng a Ion of New York, 'Jet 
having his only committed IUpport trom South DIlkota.46 He 1144 
been the flrlt Democrat to armotU10e publiol., bll cand.idacy·'" 
the .nominatlon, bavlng tossed. hla hat into the z-lng on 
December 15, 1919,4'7 but unlike a truly avowed candidate, he told 
the audience at the .rack.on Day Dinnez- the following month that 
the belt cal1dic1ate tor the Presidenoy waa not himselt, but 
Herbert Hoover. 48 A1 though South Dakota committed 1 tatea 
delegatel to the Amba.aadQP 10 ~oh ot 1920,49 Gerard hlm.elf 
seemed to do l1ttle to .further his own caus., and !nth •• nftlaa i 
months hi. ctll1dldaoy ahowed more 81gn8 of regresslng than 
advancing, even though fbe. l"nflependent magasine 1n late II • ., .till 
46N ... , UAY 21, 1920, P. 1. 
. .'-Who'e Who 1n the Pre8idential Race,· P. 11, New., 
l{eeember 17, 1919, p. 1 • 
. 4S08wald Garr1son Villard, ftOl'd ... f by Dinner," .The Nation. 
ex (J'anual'7 1'7, 1920). 68. 
49,,'l'b.. Progress of the Viorld .. " '.fhe .American Review ot ;, 
~evlewl'. LXI (January 1920), 18. - -( 
~-------------------------------------------------------6a--~· 
oonsidered him asoheo! the tour most likely Democratic 
oa.ndida tea, along with McA.doo, Palmer, and Edwards.50 Wi th M, 
own.tate backing Al Smith as a tavorite son, Gere.rd's chance. 
seemed dim, although there was evidence ot a Gerard boom being 
started on the !ammany train headed tor the west coast.51 
The New York ~ (Independent Republican) had suggested. 
i . 5t ?ranklln D. Roosevelt tor Pres dent as early as May 22, 1919. 
At that time yet, people were still watching Mr. Wilson and the 
League 1ssue, but the Roosevelt name cont1nued to appear on 
ocoasion thereatter. Although several newspapers and magaain •• 
were mentioning h1lD .. s a "possibility" by January ot 1920,53 
his name dro'pped out ot the presidential piotul'e atter that, and 
instead the talk began to turn to Roosevelt tor Vice-president,S 
H1s youth and comparative lack ot experience were handicaps tor 
a Presidential bId,56 but with the Roosevelt name and hil 
perlODal charm he seemed a perfect choice fo~ the second place 
on the ticket. BeSides, Roosevelt was aware that 1920 looked. 
50Bruce Bliven, "Hoover--And the Rest," !!!!. Independent, 
ell (May 29, 1920), 275. 
51 . 9 Times, June 18, 1 20, P. 2. 
o 
59 Frank Freidel, Franklin D. Roosevelt: The Ordeal (Boeton· 
0.1954), P. 51.· - ---
53"Whote Who In the Presidential Race," p. 11; "The Pl'ogrel 
ot the World," !h!. American Review ot RevIews. P. 10. 
54Ttme~. lull 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1. 
55Ib1d• 
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like a lOBer tor the Democrats, and the top Bpot on a dereated 
ticket held out little promise to a rising young politician. AI 
a Vice.Presidential candidate. however, Roosevelt would hardly 
have to lhoulder the blame tor the defeat it it did oame, and 
most Democrats realized that it might. For them, 1920 was the 
year ot the Ostrich. 
r __ --------------------------------------------~ """ 
CHAPTER VI 
PRE-CONVENTION SUW~ARY 
By the end of Jun~, the Democratic situation bad resolved 
itself to a pyramid of three different tiers. At the pinnacle 
stood President Wilson, who held the key to the entire 
convention. If he announced his cancl1dac7 tor a third term, 
there was nothing more for the Democrats to do but endorse hi. 
and play "tollow the leader" J but nearly all of the Party member. 
were anxiously hoping he would remain silent and play the passive 
role, even though he might be hoping for the bid. In that event, 
they could bypaas the President and get on to the more realt3t1c 
work ot nominating a man oapable of leading the party in 1920. 
The leaders at the convention were reasonably confident 
they could circumvent the President, but not so aure they could 
manipulate a potential deadlock among the three leading con-
tenders, McAdoo, Cox, and Palmer. McAdoo, despite hi. announced 
withdrawal, retained the strongest pOSition, although his 
nationwide following, with its zenith in the Weat, was challenged 
by the formidable epithet of "crown prince" and the determined 
OPPOSition of the big-city organizationa. Since a two-thirda 
majority was needed to capture the nomination, the Tamman7 group 
was confident it oould atop the MoAdoo drive. On the other hand, 
'10 
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a strong antipathy toward machine politics could also tip the 
scale of reaction to the advantage of MCAdoo.l 
Inch depended on who would exert the greatest influence at 
the convention--tbe Administration forces, the big-city machine 
organizations, or the dry followers ot Bryan. The principal 
struggle was between the Administration forces behind McAdoo and 
the urban maohines who were out to stop him, while the Bryan 
forces were an unknown factor that might tilt the balance in the 
direction of McAdoo or mignt Itrike out into a third direction. 
The machine bloc--cons1ating ot New York, New Jersey, 
MassachuBetta, and Illinoi8--in looking out for its own needs 
wanted a candidate who would appeal to their wet Irish and 
2 It~lian constituents. Because their constituents were anti-
Wilson and because they themselves were still smarting trom the 
patronage rebuffs inflicted upon them by Wilson (and McAdoo), 
the bosses of Tammany and the Chicago machine joined forces to 
dump the 80n-in-law of the President but not necessarily to 
support a common lubstitute. Governor Cox was considered the 
best choice in any "stop MCAdoo" campaign, but any strength Cox 
had from the anti-McAdoo forces was lolely negattve. Once 
McAdoo wal halted, there was no guarantee that the boslel would 
lFrederlc Wile, !!!!., June 27, 1920, p. 1. 
2navld Lawrence, !!!!, June 27, 1920, p. IJ lee allO Tlmea, 
June 26, 1920, p. 1. 
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remain faIthful. They were interested in Cox as a means not as 
an end. 
The managera of the Cox oampaign had delIberately oonoen-
trated their stretegy around a hard-core following from Ohio and 
Kentucky by keeping their oandidate relatively unknown in the 
other parts of the oountry until convention ttme. 3 There wal 
admittedly the danger trAt their candidate might remain unknown 
too long and get loat in the limelight of bigger-name personali. 
ties, but on the other band, it often helped not to be known too 
well, since an unknown man had few enemiel, and a laok ot enemies 
was an important factor when the party leaders began looking tor 
a compromise man in a many-sided race. COX'I manager a had 
plotted tbeir course well, for the Oox boom, which had been onl,. 
a murmur in the early months of the campaign, grew oonsiderably 
during the month of June, 10 that by the latter part of June, 
with the help of Harding's nomination and MoAdoo's withdrawal 
letter, Oox had oatapulted into the front position. 
Although Cox looked like the man to beat after McAdoo 
3Roger LewiS, "Ohio Prelent. Two Editors," Collier's LXV 
(:May 22, 1920), 26J "Two Leading Democrat10 Candraa£es,1i~e 11ew 
RepubliC, XXIII (June 2, 1920), 1J "Cox Away from the White -
House," ibid., (July 14, 1920), 187, "Jamel M. Cox, Fram 
Pr1nter'~v11 to Governor," The Literarz Digest, LXVII (June 1 
1920), 57. James M. Cox 18 no~ven listed in t6e indioes of 
The New Republic up to May, 1920, or The ~eriean Review of 
ReV1m up to June, 1920. Cox's own Dajton rai'Z Hews maTe no 
editorIal references about or endorsements 0 ox until after he 
was nomina ted. 
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published his leiter of withdrawal, a series of events just beto 
the convention threatened to upset the bandwagon just when it 
seemed to be gaining its greatest momentum. First of all, the 
clearing of the atmosphere atter McAdoo's letter revealed that 
he was not out ot the race after all, that, in fact, he might 
bave emerged from the incident stronger than before. Then just 
a tew days before the convention opened, Governor Cox expressed 
his opinion that the Democratic platform should remain completely 
silent on the prohibition iSlue.' Many Tammany delegates felt 
he was "pussy_footing" and talked of looking elsewhere for a 
candidate to support; but Cox's generals feverishly assured the 
liquor interests that the Governor still favored a moderate wet 
position agreeable to the big-oity people. 5 Finally, in the week 
before the convent1on opened, the hitherto unmentioned fact ot 
Governor Cox's dlvorce tram his first wlte ten years previously 
was publicized and given headlines June 27 by a San Francisco 
6 
newspaper. Cox's managers immedi~te17 responded with-a full 
explanation of the situation,7 but the effect this news might 
4 ~ Times, June 27, 1920, pt. 1, PP. 1 and 2. 
~awrence. News, June 28, 1920, p. 1, Montague, News, June 
29, 1920 p. 2, T1:m8', June 28, 1920, p. 1, June 29, p. a, June 
30, PP. ~ and 3. For a d1fferent v1ew of the Cox wet stand, see 
T1me., June 25, 1920, p. l, June 27, pt. l, P. 1. 
6Ttmes~ June 26, 1920, p. 1; June 25, p. 1, Lawrence, Newa, 
June 2S, lidO, p. 2. -
7 T1mea, JUne 28, 1920, p. 5. 
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have on the Governor'. chance. at the convention was unknown. 
The Cox wagon had been gaining momentum steadily until it had 
even taken the lead about III week before convention time,8 but 
political prognosticators generally conceded that by "opening 
day" the Cox candidacy had weakened somewhat, to the benefit o~ 
MOAdoo.9 The key for Cox was still the question ot big-city 
maohine support. 
The third member of the triumvirate, A. Mitchell Palmer, 
was in fact the weakest, notwithstanding the first ballot vieto 
claims trom his campaign headqUarters.10 Although most obaerver 
felt Palmer bad only a slim chance of winning the nomination, he 
nevertheless controlled a large bloc of delegate votes whlch 
someone had to lure away before the necessary two-thirds majorit 
could ever be achieved, and therein lay the key to the three-way 
race. Each of the three major candidates was more than happy to 
join forces with one of the others in order to stop the third, 
but none was ready to give up any delegates to help one ot the 
others win. 
under such oircumstances, the convention was destined to 
drag on for days until someone tlIla11y gave in. The onl,. other 
8Ttmes , June 25, 1920, p. 1; June 26, p. 2; James W. 
?aulkner, !!!!, June 26, 1920, p. 1; Wile, ~. 
9wile , l1ews, June 27, 1920, p. 1 J Montague, News, June 29 
1920, p. 2J TImes, ~une 29, 1920, P. 1. See also nanks, p. 24!. 
lONews, June 22, 1920, p. 1. 
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alternative was that the delegates at the convention, finally 
realizing that none of the three would ever reach the two-third. 
mark, would give up on them completely and begin looking tor a 
darkhorse. standing by, the broad third tier of the political 
pyramid, was a large group ot darkhorses, headed by Ambassador 
John w. !)lvis, who hoped that just such a stalemate would occur. 
The political prospeot. for the Democratic Party in 1920 
were so hazy that no oandidate, with the exoeption of A. Mitchell 
palmer, was willing to risk his prestige in an all-out campaign 
for the nomination: but each was hoping secretly that the Party 
would pOint its finger his W9.y_ Perhaps Governor Cox himself' 
best expressed the sentiments of all the candidates when more 
than 8. month before the convention he saidl 
All my friends are urging me to open a vigorous 
campaign. But I prefer to walt. If, when the 
convention opens, the~ fInally turn to Ohio, all 
right. We either have an ace in the hole, or we 
haven't. If we have an ace concealed, we Win, and 
if we haventt, no a~~t of bluffing and advertisement 
09.D do us much good. 
llRoger Lewi., "Ohio Presents Two Editor.," Colllert~LxV (May 22, 1920), 26. 
r 
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OHAPTER VII 
PRELIKUfARIES ADD PLATFOlUl 
"The C~ftyentlon will be in order,· shouted the Pre.ldlng 
atticer. J. Snoe Krael' of Montana, Vi.e.Chairman ot the 
Democratic .tlona1 Commltt.e, IUld the levenl thou.aDd Ill111 .. 
Democrats 'on the conventloD floor and ln the balaonl •• b .... ,. 
a.ttle down. The tlme was 12:20 P.M •• Monday. the twent7 __ t,_tb 
da7.0f luDe.l Immedlately,. tbe con.entioneera tound .. 0011e.tl •• 
outlet tor their pent.up emotions wben the ·star-Spanglea BaDbe~ 
cUle to an end and the huge American nag .. bo .. e the .pe .. kezr.ta 
plattorm waa rolled up, revealtng .. large pai1'ltlng of lPe.ldeat 
WoodroW Wl1eon. Instantl., jubllant ·Democ~ts bega. to parade 
and oheer their tl tular 1 eader and contlrsued tor bA1t an ..... 
ln an obviousl., spontaneous tribute, ... nett on11' by .. _1 __ 
skirmish 111 the If ... York •• ctlon bl-ought on when de1ega'e 
F'Nnklla D. Roo .... elt tried to w1"e.t the st.t. bannel' a .. ,. t1"_ 
\.,.,:. 
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other reluctant .e. YOttker8. However, the other delegat., 1n 
theconvent1on ~11 c~led on the1r enthusiasm oblivious to 
New York and were able to be quieted only atter tbe Ipotllgbtl 
in the coliseum .ere turned ott.2 
Pollow.lDg the Introductory prayer by Jlonslgnor Patrick R,.a. 
and .. _peeoh by Kremer, Romer S. CWmmlnga ot Oonnecticut, the 
Tempcra1"1 Chairman ot the Conven tloD, .... escorted to the 
plattoN to deliver the keynote addre8s. Prote.sorial CU1lmllng8 
did not appear to be the conventlon.orator t~, but he ripped 
1nto the Republicans with such flercene,. and detended tbf. 
a.l11ltg Fl'esldent w1 th such sympathy UId 'kill tba t he lndlHotl'J 
thruath18 own nUle torward •• the new man ot the hour lnth. 
Democratic quest tor 1e.,der.h1P.S OUt.ide ot the.e tew events, 
ho"e"er, l1ttle wa. accompllmed on that tirst da,.. in convetltion. 
Pol' tbe tir.t te. day., 1n tact, the spectator at the 
conven.tion would have found _.11 cau •• tor genuine exclt .. _llt. 
The del_sat •• , with occasional exceptions, .eemed to,be dolnl 
notAing .... tban glving rubber.stamp approval to the ftJIlou •. 
re.olutions and 11ats pre.ented. to them. Behind the Ice!! ••• 
how.,. .... the situation waa more electric, tor It was tn th.-
committee ... ad caucus :room. that the warr1ng tactions were each 
trying to win approval tor their tavorite pro,r'" or 
.,' k 
2ot.tlcial ReP,2rt. p. 3, Times, lune 29, 1920, PP. 1.1. 
8otfle,S.al Refix-t, PP. e-26JT1ra._, June 29, 1920, p. ,_ 
Arthur letra leanDg,. 'J."l-lbune Cl\1lle II, 1920, P. 2. 
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personalities. Although the ch1ef purpose of the convention was 
to choose a Presidential candidate, many other factors, such as 
the party platform, could play an important part in the eventual 
outcome of the race. On the second day of the convention, tor 
example, the permanent officers tor the convent10n were appointed 
and approved with a unanimity that revealed none of the maneuver_ 
ing that had taken place in preliminary caucuses." fJ.1he anti-
Administration forces had conceded most of the top positIons to 
the Willonites, but not all. Secretary of state Bainbridge 
Colby, serving a.s a delegate from the District of Columbia, was 
'Nilson'l choice for Permanent Chairma.n of the oonvention, 
probably because Colby was secretly Wilson's ~ ofticio campaign 
manager and the chairmanship would be a convenient platform from 
which Colby' could issue the call for Wilson's third nomination. 
For Chairman of the Resolutions Committee (in charge of writing 
the Democratic Platfor.m) Wilson bad deSignated Senator Carter 
Glass, who had already drawn up a platform to Wilson'. speeitioa.-
tions. The OPPOSition forces, on the other hand, were campaign-
ing for Senator Thomas J. Walsh ot Mont~na tor elthe~ of the two' 
chairmanships. A Victory for Walsh in ei ther would be a serlous 
blow for the Adminlstratlon~ since Senator Walsh was an outspoken 
opponent of Wilson's League ot Nations. Before an impasse wa. 
reached, however. Cummings wired the President that Secretar7 
"Offic1al Report, pp. 73 .. 74. 
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Colby would be more useful OD the plattorm committee helping 
Sena;torGlaa.'ateer the tight tor W11son's program. The 
President reluotantly agree4, and in the end the Walsh faction. 
backed senator Glass on the R.solutions Committee in exchange 
tor AdminIstration support tor'Senator Joaeph T. ,RobInson ot 
~rkaftaa. tor Permanent Convention Chalrman.8 The opposition 
forces bad tailed to get control ot the plattoP.D committee and 
had to accept a comproai.le Administration man tor permanent 
convention chairman J but in the :final anal'1s1. theirs .... s b,. tar 
the greatex- victory. As matter. developed, the plattol"Jllpro'tecl 
to be of only minor tmportabceJ but had Secretar, Colby aucceede 
1n becoming Permanent Chairman ot the convention, he would have 
been in an excellent poSition to present Woodrow Willon's __ 
betore tbe delegate. tor unanimoul "pproval, and the convention 
would bave been torced to Dominate the man moat people dia bGt 
want. 
, Another matter betore the delegates on the second 4a,.. or 
eonve~tlon was the adoption ot the orde~ ot bUlln.al to be' 
tollowed tbroughcnlt the deliberation.. It had b.en the telltatl'f'1 
ag •• eme»t among the Democratic leaders to adopt the plattorm', 
atter chooalngthe Presidential candidate, but this could v • ., 
w.ll bave "OPked to the disadvantage ot man,. ot the Prealdeatlal 
r __ ----------------------------~-----------.--------~ 
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aspirants. 'l'he~etor.tbe Rules Committee Clecided. to adopt the 
pla.ttoN tlrlt,thetl 1'tOmlnate .. candid.ate.a 
The final businels on the second day of' the convent1on w •• 
to make a decision on the Clebated queltlon ot the un1t PUle. 
The KcAdoofollowers were e.pecially anxious to abolish the Nle 
since many ot their vote. Were scatte~e4 among stat.s who •• 
delegation. would be compelled to vote as a bloc for aDoth.r 
oandidate. The antl .... Adminl.tratloD machin •• ) ot courle, favored 
the unlt,yatea becaus. much of their .t~ength came f'x-oJI the' 
bloc 'Yote. There was e .. en 8. report that '!amman)" boas Xuppl'rJ bacl 
tempted the Kanaa. delegation (which W8.a important to 'MCA.c1oo) 
that 1t Kana .. s would 'aupport the unlt rule, Tammany ,would luPport 
MCAdoo,' but noh a proPoll~lon aeems unlikel,. linoe the anti-
Administration ,toroe. could hardly bave g.lned much from such a 
d •• l. The McAdoo meDwon a partial vlctor,. when theconvent'1oD 
voted to entorce the unit rule only in d.legatlobswbich ·bJ 
state la.w we]!'e compelled to follow Instruction. trom_ .,_,.,> 
cODvention.8 The l'Uling would eventual1,. r~l"l. twent, yot •• 
in New YOl'k to Mc4doo, ~u.t to mention one state, although in 
oth.l' .tat ••• ome mlnor!tJ Yot •• tor all candidat ••• ould atl11 
PP. 
6Tr1bW!! • .run. 29, 1'20, P. lJ Hanke, P. 214. 
'Hank., P., 256. 
80ttillal Report, p. 84. Tim •• , June 30, 1920, P. 2, Hank., 2a,·a • 
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be lost to another candidate by the portion of the unit rule that 
still remained in effect. 
In the above case, as in most other decisions, the conven-
tion merely gave final approval to the actual conclusions reached 
by th.e cOl'!'lmittees. The construction of the platform, however, 
became such a heated topic that the Resolutions Committee held 
marathon sessions for five days before it could formulate a final 
draft. 9 Rven then, when the proposed platform was read to the 
entire convention, the opposing factions expressed their opinions 
once more for the benefit of the entire convention before it was 
finally approved by the delegates. 
The two most controversial items in the platform debate 
were the I,eae;ue and the liquor issues, while the Irish. question 
also produced its share of discusslon. Synonymous with the name 
Wilson was the League of Nations charter without change, even 
to the "dottlng of an '1' or the crossing of a 't'." Many 
Democrats favored the League, but some believed the Party should 
compromise enough to allow certaln reservations in order to 
assure ratification. Among this group were three members of the 
Resolutions Committee i tself--Yiilliam Jennings Bryan; Senator 
DaVid r. 1;ialsh of Massachusetts; and Senator Atlee Pomerene of 
10 
a Cox man. The Wllsonites fought hard to keep the 
9 Bagby, p. 104; Hanks, p. 264. 
10 
tb Sena tor Thomas J. Wa.lsh, the Irreconci1a.ble, also 
e cornmittee ... _Ranks pp. 218-220; News July 1 1920 
served 
p. 1. 
r 
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Virginia Pl9.tform of' Senator Glass intact, but Senator David I. 
Walsh finally managed to win approval for a phrase in the plat-
form allowing reservations "which make more cleftI' or speoific our 
obligations to the associated nations. nll Although '.vilson later 
approved the platform, the addition etfected a distinct departure 
from the President's stand, opened the door for fence straddling, 
'and in effect deleted the League issue ,Eer ~ from the campaign. 
If the League was a vi tal personal issue of 'i'-loodrow Vl1lson, 
the planks of alcohol and Irish independence were equally 
important to the big-city conventioneers. The great metropolitan 
areas, in particular New York and Chicago, contained numerous 
Irish and Italian constituents who considered liquor and wine as 
a part of their dally fare. On the one side of the prohibition 
issue William Jennings Bryan fought for a dry prorlouncement; 
W. Bourke Cochran of New York carried the banner for the wets. 
'oilowing a prolonged battle, the Resolutions Committee voted to 
avoid the liquor issue completely; but when the platform was 
brought before the entire Democratic convention, both Bryan and 
Cochran again argued their respective 3ides. In the end the 
convention voted down both sides and remuined completely silent 
on the issue.12 The Irish, too, met with acute disappointment 
IlTribune, June 30, 1920, p. 1; Times, July 2, 1920, p. 1; 
Bagby, p. 104. 
120fficial Heport, pp. 200-27, 255-60; Times, July 2, 1920, 
p. 1; July 3, p. 1; Tribune, June ~), 1920, p. 1; Hanks, p. 226. 
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when the convention, after some near-riot hearings, approved a. 
plank which offered only "sympathy" for the Ir1sh cause.13 
Of all the planks discussed in the Resollltions Committee, 
the most important from James M. Cox's point of view was 
prohibition. He had always been for light wines and beer, 
whether expressed in the platform or not; but now there was a 
rumor that Boss Charles Murphy of Tammany mir:ht make a deal to 
back McAdoo in return for support of a wet plank.l4 Shortly 
before the convention began, when Cox's managers announced that 
he did not believe there should be a.nz alcohol plank in the 
platform, marlY of the wets imreediately cr1ed "pussy-footing" and 
talked of deserting Cox. It seem.s entirely logical, though, that 
ins?i te o.f the adverse crt tlcism generated against Cox on the 
surface, his decision fit better with the overall wet strategy 
than an open appeal for a wet plank would have done. By calling 
for no liquor plank at ~JI, Cox had everything to gain and 
nothing to lose. Under deeper analysis it seems unlikely that a 
compromise deal could ever have been made between the machine 
bos ses and the MCAdoo forces. i?irst of all, ll1cAdoo, an out-and. 
out dry, would be contradicting himself by running on a wet 
platform since there was never an in-between stage for the drys. 
l39fficial Report, pp. 22'7-54, 264-85; Times, July 2, 1920, 
p. 1; Grafton S. Wi!cox, Tribune, June 30, l~~U, p. 1; Bagby, 
p. 125. 
14 Times, July 1, 1920, p. 1; July 5, p. 2; see also June 29, 
p. 6; Bagby, p. 112. 
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~lose who were not for complete prohibition were, in the minds 
of most prohibitionists, in the camp of the liquor forces. 
Secondly, the prohibition issue was not the only objection the 
bosses had wi th Mc:\.doo, nor was it even the greatest. The big-
ci ty men opposed Mc.1.doo mainly because he represented a much-
despised A.dministra. tion, but he himself had further aliena ted 
himself repeatedly by snubbing the machines when giving out 
patronage jobs.l5 The only way the bosses would throw their 
support to McAdoo would be if they smelled a. winner and wanted 
(like any politician) to be on the bandwagon. 
In spite of the disappointment of some wets, the absence 
of a liquor plank was actually to the benefit of Cox, and his 
managers were not so n~ive to overlook the fact. F,xpressing his 
oDposition to any liquor plank might possibly increase Cox's 
ratinGs among the Bryanites (a.lthough the likelihood was slim). 
},~ore important still, the absence of a wet plank in the 
Democratic platform would force the big-city politicians to 
double their efforts to nominate a wet Presidential candidate to 
save their own political necks from the axe of their pre-
dominantly wet constituents back home. 
In fact, the city bosses tbemselves in due time c1eliberatel 
stifled the drive for a wet plank. They evidently felt they did 
not ha.ve sufficient strength in the convention to control both 
15 See Hanks, p. 255. 
r----------------------------~----e5~ 
the plattor. aad the ohobalag ot & candidate, and between the 
two, the candidate ... more Impo~taDt tor their poll~lc&l 
purposes. Beslde., it was doubtful that the., could even must., 
enougb support to get a wet plank into the plattora,althougb 
the., .ere certain they could stop an7 attempts b., Br,an toma~ 
the plattorm dr,. Having deelded to tight tor a candidate r.tbe~ 
than an tssue, th • ., planned their .trateg.,to concentrate all 
their energi.s on that one goal and to elWnate all subordinate 
goala wblch might weaken the main ettort, even It that mea __ 
sabotaging the 'battle tor a wet platto~. They l'eallaedtbat 
eveD 1t the,. succeeded in g~ttlng a plank favorIng alcohol, their 
vlctO!'1 oould work against their chancel of plckins a candidate. 
With a wet platform the chanaes were greater that same member. 
of the liquor camp would relt on their laurels and allow tbe 
opposition toroes to nomtnate the 1ikea of William O.MCAdoo. 
Although the macbine bOlsea wanted apil'lts, they allO wanted 
nothing to do with the PreSident's 80n-in-law. By keep1ng 
alcohol out ot the platfoI'm they would keep the liquor inter-e.t. 
fIrmly united In the drive to naminate a man favorable to 'their 
cause, and 1n so doing they would keep their united tront agalnt' 
McAdoo.18 
When, theretore, tbe proposed platfol'll emerged trom'the 
Relolutions Oommittee wIthout a plank of any kind, the Cox .. a 
86 
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were delighted. On thefioor of the convention Bryan made a 
final effort to insert a dry statement, but was easily voted 
down, 929~ to l55i, whereupon Cochran's resolution in defense of 
17 
mants right to drink freely was also defeated, 726~ to 358. 
The bosses realized there was little ch~nce ror their resolution, 
but by having Cochran wage the battle on the convention floor, 
they could at least show their constituents back home they were 
[oing down fighting to the bitter end for the cause of John 
Barleyoorn. In private conferences, however, they had long ago 
given up the hope for a wet !,latform. Instead, they were 
regrouping their forces to nominate a candidate most agreea.b' e 
to their liquid interests. And as the balloting drew closer, 
the most likely man was still James M. Cox. 
J:t"'1ve days of spirited debate went into the writing of the 
ryemocratic Platform for 1920, but controversial issues were 
ultimately omitted or presented in watered-down form. The 
docunlent that finnlly emerged was one which could be interpreted 
to be all things to all men. Comparing it with the Republican 
promises made just a few weeks before, one could rephrase both 
platforms and make them say almost the same thing. On the vital 
issue of' the League of J\ations, the Democrats ca.lled for ratifi-
cation, but with reservations allowa.ble; to the Irish they 
expressed merely "sympathy"; and the prohibition issue they 
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dropped completely. Almost any man 1n the Plrty could have run 
on the Democratic Pla tf'Ol"tU; but 1f there was one man who was 
pleased VIi th the dOCUl?ietlt, it was Governor Cox--pleased not so 
much by its statements, but by its silence. 
r 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE CONVENTION 
)iOlfmATlOJl8 A!ID BALLOTIlQ 
Althougn the convention had to wait until the platto~ bad 
been approved before the delegates could go on with the bu,ine,s 
of choosing the1r party standard beatter, they were at least able 
to lave some time by calling tor the nominations while the 
Resolutions Oommittee 8truggled in the back ohamber •• 0n'tlltt 
morning ot the third day, June 30, the nominating pttocedUre. 
began when Ari.ona yi.lded to Oklahoma and Mr. D. Hayden 
1 Linebaugh presented the n .... of Senator Robert L. OWen. Afte1-
Jame. W. Gerard, Hamer S. Cummings, and Senator Gilbettt Hltchcook 
were plaoed 1n nomination, Honorable John H. Bigelow ot Penn-
sylvania aro.e to nominate Attorney General 4. Mitchell palmer. 
I Tbe first big demonstration ot the day basaD. 
'thirty-au minutes elapsed before spoke.men from lllinole, 
Arkan'.a, .. nd Cal1tornia could deliver t.b4ir seoORdlni .p •• ohee. 
Next to be plaoed in nomination was Sec~etarr ot Agrieulture 
10t£10141 Repor~, p. 95. 
IIbld.., lOS-19. 
S8 
, , 
, ~) .; 
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Edw1n T. Meredith.1 Kentucky then 7ielded to Judge James G. 
Johnson of Ohio, who presented the name of Governor James K. 
4: Cox. The Meteor S11ver Cornet Band ot Piqua, in the right 
gallery, picked up the cue with "A Hot Time in the Old ~c~n 
Tonight", Cox boosters moved into the als1es ringing cowbells, 
beatIng tom-toms, and thumping water buokets and dishpans, while 
orates of oranges were opened and fruit was toased throughout 
the convention hall. After about forty-five minutes, the 
demonstratora returned to their aeats to hear uri. Cora Wilson 
stewart of Kentucky and Senator Pat Harrison of Missia8ippl gly. 
5 their seconding speeohes. Harrison spoke to put the stamp ot 
approval of a dry state on Cox, but he a1eo took the opportunity 
to refute oharges that the Hearst newspaper in San ?ranelsco had 
printed about COX'I divoree.6 
30f£1c1a1 RetOrt, PP. 119-27; T1mes, July 1, 1920, P. 1, 
Salvatore A. bot! 1o~ "Tho DemocratIc convention at San 
~i~ancisco: The Impres sions of a Dalega te," The' Outlook, CXXV 
(July 21, 1920), 563. ---
'Orficial Report, PP. 128-32, Timea, July 1, 1920, pp. 2 
and 4. ~ 
5,..;f.f1c1a1 HeDort, pp. 132-35; Artl'nlr M. Evane, Tribune, 
July 1, 1020, p. • There is a ditference ot opinion about the 
tenor of the Cox demonstration. Evans (ibid., 1) reports it 
lasted tortJ-ti~e minute.. David Lawrence in the News (July 1, 
1920, p_ 1) called it the biggest rally of all, while Salvatore 
Cotillo (P. 564) praised it as "more than spontaneous." The 
Times and TrIbune, on the other hand, clocked the demonstratIon 
at only thirty-tio minutes and called it artificial, weary, and 
staged "in a halt-hearted fashion." (Tlmes, JUly 1, 1920, Pp. 1 
and 2, Tribune, July 2, 1920, p. 3.) 
6Tlme~, July 1, 1920, p. 2, News, July 1, 1920, p. 1. 
r 
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The most spontaneous and enthusiastio demonstration of the 
entire day came next when W. Bourke Cochran nominated the popular 
Governor Al Smith. The organ bellowed ItTannnany,1t "The Bowery," 
"After the Ball," "The Good Old Summertime," and "Daisy," while 
the conventioneers took a break from the dull and sometimes 
forced routine to pay their compliments to til man who no one 
really expected would even come close to winning the nomination. 
Both seconding speeches were ma.de by New Yorkers, one being 
?ranklin D. Hoosevel t. 7 
The suspense for some delegates ended when Missouri was 
called and Reverend r~urris Jenkins formally presented the name 
of Valllam Gibbs McAdoo. Al though Rev. Jenkins did not glve til. 
lengthy nominatlng speech--the McAdoo organization wanted to 
maintain the all' of spontaneity, the rally that followed draeged 
on for almost three-quarters of an hour, similar to the obviously 
well-planned demonstrations for Palmer and Cox. The delegations 
from New York, Illinois, OhiO, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and New 
Jersey, however, were conspicuously absent from the demonstra-
8 
tion. 
70££1cial RetOrt, pp. 135-42; Evans, Tribune, July 1, 1920, 
P. 2; Tribune, Ju y 2, 1920, p. 3; Coti11o, p. 563; David 
Lawrence, News, July 1, 1920, p. 1. 
8 0£ficial ~eport, p. 142; Times, July 1, 1920, pp. 1-2; 
Evans, Tribune, Juiy 1, 1920, pp. 1-2; News, June 30, 1920, 
P. 1; CotI11o, p. 563; Bagby, p. 111. ----
Je. Jer.e,. otteped it. favorlte 1012, GOTernor Edward I. 
Ed.a~ •• 3ust betore the oonventlon reoes.ed at ,.00.'.K. OD 
the 10110wlal JIIOl'l'l1ng the roll call ot the atat.a oOlltinued w1 th .: 
the DOIIinatioDa ot Se.top F. 1l. Simmon. ot )forth OArollna, 
Senator carter Olal8 ot Virginla, Amba'sador John W. O&Ti8_ ADd 
~ast. F.Nnci. Burton Harrison, GoverDor of tbe Philippine •• 
Wilbur M. llarab ot Iowa then M'Yed tlat the rule, be auspended 
and tbe OOD'Yention proc •• d to the •• le.tlon o:t a oandidate llDtU 
the Resolutions COJrmd. tte. was .ead,. to repo.t, but hi. IIIOtiem 
waa de:teat.d. Therefore, Mr. llarah lIIoye4 to adjourn uatl1 
8,00 .,.14., and to ~. the delegat.a were mo.e _tmable.9 
The .vening a.,s1on opened at 8147 P •••• but a te.pora~ 
reo ••• .a. taken at 8.80 tor oauoua1ng. When 1t was announo~, 
atter the oonTentlon 1' ••• e4 business, that the R •• olutloaa 
o~ttee waa Itl11 not read,. to glye it. l'eport,~tbe del ... t •• 
adjourned agaln at 10,23 until the following .0 .. lns.10 
WheD the plattol'JD bad tinall,. beeD presented to tbe 0 ...... 
tiOll and approved on the following evenlDfh Jul., tbe .eooad, >the 
stage ..... at last aet for the all-important ballotl., to begin. 
Some delegate. wanted to .alt until morning to .tart the vottng, 
but the _30rit,. 1n the oOl1ventlon .ere anx10us to begin •• aoo. 
· 4 
9f:tr~Cl1a'l- ¥teeOl't, PP. 14'-68, 1'btel, Jul.,. 2, 1990, P. 1. 
100.t£101!}- Re2ol't, pp. leS-'1'1. 
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a.s Possible.1! Even it only a few ballots oould be taken, at 
least some indications of trends might 'begIn to appear. and the 
various strategists 'Would have some tangible evidence to go on 
when they went ln~o thelr middle.of-the-nlght planning a8s810na 
after adjournment. Tober.tore, in an almost anticlimaotIo mood 
the balloting 'began. 
Only two ballot. were cast that Friday evenIng. and the 
results showed onl,' that t1 long convention lay ahead. McAdoo 
led the tirlt round, as expected, wlth 266 vote., followed 
cl08ely by Palmer with 254, then Cox with 134, Smith at 109, 
and so on down through a total list ot twentr-three candldate. 
to 080ar w. underwood's half_vote.1! McA.doo galned twenty-three 
vot.. in the second ballot to 289, Palmer upped hlmself to 264, 
and Cox rose to 159.13 However, the ~e. called for a two-
thirds majorIty to acb1eve the nomination, or Va9 out ot the 
total 1,094 ~ote8 belng c.at. On the first ballot the votea of 
1(cAdoo, Palmer, and Cox oombbultd totaled onl,. 654, •• venty •. tl .... 
votes abort of the l'equ1s-ed number tOl' one candidate. JloAdoo'. 
share of the first ballot was cllly 24 pel' cent, palmer's, 23 p.~ 
ceDt, and cox's, an unpretentious 12 per cent ot the total vote. 
Obviously many of the delegates were hlding behind favorlt. Ion, 
11Ib1d •• 266. 
1I,Ibid., 267-69. 
13;rbld., 271-73. 
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waiting for someone else to show the wa.y. Armed with such clues, 
the managers returned to their respective conference rooms to 
chart their next moves. 
·~·;hen the voting began, ',iall street odds-makers fa.vored 
I.1.cAdoo .. \iil sorl, and Smith at nine- to-fi ve: Ea.rshall and:)lvis at 
two-to-one; and Cox, Palmer, a.nd j~dwa.rds at three-to_one.l4 
General opinion a.c:reed it W!l,S Kc:!.doo versus the field, although 
no one yet kr;ew what the President would do. In fact, very few 
people at the convention realized that Mr. Viilson, with the help 
of' Secretary of state Colby, had come very close to effecting a 
coun d' etat behind the scenes, bU.t W::lS stopped cr.ly at the last ~--
moment by the ma.jor Administration leaders. lfter the big 
demonstration ~,'or \iilson, Secretary Colby, T1isled by the 
enthusia.sm of' tl'le convention, had rushed a message to Ilfr.,'ilson 
at the \Jhite House declaring that, unless expressly forbidden to 
cio 90, he w,ould pl'eaent;iilaon fa name before the .!l3ael'l1bly "with 
the certainty thhl. t the convention would draf't him to head the 
ticket. ff15 \~hen Horner Cumrniflf:s learned of the tel e.'3ran:, he 
ir~mediately demanded that ',,111sol1's friends in San '::t"Tancisco be 
consul ted. :\t a meetine held the following f;'lornine with Cumming 
Josephus Daniels, Senator Joserh Ho~)inson, Carter Glasa, and 
l4Times, July?, 1920, p. 2; Tribun!, July 2, 1920., p. 3. 
15Karl Schrlftgies ser, This Vias rormalc,: ~ ~\.ccount of the Partx Poll tics T)urinS Twelve 'Efe'Duollmtn ears: 19~O-!9'3'2' ~ston, 1~4~', n. 4~. . t 
----
----
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Postmaster Burleson, Col by revcflled his pll=l.ns, l;'\'h:l.ch threw the 
meeting into turmoil. The others argued with Colby that the 
convention YillS dofhli tely not in the mood to nominate' !llson; 
the President's health could not withstand the rigors or another 
campaic:n; a.nd the very attempt to nominate him ',vould only serve 
to embarrass him. 1'hereafter the :)emocratic lea.ders let ',,'ilson 
down easily by sendinf/; 11:i.m periodic messages that the convention 
deadlock was not so great as imagined. Mr. h'ilson t s name would 
be injected into the ba110tinr; ,",rJen al~ unbreakable deadlock 
appeared (but of course the Dcr-ocratic leaders of all camps were 
int~~~:c on forestalling auch a deadlock). \,ti1son, however, did 
Dot seem to feel the matter was closed, for he wired back to 
Cummings sugcesting further meetings with select Democratic 
leaders. Those in ~)an :;'r8.nCi9CO, however, Vlere perfectly content 
to let the episode die quietly.lS 
Presuming Mr. ~ilson'a name would not appear at the conven-
tion. McAdoo remaIned "most likely to succeed," even though his 
opponents needed only one-thIrd or the convention votes to stop 
him. 'Being the man to beat, he had the fldvantage of unified 
suo;)ort and the pS:vcholo[r,ical boost '3.ccruing to any front runner. 
His opposItion, neanwr:Ile, consIsted of coalitiona-by-necessity 
16Josephus i)~nie1s, ':Phe "dilson l~ra: Years of ;,~;ar and '"I.fter: 
1'317-1923 (Chapel Hill, North Carolina; 194(3); n:-555'; Bagby 
p:-T.tg; Schri1'tgle3ser, p. 43; ~;ugene H. floseboom, Ll. Histor~ of 
l}r'esidentlal ~lections (New York, 1957), p. 398; Hanks, p. 6I": 
r 
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and was more prone to ~pli ts and factions. The MCi.doo r;anaee:rs, 
tl10ref'ore, decided upon the sili:'.nle strategy of builetine; up a.n 
early It':lld, winninc; converts fror1 the weaker sections of the 
17 OPI)osi tion, and using snowball ;1sychology to ,9, ttain victory. 
Defea tlng the Major part of the tmi t l"ule had reI eased many 
aC!.di tional votes to the ti~c;\doo colun:n, hut considerable amounts 
atill re:rlained tied up by that part of the ru.le still in effect. 
Even before the b1llloting begar!, the Mc";~doo men tried to invade 
ij(m'1 tor 1':1 t Harrison' ff stronchold of ~ass is sippi. It was 
reported that Ha.rrison had once been a :,~c;'\doo supporter; but 
when the latter made bis ':;ithdravJal statement, Harrison went ove 
18 to become a lieterlH.nt in the Cox a~y. r:vidently fecline that 
Harrison could be won back to the CRuse, Hc.\.doo's supporters 
tried to swing !rtississippi to their side, but Ole Uiss voted in 
favor of the unit rule and Cox. 19 
In Pennsylv!lnia, too, the unit rule ke"0t a considerable 
t f u ~d t1 t ti d t D 1 20 d th amoun o· .',C1. 00 sen men . e 0 J '1 mer, ·'in ere was no 
ch9.l1ce of releasine those votes unt1lPl1mer withdrew fl"om the 
race. c'\. weak spot in the opposi tiorl armor existed, however, in 
the person of Torn TagF,'l.rt of Indiana. ,\1 though 'f'lssart was a 
17Li'rederlc , •• lle, News, June 30, 1920, p. 2. 
18,., b jag y, 
19 . T~mes, 
p. 116. 
June 30, 1920, p. 1; Hanks, )P. 252-53. 
20'NeW9, June 28, 1920, p. 3. 
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frlend ot the maoht .. bo ••••• he a180 had his eye. on a Sen.'. 
seat and there tore 414 Dot want to glve the appearanoe ot belD, 
agalnat the AdmlDl.tratloD. alnce he alao bad a lingeriDg 
pr .. onltion that McAdoo would win (and h. certalnly want.d to be 
on the Administratlon alde t~ It held the tramp carda), there wa 
a good chance tba t he COtlld. be persuaded to nlng maDY or allot 
the Indiana votes to MCAdoo.t1 
Of' ooul'se, all but the greatest die-hards would go over to 
MoAdoo it they aensed a vlotorYJ tbe problem was to WiD .RouSh 
CODverts to start the snowball rolllng. Right at'te!.' MoAdoo" 
nom1~tloD hi. managers tried to stlr up excltementb,. clatmlag 
that *J!li'yland, Idaho, and a good pl." ot the delegatlons tr_ 
Mlhn*.ota, Iowa, New York, Kentucky, lebMan, and other at.t •• 
were .taptlng the Iwing to MOAdoo.at Allo they would entice .. 
su.te delegation b7 dangllbS the Vlce-Pltealdeney to some wo!.'th,. 
favorlt. aOb. lfhe JIOst dealred goal ot the McAdoo camp ftl • 
tl~k.t ot McAdoo and Cox. but the Ohio delegatea .e.. Dot 
inter •• tedln an,. aecond fiddle, at least not 80 long aa the 
ti •• t chair .a. atl11 avallable.sa 
21Jame• J. Montague, News, JUly 2, 1920, p. S, David' 
Lan.noe,._ ••• , Jul,. 3, 199O,p. 10, Arthur Sea.I'S Renning, 
Tribune, JUt,. ,1920, p. 2. fblea, J'ul7 2, 1920, "" 2J Bagb,.. 
P. 112. . 
22 . 
Hanks, p. 24'7. 
23JfeW~ June 2'1, 1920, pt. 1, p. e, Jul.,. 1, p. 22, Dlvld 
LaWl'enc.~l'J 3, 1',10. 
-.... -------------
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All attempts by }lcAdoo to stampede the convention had been 
stopped at least for the first night of balloting; but consider-
ing the fact that McAdoo was leadinc at the end of the first 
round with a skimpy 24 per cent of the total, it was obvious 
that someone would have to berrin making converts soon, or the 
convention would drag on indefinitely. The ke;r to victory lay 
in the hundreds of wait-and-see delegates still cOFor.1itted to the 
twenty favorite sons. 
The problems of I~1ci\.doo, though, were not nearly so lnvol ved 
as those of Palmer and Cox. Going one step beyond Janus, they 
were obliged to look in three directions. lilirst and foremost, 
the-:r had to stop McAdoo, a task which entailed constant vigilance 
and persuadl ng with the likes of frOm r:raggart to hold the line 
arainst the Administration forces. S:tnce Mc~\.doo was supposedly 
a ground-swell candidate and his strategists were pushing for an 
early victory, the anti-1:icAdoo coalition had a certain advanta.ge 
of time. If they could prolong the convention for an extended 
number of ballots, they could str1p the "popular enthusiasm" 
a.ppeal from McAdoo; but there was considerable doubt in ma.ny 
minds they could hold 11cAdoo in check that long. 
'r'~ven presuming they could cement their coa11 tion long enough 
to dethrone Mc4.doo, each one still ha.d to outmaneuver the otheJ:l 
to replace McAdoo as leader. Simultaneously each had to continue 
bolstering up his own vvaverin[, cohorts while trying to convert 
others with the opti~ist1c conviction tlmt he held the best 
98 
chance of pickIng up the hundreds ot stra7 votes. 
Then to complicate matters even more, both had to keep a 
wary eye on the possibility that the convention might just give 
up on all three front runners as hopelessly deadlocked and turn 
to a darkharse. After all, much ot the strength behind both 
Palmer and Cox was Simply anti-McAdoo or anti-Administration in 
sentiment and not necessarily pledged to a last-ditch support of 
either candidate. If the maChine bosses became convinced that 
aOIreone else had a better chanoe of defeatIng MoAdoo, the7 would 
quickly shift their votes. 
Both Cox and Palmer scouts tried unsuocessfully during the 
night to invade each others' ranks. Even supposIng that one 
would release his delegates to the other. there was too much 
danger at the moment that many of the released would turn instead 
to McAdoo and possibly start a McAdoo stampede.24 There.fore, 
the first order of business oontinued to be a. unIted front 
aga.inst McAdoo until some new trends began to develop. 
Edmond H. Moore declared optimistically at the end of the 
first night that McAdoo would never get the necessary two-third. 
majority.25 still Moore did not pressure everyone to come 
running to Cox, but continued instead to keep only a loose-reined 
control over his delegates, even letting them dr1ft to other 
24Ttmea , July 2, 1920, pp. 1-2, July 3, 1920, p. 2, DavId 
Lawrenee, iews, July 3, 1920, p. 10, Banks, p. 113. 
25 Tribune. Jul7 3, 1920, P. 1, Tlmes 
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candidates without objection. IIis strategy was to build up a 
formidable array of second- and third-choice sentiment so that 
when McAdoo'. star faded (presuming that it would), the delegatea 
would turn to Cox as the compromise choice.26 Palmer's head_ 
quartera, on the other hand, kept its Pennsylvania, Georgia, and 
Illinois delegations tight away from McAdoo; issued optimistic 
statements of certain victory; and hoped that the Administration 
cro-.rds would turn to Palmer when--a.nd It--McA.doo collapsed.27 
PalMer'. was the sadder lot, however, for he was definitely the 
third man in the race. Throughout the deliberations he faced 
the prospect ot George Brennan SWitching the Illinois delegation 
28 to Cox in the overall attempt to stop McAdoo. And 1f that 
happened, who could till in the gap? 
Meanwhile the anti-McAdoo forces were not overlooking the 
eventual dropping ot both Cox and Palmer for some other choice. 
They generally agreed to continue supporting one or both 
candidates for awhile; but the plans then called for a switch to 
a new tace, probably Bainbridge Colby, since he was an Adminis-
tration man, a wet, and ex-Bull :Moose man, and therefore 
26James M. Cox, Journel Through ~ Years (New York, 1946), 
p. 226, David Lawrence, 'ewl, )Une 29;-l~O, p. 1, Hanks, 
pp. 112 and 115. 
2'1 Henning, Tribune, June 30, 1920, p. 2; Bagby, p. 73. 
, 
28 . Tlmes,_ July 1, 1920·, p. 3; Evans, Tribune, .:rune 17, 1900, 
p. 2, Wfie, News, June 26, 1920, p. 1; Ranks, p. 260. 
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aoceptable even to 1t4tpubl1cans. stll1othex-. objected to 
Colbybeeause he ... s'too new to the Demooratio Partya.nd In.tead 
pretex-red 8omeone l1ke Davis or Ottmmlngs.30 As the ·mornla. of 
the lecond.dal bx-oke over San ~nolsoo, lt was sttll anyboa,'. 
con .. entlon. 
David La.r·.noe, in It. syndicated 'column appearing in Cox', 
Dalton Dat11 New.~ predioted at the end ot the Frlday~nlght 
balloting that MoAdoo would win the nomination on the .following 
day, tiLnd conventlon rumors added further weight to an earl" 
MoAdoo vlotol'7, possibly the fifth or sixth ballot.31 .Indeed. 
McAdoo inoreased btl lead on each ot the next three ballot., 
but the slxtT-elght votes galned .till lett him .far trom tn. 
);'180 ••• a17 total. OOlt, on the othex- band, had gaIned only 
twent,..two, while Palmer had dropped back tlfent.,.32 'rhe.lttome 
a.beral galMd on the sixth ballot, however, when Iowa gave h1m 
the twenty-six votes it bad been casting tor tavorit .... oll 
".redi th. IndIana, whi ch on the pre'YIou. ballot bad made 1t. 
first break tt-om tavorite.son Marshall by slipping tour- vot •• :to 
• I 
29Tr1bun~ 3uly 2. 1920, P. 1, Henning, 1bId. J a180 Julj 3, 
p. 1, ~e., 17 1, 1920, p. 3, JUl7 3, p. 1, Danks, p. 114. . 
3%enl'lillfb ?:.tlmme, JUl,. 3, 1920. P. 5, .1uly 2, P. 1, .... , 
June 30, 1920, P. IJ Iliwrence, New., July 11 1920, p. 1, wlte, 
New., Jul1 2, 1920, p. 1, Time., :Un. 3, 1920, p. 1 J 3Ul7 2, 
p. 2J July 3, p. 2, Ranka, p. 1 7. 
3l:Lawrenoe,.1Ul.y 3, 1920, p_ 10, Wl1e, New!6 Jul7 2, 1920, 
p. 1J ~ew~, lul,. 3, 1920, p. 1, Tlmes, Jull 2, t 20, P. 1 • 
• ticlal R.Ror~. P. 289. 
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cox, now widened. the breaoh with seventeen to Cox, a.nd two to 
MOAdoo.33 Tom TaggaJlt wa. be~lnning to sound out COlt, while Dot 
overlooking McAdoo completel,._ The Iowa switch over was the 
greate.t surprise up to that pOint, however, .inoe it showed 
that Meredith, who bad actual17 wIthdrawn in ravor of McAdoo, 
was not able to prevent Wilbur X. Marsh from winnIng aunit-rul. 
dee18lon In Iowa top Palmer.M 
Even so, there was vel'7 little excitement in the oonventlon 
hall.untll the seventh ballot. A. the roll call or the atat •• 
bega.n, 6\ feeling ot expeotatlOJl permeated the aa.eJithl.,. 
especlall,. .inee Indiana bad started the break t"1'0JrI :ra.,orlte'lIon. 
on the prevloua ballot. The voting followed the aame general 
pattern .a before until Jew Jersey pas.ed up ita turn to ••• bow 
New York would vote. Wew York obliged by caating 6S ~ot •• tor 
COK, 16 tor VcAdoo, and 2 tel!' Palmer. Immediatel,. the Ohio 
boostera were on thelr eeet cheering tor their hero. B.to~. the 
balloting waa completed ... Jep •• y also Switched 25 votes to Cox 
and 3 to McAdoo. thus enabling Cox to jump one hundred v.te. aDd 
overtake Palmer S95ito 867., although McAdoo .ttll ~etalhed 
the lead w1th 384.35 The Admin1stration torces neverthele.s 
were jolte<J.b., the big •• 1tch, because on the eighth ballot 
'$8 Ibid., 287-89J 291-93. 
-
, ' 3'T1mea, July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 2. 
, 35Ib1d •• Evans, Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 3, Oft1cial 
Report I pp. 295-9'1. 
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McAdoo suffered his first loss in total votes since the balloting 
36 had begun. Meanwhile Murphy, Cochran, and other Ta:mmany men 
were gatherIng around Brennan, tryIng to get him to swing 
Illinois to cox;37 but little change was noticeable in the next 
few ballots. 
Brennan finally made his move on the twelfth ballot when 
Illinois transferred 30 votes from Palmer to Cox, giving the 
latter 44 from that delegation. Once more the Ohio demonstrators 
filled the aisles with a ten-minute rally joined by the banners 
from Indiana, Maryland, New York, Kentucky, Florida, Mis3issippi, 
and Arizona. 38 Iowa then followed suit by declaring its 26 vots 
also for Cox, and more cheers went up. However, the Iowa vote 
was immedIately challenged by a member of the delegatIon and a 
recount had to be taken; but after some debate Chairman Rob1nson 
awarded the votes to Cox, nevertheless. It looked as though the 
Cox boom might be on, for Cox had vaulted past McAdoo for the 
, 39 first time and into the lead, 404 votes strong. 
Alabama led off tally thil·teen with a bang by throwIng 
seven new votes to Cox, but evidently the bandwagon fever bad 
360fficial ~eport, p. 301. 
37 Evans, 'Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 3. 
380ffieial Report, pp. 311-13; ~van3, TrIbune, July 4, 1920, p. 3; ~!, My .fe, ).920, pt. 1, P. 5. 
390ff1cial Report, pp. 315-19. 
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not yet swayed the other states except Nevada. Even so, the 
Cox boosters were parading after the fourteenth ballot and 
singing "Over on the j?lfteenth.,,41 Torn Taggart, now persuaded, 
joined Cox with all thirty votes 011 the fifteenth. Even 
1ebraska, the domain of bone-dry Bryan, slipped in a vote for 
42 Cox, a. fact tha.t caught the humorous fancy of' the crowd. 
Eowever, by tW.s time the Palmer and :McAdoo forces were des-
perately building their own hasty defense alliance out of sheer 
self-preservation and were working for an adjournment to regroup 
their battalions. 43 Sweating through the sixteenth ballot, they 
succeeded in blocking a further rout and even maneuvered 
Tennessee into voting the unit rule for John H. Davis, a move 
that deprived Cox of a dozen Important votes. 44 
As soon as the votes were tallied and announced, Mr. Thomas 
Spellacy of Connecticut moved for adjournment until 8 :00 P .r,:. J 
but senator Pat Harrison itranedlately asked for a roll-call vote. 
However, the 1,~cAdoo-Palmer-and-assoclates bloc held sufficient 
40Ibid 320-22. 
-., 
41 Evans, Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 3. 
420fficIa1 Report, PP. 328-30; TImes, July 4, 1920, p. 5. 
43Newa , July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1; Henning, Tribune~ July 4, 
1920, P:--2. 
440fficial Report, pp. 332-34. 
r 
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defensIve power to carry the vote. 45 Although Cox had suffered 
a fourteen-vote setback on the last ballot, he still led with 
454i votes and was now the man to stop. Palmer, who had slipped 
far back into third, was struggling for his life with l64it. 46 
The McAdoo men, who had fought against adjournment on i:il.riday 
r;t::~~'~147 now found themselves one day later the bedpartners of 
the Palmerites in the desperate attempt to stop a sudden Cox 
boom. As the crowds left the San Jrancisco Coliseum for their 
two-and-a-half-hour break, the Palmer and McAdoo managers 
hastened to the back chambers to remap their strategy in light 
of the sudden turn of events. 
During the recess the McAdoo forces met with Palmer, but 
when they asked Palmer to' withdraw from the race in favor of 
Mcl\doo, the A. ttorney General reportedly left "in' high dudgeon. "48 
"Ii' I am not nomInated, If he told reporters, nyou can be assured 
that the nominee for President will be someone other tl~n McAdoo 
or Cox. t,49 Having reinforced h1s position, he remained deter-
mined to hold Penns~lvania and Georgia £orhimselt and continue 
45 IbId., 336-38 J HennIng, ~rriburle, July 4, 1920, p. 1 J 
Times, :July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. ~. 
46of,fIclal ReEort, p. 334. 
47 Henning, Tribune, July 3, 1920, p. 1. 
48!2!£.; see ~lso Bagby, p. 113. 
49Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 1. 
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.. 50 
the deadlook. Atter all, he .0~lQ acbleve nothlng b7 wltb. 
dft"ins, 'but lt Cox could be etopped .e 'McAdoo bad been, there 
'de _ 'till the ol'allce that tbe convention might ,.et glve PalWl.JII ... 
• hotat tbe '129 mark, althOQgh he admltt.<n,. bad Dot lD':H&'ed. 
hi. popularltJ .lth the bo •••• by Joining w1th t~ Adminl.t.atl0 
poup ,1n to'l'C1111 a ree.... In 11ght ot Palmer'a determt:aatiora, 
. the only l'ecova. lett tor the McAdoo -.Ift'e .....to hold the . 
11138 on 0_, produce another deadlook, &.04 t1'7 to elim1nate 0_ 
OVel' the Bunda,. bollda,.. To tb1. end thfrJ launched .. oa.mpalp 
to thow Oox ... a reactloD&1'J', a ~.t, .n opponent of Woodrow 
. 51 
Wl1.on, and a pawn ot the bo ••••• 
Meanwhile the Cox ageat. a"r."t~ .:Cll)' lUtt out to pt'Obe tb • 
.... kn ••••• of the oppo.ltlon. Even thoqh McAdoo ·bald been __ 
.cr181Ml benet1c1arJ 1n the abro. tion ot the 'Wl1 t nle.. It .. a. 
now b.ot1ll1Dg clear that the J&oAdoo torc •• tb .. sel" •• weH us1 .. 
wba t .as lett ot thel'Ul. wl th advan tale to ."I'd ott ...tampede 
tq tbAt .,Iront runner. South caro11na, tor example, ft_ ~f~to 
MoA4o, under tbe rule b,. oal,. ODe vote, WhIle Kane •• ~ ... l~ed 
pledged to him b,. a mere balt .... ot •• &1 In taot, bnl.. bad 
alao.t "lt~h.d to Cox in an eax-11er ballot, but when Jew York 
aud lfew J .. se., ,wUIIgtothe Ohio goyernor. Bn.al, not want1q 
5O..H.m... luly 4, 1920, pt. 1, P. z. 
,1 _'. . 
51IJ>1d •• 2, Jul., 5, p. 2. 
6I.!!!!. •• JUl.., 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 2, .1ul,. 8, P. S., 
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to be identified with bos sism. decided to hold back. 53 rrhe Cox 
men reportedly dangled v~rious temptations before the eyes of 
cliff.hanging delegations, such a.s the Vice-l)residential spot to 
Lansas' Governor HOdges;54 nevertheless both K:4.nsas and South 
Carolina remained in the Mc~doo camp. And all the while 
President ililson followed the proceedings closely without 
55 
comment. 
Back in the convention hall Cox broke up the Tennessee unit 
vote on the eighteenth ballot but lost the delegation to Davis 
again on the twenty-first when the Davis delegate who held the 
56 balance of power there returned from a brief absence. Such 
was the equal division in some delegations. 
On the twentieth roll call Indiana stirred up new action 
57 by toasing eleven votes into McAdoo's lap, possibly because 
Tom Taggart was trying personally to break up the convention in 
one way or another, or else he might have been doing some 
Doli tical nest.feathering. qeing anxious to please the Adminis-
tration and yet being aligned with the bosses, he might have 
p. 2. 
53T1meS" July 5, 1920, P. 2. 
54Times, July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 2. 
55~ •• 1; Henning, Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 1. 
560f£ici9.1 Report, pp. 343-44, 352-53, Times, July 5, 1920, 
570fficial Revort, pp. 346-48. 
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sensed that McAdoo was a beaten M'l.n; thererore, this would be an 
opportune spot to give the President's son-in-lau some backing 
without risking too much a st'l.mpede. ,\t any rate, the action 
did seem to have some effect OIl the other delegations, for 
Georgia swung all twenty-eight votes to McAdoo, while other 
states followed sui t to a. les ser degree. 1~ven though the return 
of that migrant delegate in Tennessee cost MCAdoo ten votes 
(two more than Cox), HC'~doo still upped his tota.l by 55. ,'it the 
same time Cox fell back 30; Palmer, 34. 58 
When McAdoo showed a gain ot' thirteen votes on the twentiet 
ballot, his supporters took to the aisles for a twenty-minute 
demonstration. Immediately at .. terwards Senator Pat Harrison, 
probably fearing a new MoAdoo surge, moved to adjourn until 
l~onday; but in view of the boisterous cries of fino" which 
59 followed, he withdrew his motion. l!hen McAdoo made even 
greater strides on the next ballot, George Vice of Calirornia 
called again for adjournment and was f'ollowed once more by 
Senator Harrison, who asked for a poll of the states. Vote they 
50 did, but the motion was defeated, and the balloting oontinued. 
If the McAdoo men ha.d any hopes or a stampede, however, the 
were dashed on the twenty-second ballot when the Georgia 
581bid., 352-53. 
59 Times, July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1; Official Report, PP. 350-51. 
600ftlcial Renort, p. 353. 
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delesatlon returmed to the Palmer fold and McAdoo'. 
61 
-saiD. !'beretore, sinoe lt was alre&d.,. 11 ':50 P .JK., the 
Admlnlstrat10n men reverted to Plan A, j0108d £oree. with the 
Palm •• and Davil groups, and IUccelstull,- called tor an adj'OUl"h 
.e,lIt until 10,00 A.M. Monda,. morning. This tlme the Cox torc •• 
voioed the negative OPposltion.SS 
!he conventioneera bad all 4&7 Sundar to hammer out deal. 
or get new backlnlU but "el'J' little was accomplished becau, • 
.. tter •• ere ao uncertain, no one 1' •• 11,.. wanted to give 'Up 
anythlng_ The tle-bPeaJclftl power atl11 re.ted in the WhS.te'·· 
House, lt onl.,. the Chief Executtve wauldtlnally throw hil .elgb 
behlad aameone. On the laat b&llot Xi.sourl bad .en, a obill up 
-1l7 splnea when 1t caat two "ot.a tor Wilaon, but a W1180R ra11 
tal1e4 to _te1"1-.1.1... Ne"ertbe1.s •• the shadow 0': Z-l:.Q 2re~1df)n 
r .... ln.4,0Y.r the CODventloD.63 ,A Willon endorlement ... 1e1 put 
alJtlolt all7 candidat. over th. top and would relolve the lingerl 
teaI'I about the Presld.ent t. 0"')1 a.p1ratloal, btlt Mr. W1l.e.' 
re:tu •• d to lpeale. 
~~e ... the pers11tent rumor clrculatlng tbPough.tbe 
-
6lrb1d., 354-55. Georgla'a original .. ltoh to MoAdoo .1Sb' 
allO ha •• I.en mere17 a tribute vote tor t~ .an who hailed tre. 
the Peaoh state. 
6albl~., 355 .. 56; T1mel, July 4, 1920, pt. 1, P. 1. 
. e8ftm.sl. Ibid. J . Ottl!1 •• ttep1t, Pp. Sa4-S5J B. O. Ph1llip., , 
TJtllrQl)e, my r,-r920, p. 1, 'iU'J.'1 ,P. 1. 
r~----~------~ 
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ball .... ' •• though, tbat the President 1n his pre-convention t«1k 
with Gart~r Bla •• had told him that Cox was eer,80na a2!!. ea •• 
a nomlnee.e4 When Cox telephoned the white House to get a denla 
of the rulftor, Wilson .tl11 would not break b1s allence. Jot 
Tumult,. thel'etore took It upon him.e1f Without the PPe.ldent t • 
authorisation to denr tbat the Chlef Executive bad volced any 
opinioDs about Pl'e.ldentla1 candidate.. cat-ter G1a8. a180 
followed with a public atate"Jlta "A. report that ln r.eeent 
oOJlversatloJls he (!ilson] ba41ndloated meJl whom heoppo •• d 1, 
not true. ties Gla.s ftS strongl,. aga1nst COx; but not .. Iablng 
to contradict publicl,. the announcement ot Wilson'. own 
•• o.etarr, he probably felt obliged to discount the rumor, 
regucU.ea. at wbat the Preside»t IIlght have reall,. lald. 
Although the rumor .a.a probably tne, the denial, of Tumult,. 
and Gla8. averted a poslible catastrophe tor the Qo ... ePDorall4 
•• ttled the dander in the Cox organisation. 
Meamrh11e, oal'tef'l 01a88 himl.lt was baying problem,:.wlth 
his own "1.oclat.1 in the McAdoo camp, He had &lw.,..,,,,.o1' ..... 
hi_elt to be " "cAdoo backer althoush he wa. ke.p1a. the 
tlfentJ'-tOUJlt 'Vote. of the V1rglnl1l delegatlon for h1maeli" .. a .. 
J» 
6, •• S111th and Se .. lle7. P. $08. aDd C&17T. ORleon, 
Woodrow Wilsona ~ IXlt1M.te .emolr lNew York. o.1960), P. 118. 
88John X. B1Ull, loe 'l'uJDulta: and the Willon EM (Boaton, 
1961), P. 246, Tlme.'~7 5, 1 2~p~,' 5, ' •• .-alao Jul7 4, 
pt. 1. P. 1. 
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iavorite Ion. !bi. procedure was pertectly acceptable to the 
reat ot the McA.40oatl'ateglstsJ however, when the call went out 
for all aupporter. to start the awlng to McAdoo, Mr. al .... 
continued te> hold the Virginia delegat10n to him.elf. ; For bi. 
actlon he r-ecelved the sharp denunciation of the othezt )lcAdoo 
manalera, but tbe opinion that Mr. Glal8 waa not cooperatina 
66 . 
with hi. colleasue. aeems entirely erroneoua. !be tact i, 
tbat GlalS _8 uMble to declare his atate tor McAdoo, rOr tb. 
majoztlty of hil delegates were Palmer supporter. and ev •• 
67 included one ot the Palmer man8.sel'l. When Glas. tlD&lly 
rele •• ed hi. delegate. on the thirty-first ballot, the., prompt17 
voted 9 tor Palmer, 1 tor MoAdoo. FlYe ballots later- the yote 
had gone up to Palmer, 13, Cox, 4, McAdoo, &--ample p~oot tba' 
6e Mr. Glasa deserve. a better tate trom h1s cr1tic •• 
'1'he week-end lI'orrl ers, 1n the meantime, cOl'1t1Dued the1r 
plotting, now with the t~ ot a darkbo'l'ae .urS. loami.seve. 
luger. McAdoo bad been Itopped, but 10 bad Oox, aDd J~ 
••• S7' vot •• beh1Dd b1s orig1nal tall),. Atter •••• _0' 
ballots there were atill n1ne candidate. rema.lnina irs the field, 
66Se• Bagby, PP. 70, 117. 
6':!:1J.Dea, July 4, 1920, pt. 1, PP. 1, a, 5 • ..Tul7 5,. P. a. 
~ib~e;3U!7 3, 1920, P. 1 • 
. 68otf101al Report, PP. 385-88, 397-98. 
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eacb one a potential 'jambuster.69 still Edmond n. Moore felt so 
confident ot a. Oox victory he bet Ml". Spellacy or Connecticut 
five hundred dollars to a thousand that Cox would get the 
nomination within an hour and a half after the first roll call 
70 
on Monday. While the Alabama delegation was rumored to be on 
the verge of a swing to Oox# there was a threat that Mississippi 
would swItch to McAdoo if Cox did not break the deadlock on the 
first ballot Monday; and Kentucky was also reported looking 
around tor a bandwagon.?l The r~phy-Brennan-Taggart oombinatio 
was perhaps ready tor a big Cox push; but as before, they were 
just as ready to push a compromise man if they felt he stood a 
72 better chance ot beating McAdoo. Nevertheless Cox remained 
the man of the moment tor them, and around him they forged their 
deals. 
On ,Sunday morning the McAdoo generals--AmldoD, Mullen, Love, 
and Mrs. Punk--met to discuss their next move in the event a 
McAdoo namination might prove impossible. Studying all the 
darkhorses, they found none to their likIng, although there wa. 
69 Ibid., 354-55, Times~ July 3, 1920, p. 2, July 4, pt. 1, pp. 1-3, S, July 5, pp.'l" Lawrence, News, July 4,1920, . 
pt. 1, p. lJ Henning, Tribune, July 4, 1020, p. 1, July 5, p. 1. 
70a.nn1ng, Tribune, July 5, 1920, p. 1. 
71Trlbune, July 5, 1920, p. 1, Plu1lipa, lb~d.J T1mes, 
July 5, l§bo, p. 2. 
72phI111P8, Trlbun!, July 5, 1920, p. 1. Time., July 5, 
1920, PP. 1, 2. 
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some sentiment tor Balnbridge Colby_ The aecond choice ot the . j 
delegates was moatly CoxJ therefore. the leaders agreed to resl_ 
anr turns to a darkhorse, it possible, and go to Cox it 'MCAdoo 
tailed. However, they atill declared their intention to stay In 
the raee as long .. a pos.lble.7J 
When Hoore a ahort time later appealed to r~len and Mrs. 
Funk to join Cox,. the on17 agreement they could lteach was .. 
'1' oombined resolution to relist all darkhor •• s. In the evenlng 
ot that same Sunday the McAdoo managers made their last apPMl 
to tbe .Murphy-Brennan-Taggart oombine to joln them ona KcA.4o ... 
Cox: ticket, but the big-city leaders would li,ten onl,. it ·ooz 
head~ the ticket. Since the McAdoo men retused this, the 
mach1ne bos.es told their followers the next morning to hold 
tl1'JD to Cox and began spreading the word tha ttf'ranklin D. 
Roosevelt was their cholce tor the Vlce.Presldentl .. 1 IPot.'S 
What .I1S Palmer doing in all thls nU1"17 of actl'tlt'J' .. 
Prl~rl11, he was just clinging to the bellef tbatbe eouldpall 
the namlnatlon out ot the t1~e atter the tashlon ot tbe ~91e 
Conyentlon. Although the Illinois delesatlon bad given hlm 
ever,. assurance they would return to him should the poss1bi11ty 
73BaSb'1, p. 1141 
1920, p. • 
Hanks, p. 2'72, Henning, T,r1bune. Jull 5, 
'':sagb,.. p. 114, Hanks, P. 2'12. 
75phll11PI, Tribune;, Jul.,- 5, 1920, p. 1, Freidel, p. 68. 
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ot his nomination a~1.e durIng the deadlock, George Brennan 
talked more and more like a hard-core leader ot the Oox 
organl •• tion. "16 It the deadlock continued, the machine leadeN 
would probably give Palmer a last trial run tor the big pris. 
before turning to a darkhorl., and therein lay hil only ohance 
tor lucceSI. 
But the general opinion at the end ot the day 1fAI that none 
or the big three would set the nominatlon," especiall,. 1t one 
ot them did not break away from the paok earl,. on Monday_ ~a. 
delegat •• b,. this time were trankly getting ready t. jump on _be 
:t1rst bandwagon that came along, tor even though the w ... the»,.ln 
san FranciSco waa Ideal, the patlence--and the pocketbookl--ot 
the delegatea could hold out for Juat so long. Va.ny New Yorker., 
in taot, were already leaving tor ho.me."1S 
'J."be delegatea who stayed behind to choOle their ne. lea48l' 
probably wished they bad gone home. too, because the :tlrlt 11K 
ballots on Monda,. produoed noth1ng but angel', t:ruatratl0ll. ~ 
bol'edo •• (A few ot the le88 seriou8 delegates gave .ent,to 
theIr feelings by oa.tlng theil' votes tor Ring Lardnel' and 
"16ph1l11ps, Tribune, July 4.1 1920, P. 1 J T1IIle., Jul,- " 
1920. pt. 1, PP. 1, s. 
"Ttmes. July 4, 1920, pt. 1, p. 1, Jul,. 5, P. 1. 
78T:rlbUne, July 4, 1920, p. 1, T1mel. July 7, 1920, P. 2J 
Freidel, P.!'. 
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Irvin S. Cobb, but needless to say, neither boom materialized.) 
"I have been in politics for thirty yea.rs and attended man,. 
conventions durIng that period," Edmond Moore had declared a few 
days before, "but I bave never seen such 11 grasshopper conventio 
as this. with the exception of six or seven states. the dele-
gates are j~unping around like flles. n80 While a rew grasshopper 
were still skIttering around, the latest problem was that too 
many grasshoppers were tenaciously clinging to too many vines. 
Now Moore was venting his wrath on the delegates whose "pig_ 
headed obstinacyn kept the convention from nominating ~the on17 
man who can beat Harding. n8i 'In those first six ballots each 
of the big three actually lost a little ground, while the number 
ot candIdates receiving votes rose to ten (Cobb and Lardner no 
longer included). still no one would give in. 
Probably the only man to gain from those first ballots was 
the Party treasurer. for when Spellacy won his five-hundred-
dollar bet from Moore, he donated the money to the Democratic 
campaign fund. 82 Events had even come to such a pass that after 
790tf1C1&1 Report. pp. 357-60. 
SOuThe Democrat1c Convention: Ita Cand1dates and Plat-
form," The Outlook, CXXV (July 14, 1920), 488, Times, june 30, 
1920, P~. 
81Robert T. Barry, l{,ews. july 6, 1920, p. 11. 
82Trlbune, JU17 6, 1920, p. 1. 
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the twenty-eighth ballot a delegate from Georgia moved tha.t the 
lowest candidate hereafter be dropped after each ballot, but the 
gentleman was ruled out of order.83 
Once again it was To:rrt Ta.gr;art who stirred up the hornets 
when he deserted Cox completely on the twenty-ninth ballot and 
cast twenty-nine votes for Hl1lliam Gibbs MCAdoo.84 Whatever his 
intentions might have been on Saturday when he first swung vote. 
to McAdoo, he was obviously trying to start a band.wagon rolling 
now, even though he let it be known that Indiana would leave 
McAdoo on the next ballot if nothing happened. 85 ftbr all h1s 
assurances he knew full well that a big svd teh in a key delega-
tion at a time when all the faotions were tediously balanced 
one against another would more than likely cause the entire 
op~)osi tion to collapse under the onrush of eager politicians 
who sensed a victory. TaGgart was tired of befriending both 
sides; he now saw his chance to be a hero and a. king-maker. 
Not"i thstanding his professed friendship wi th the bos ses from 
the big cities, he was still a politician who could not pasa 
up the chance for glory. 
The b1g awi teh, and add! t10nal gains from the Wash! ngton 
830ffic1al Report, p. 377. 
84Ibid• 
85Times, July 6, 1920, D. 3. It i8 interesting that in the 
Mci\doo Clemonstration thqt followed, the Indiana banner was 
nowhere to be found. 
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d~legatlon. pulled McAdootowlthln ten votes of a jolted Cox.8e 
More support began trlckllllg in tor Meldoo on the next ballot a. 
the anti-Admln1stration men worked fever1shly to plug up the 
holes in their caretull.'1 .. bul1t dike, but aU their effort. could 
not stop MoAdoo tram aneaklng ahead at Oox onee agaln, 4Q$1 to 
400~87 When ~ggart had .. itobed votes to McAdoo back on the 
twent1eth ballot, the op~os1tlon torce. ~ere undisturbed but 
tried quiokly tor an adjournment to make lure thell" toroes were 
intact. Now, however, the tever alld swe .. t began to 8h~ as they 
stepped up their denunciation ot the McAdoo campaign .. a.a,child 
ot the federal otticenolderaa.nd aang "'Evel'Y Vote 1. OD thAt 
Panoll" to the tune ot "Battle H'JDUl ot the Republic,,,ee 
After the thirtieth ballot Senator Pat Haprlson agaill 
otfered the motion to drop the bottom man on each sucoeedlng 
ballot. In the roll-call vote that tollowed, Harrison'. stat. 
ot Mlssissipp1 voted unanimously aga1nst the motion. Although 
the Cox delegates from New York voted in tavor ot the ~'UH, 
Ohio pallsed up ita turn in orde!' to vote tbe aame as '.Jul.Jlvan1 
860ttlei.l Re2or~. P. 3V9. 
87Ib1d., 390. 
, . 
88cox, l~nel !brouSh ~. Years, P. 230, '1mel, JUlyS, 
1920, P. 2J ~7 I, P. 1. !Proune, luly 6, 192~, p. 5, ••• &1.0 
W1111, J. AbbOt, "The OeJIOera.!lo COllvent1on at SaQ Frane1 •• 0f·· 
II ~e Impressions of a Newspaper Oorreapondent,- The outlook. 
OXXV (July 21, 1920), 565. ---
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When Pennsylvania voted against the motion, Ohio likewise helped 
veto it, probably as a gesture to Palmer to keep close to Cox. 
~Tom the contused vote on the motion, it seems that Senator 
Harrison brought up the matter without prior consultation with 
the Cox managers,89 but then again it might have been a planned 
attempt to stall the McAdoo drive. 
Palmer gained nine on the next ballot, but Cox lost the 
same amount; McAdoo continued to whittle aw'ly at the favorite-so 
delegations. Another vote, and once again a slight gain for 
90 McAdoo, a half-vote loss for Cox. Like a giant tug-ot.war the 
McAdoo forces were slowly, pain~llly inching the opposition 
tuggers toward the center line; but the initial surge had been 
reduced to a game in inches, and although the anti-McAdoo men 
were giving ground, they were still dug in and the rope was low. 
Most import.ant of' .9.11, the agonizing struggle was sapping vital 
energy from the forces of Mr. McAdoo. 
After the thirty-second ballot a delegate from Maryland 
moved to recess until 8:00 P.M. but was voted down. Ballot 
thirty-three, the McAdoo advance stalled, although Cox himself 
fell back another 10~. Number thirty-four and Mc4.doo dropped a 
890ffic1al He12ort, p. 3[;,0; n1chard C. Ba.1n, Convention 
Decisions and Votinp Records, The Brookings Institute 
{l'/asEilngton,-n.C., c. I§6b), n. 213; Evans .. Tribune, July 6, 
1920, p. 3. 
900fficial Iteport, pp. 388-89. 
°1 half.vote .... 
.. 
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Mea.nwhile the Palmer D'en, who alone had witne.s3ed slight 
-
ga.ins on the la3t four ballots, started a demonstra.tion for the1 
<)2 leader, but after sevl~n minu.tes it also fizzled. ~ j\Teverthe1ess 
the Palmer followers came to life ar:ain on the next ballot when 
Tennessee gave all its 24 votes to the Attorney General. 
ldditional votes from other states swelled the total gain to 38, 
the best they had seen in a long time. 93 Cn the th1.rty-s1xth 
bflllot another 19 votes sent P~lmerts total up to 241, and the 
long-awaited trial run for Palmer was on. But then ?red Lynch 
of Minnesota asked for a recesa until 8:30 P .111., and the assembl~ 
heartily agreed. It wa.s five o'clock; the convention had been 
94 in continuous balloting session for almost seven hours. The 
delega.tes were hune-ry. 
l':othin,g' more catastrophic could have happened to Hr. 
Palmer's hopes. His lone-awaited chance, a trial run for the 
laurels, had been interrupted even before it had a good head ot 
steam, and the Attorney General himself knew that the recess 
would pl'>obably be the ignominious end of all his hopes for 1920. 
During the break, the Palmer and McAdoo groups conversed, but 
91Ibid., 389, 392-94. 
-92Bv~ns, Tribune, July 6, 1920, p. 3. 
930f f ioial Report, PP. 395-96. 
" 
" 
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neither would five in first to the other. The Cox boomers were 
saying thll t Mc{l.doo could not hold his delega. tion rruch longer, 
.. 
but on the other hand the Cox movement Vias ahowing weq,k spots, 
too. Senator Pilt Harrison, for one, was admitting th9.t he could 
not hold 1rississippi for Cox very long. Palmer himself was now 
95 
sayinc that none of the top three would get the nomination. 
After the recess Illinois alrost co~pletely deserted Palmer, 
and 'l'ennes;)ee returned to the Davis fold. 96 r.Ihe smattering or 
votes ,Pal:r:1er regained on the next ballot only empha.sized the 
futility of his continuance in the race.lfter the thirty-eight 
ballot was counted, Palmer's cllmpaign mana.ger, Mr. Charles r.. 
Carlin of Vireinia, ascended the speaker's stand amid murmurs of 
expectation and read an announcement to the convention. "I am 
authorized, It he 513.1d, "by him [?almer] to uneondi tionally, 
absolutely, and finally release hIs delegates. Hr. Chairman, I 
97 
move a recess of thirty minutes." 
Hardly had the motion been carried when the delegates 
rushed to their respective caucus rooms to determine the1r next 
r,ovea. It was like a new convention allover agli1n. 
As the delegates returned to their places at 10:15 P.M. to 
resume ballot1ng, William G. McAdoo, wi th 405i- votes, held a 
twenty-twa-vote lead over Cox; but .qfter th1rty-eight ballots, 
95Times, July 6, 1920, p. 3. 
960fficia1- Heport, PP. 400-03. 
97Ibid ., 405 
-
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nei thel' c'lndidate could even cl9.im a ai:rr'ple ma.jority of the vote 
98 
yet. Although the 211 votes rlOW a.bout to be released from the 
fa1mer delegation would still not be erJough to ):'ive any candidat 
'-H..} 
the necessary two-thirds majority, a sizeable bloc in anyone 
direction could definitely he the start of the victory surge for 
ei ther McAdoo, Cox, or a c1n.rkhors e. \;1 th renewed expects. tion, 
the de1egn.tes began scain to vote and wa.tch. 
-'t1aon.rna opened by awi tchin£: fifteen votes to John l'f. Davis, 
thus c:i ving the lie to any preconceived conc11Jsions that the 
cor.vention had resolved itself to a two-man race. .\11 down the 
line the former PalMer states dlvid.ed themselves amont: the 
remaining candidates. neorgia cast its 20 to Mc~doo, but 
I:I::ts s!.lchusetts countered with 19 for Cox. TaEr.;!lrt reflected the 
prevailing indecisiveness of the convention (and especially of 
himself) by returninG 19 votes to Cox, keeping 11 for r':c'"\doo. 
A big hush settled over the auditorium when Pennsylvania's turn 
came, but P,il,lmer's state decided to pay a last tribute to its 
favori te son by keeping 73 votes for him. revertheles s J,'l.MeS M. 
Cox picked up 85 new votes to reGain the lead from Mctl..doo roing 
round forty.99 
Hmvever, the big break that everyone had expected when II 
withdrew from the race failed to materialize, for both 
98Ibid _. 
99!2!£., 406-07; Tribune, July 6, 1920, p. 1. 
r 
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the Mc~doo and Cox forces continued to hold their lines intact. 
The PenrH171 vania deleca. tion hegan to break up on the fortieth 
ballot, but the delerates went in three directions. The fact 
tha t Mcti.doo picked up the bulk of the Keystone votes only tended 
to balance the strength of the t':10 remaining front rlmners and 
nrolon;r the arjony. It W'lS alr:'lost midnight, and both the Cox and 
McAdoo manaljers were admi ttin;~ th'l t no break would come that 
r:i "ht. The two leading cont'~nc1ers were m!ltched in hopeless 
deadlock and no one had. yet come up \vi th 'l 'hrkhorse with 
sufficient backing to bre~k the convention open. lOO Bven so, 
the balloting went on. 
Cox g'lined a trifling 7~ votes on the next ballot, but 
McAdoo fell back 7, his first loss since before P~lrnerts with-
drawsl. ',hen a delel';a te from Oklahom9. moved for adj ournment 
until ten 0' clock the next n.orning, a New York dele~.a te quickly 
demanded a roll-call vote. The big-city leaders, now sensing 
tha t the ]~c_'\'doo drive was slo\'dng doviD, ~J!l-"i their chance to 
bring it to a. complete stop. The Mc!\doo f'OT'ce~ could muster 
only 406 aye s to ll'!"l. tch the 637 voices !l.f"~.<linat adj ournment; 
101 
therefore, the b~lloting continued. 
On the forty-second b8.llot 0eoT'gia deserted HcAdoo to join 
the Cox w'lgon, causing nc:\doo to slump 33 more votes while Cox 
"The 
100 Henning, Tribune, July 7, 1920, p. 2; 
Democra tic ConventIon at S~n i?ranc1sco, ft 
1010£f101a1 Report, pp. 411-412. 
'Jiillis J.:~bbott, 
p. 566. 
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was gaining 43 and inching within 7 vote~ of the majority 
102 
marker. The Ohioans could teel a major br~akthrough coming, 
and the stalwarts of the McAdoo contingent were hardpressed to 
continue any holding action, for now that Palmer was gone fram 
the contest, the McAdoo camp was without its chief defensive 
ally. In addition, the removal ot Palmer put them in the 
embarrassing and contradictory position of prlonging the deadloc 
to try to win the nomination tor a candidate who himself was 
103 
openly declining to run. 
Nevertheless, McAdoo's supporters continued in the fight 
to the bitter end, refuSing to release their delenations to any 
other candidate. Quite the contrary, George Lunn ot New York 
chAllenged his statets vote after the forty-second ballot in a 
last-ditch attempt to derail the Cox express.104 Over the week 
end, about forty-seven New York delegates and alternates, most 
of them Cox supporters, had dep~rted for home; but before they 
lett, Charles Murphy had received a promise from ~nklin D. 
Roosevelt and George Lunn (both McAdoo men) not to intepfere 
with their proxy votes.105 Throughout all the balloting on 
Monday, New Yopk bad voted a straight seventy-twenty ballot in 
l02I bid., 414. 
lO3rIanks, pp. 277-78 
1040fficial Report, p. 417. 
105 Tribune, July 4, 1920, p. 1J Times, July 7, 1920, P. 2) 
Freidel, Franklin Q. Roosevelt, p. 84. 
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tavor or Cox acoording to the gentlU1en'a agreement. bu.t LunD 
ev1dentl,. tel t oJ the torty.second ballot tba t the .1 tuation bad 
becOlD. too prolonged and too deepera te tor the McAdoo caua4h Be 
theretore challenged the New York vote. Bad he followed througb 
witb hi. threat, he would have won hle point eaall7. ainoe the 
convention ~lea did not allow a proxy vote when both the 
, 
delegate and his alternate were milling. However, the Tammany 
people raised such a cry or anger that Lunn was rorced to with_ 
draw hia challenge. "When you wake up in a hoapital," abe 
Tammanyite had threatened, "you w111 hear that Oox has beeb 
nOl!tlnated.,,105 
Even so, it aeeml that Lunn backed down onl,. atter lfu.:rph,. 
pledged agaln to support PTanklin D. Roosevelt tor what ••• r 
otttce he wante4.107 As arewlt, the name ot Mr. Roo •• v~lt 
bHue even more prominent in the list ot Vice.PHsldentlal 
alp1,..nts,ln spite of the tact that be was .ntl.T ..... l1J •. 
Sine. LUll." challenge of' theN .. York deleg.tlol'l wou14 ••• t" 
llr.:Ooltama.3 01'1 t1 ot his We. York I'II1pport and wCuld ... rttli,:,l,. 
ru.In M, nomination-bound w.g'on. a pledge of support to'P .... ' 
Roos·."el t was a s_ll price to pal' tor .ve~tlng a sure 'raged.,. 
And tor Mr. Lunn, tbepromotion ot hi. associate Mr. Roo •• velt 
up.talrs to the Vice.Presidential spot would leave the 
t06sauk" P. 231. 
lM1b1d• 
-
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senatorial oandidaoy open to himself'l 
When the excitement in the Ne. York delegatIon bad died 
down, the convention anxiously went on to tbe forty-third b~ll.' 
teeling now that the end was close at hand. Alabama openedbJ 
tilting tour yotes t!lom Cox, giv1ng them to McAdoo and Davit, but 
through the !lest ot the b.allot1ng, McAdoo's 108ses outwelga.d 
bil SIlins, eYen thougb m08t delegatlofll continued to holdthei!l 
11nes as they had been doing previously_ The little cbange. 
here and there nevertheless amounted to a 27i vote 1ncrea.. top 
Governor Cox, boolting him over. the 11mple.majorit,.Jrl&Pk tOI'.tlut 
firat t1me in the convent10n.10a 
Immediatel,. George Lunn moved for an adjournment until the 
next da,., but bts motion was quiekly deteated by the conven-
109 tlon. As 'rammanr quieted Lunn br re-attlrm1ng ita aupport or 
Roo.evelt, the one lingering fear that remained for tbe Cox 
torees was the posslbilltr that William. Jennings Bl"Jax. 14gbt 
take the stand and speak aga1nst the Ohio govem01'" 1t_4 __ .,. . 
rtUftored that l'3r7&n would throw hiaaupport to MoAdoo-it ~ ...... 
Cox wae winning, but up to the tort,'-third ballot he cont.1Jn1ed 
to ehepherd hie n1ne votes toward senator owen.110 Even at tbl. 
late stage the b1g-oity bo.eel entertained the thought ot cal11n 
., 
1080t£1,1&1 ReROrt, pp. 415-416 
109Ib1d., 417. 
-
110Ib1d.# pp. 415-16. T~es, F~tra, lUl.,. 6, 1920, p. 2, 
July 7, P. 2. 
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a recess to check their forces because of the fear tr£t the Cox 
boom might falter just short of the necessary two-thirds mark and 
ruin Cox's final chances. However, they received assurances fro 
the Pennsylvania delegation and decided to plunge on into ballot 
forty-four. If percr&nce Cox should be ten or twenty votes short 
of the nomination, then Charles F. Murphy might declare all 
ninety New York votes for Cox. A McAdoo uprising would ensue, 
they realized, but they felt reasonably confident they could 
111 
overcome it. 
Alabama started the critical forty-fourth ballot by return-
ing two votes from McAdoo to Cox; Arizona remained the same; 
,'\.rkansas gave all eighteen to Cox, a gain of three; California 
switched one from McAdoo to Cox; and so the balloting went. 
Tom Taggart, now thoroughly convinced, took ten from },le:\doo and 
cast all thirty Indiana votes to Cox. B~orid~, Kentucky, 
Maryland, and Massachusetts all deserted McAdoo completely, 
while other delegations switched votes to Cox in varying degrees 
lUchigan, wh1ch had been casting fourteen of its thirty votes 
for McAdoo, passed in order to poll its members again; but 
Pennsylvan1a, hold1ng true to its assurances, brought on wild 
cheers when it cast sixty-eie;ht votes for Governor Cox. The 
unofficial tally g.ve MCAdoo only 270 votes, a loss of 258, 
while Cox skyrocketed to 699~, even without any Michigan 
lllrranks, p. 280; Times, July 7, 1920, p. 2. 
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vote. l1S Before Michiga.n could record 1 ts tally the cha1rman ot .' 
the Colorado delegat10n arose and reque.ted that Colorado'. 'Yote 
be cast unanimously for Governor Cox. A delegate from 
Connect1cut a190 arose, but was 1nterrupted by Samuel B. Amidon 
or Kansas (the manager tor Wlll1am G. McAdoo), who moved that 
the rules be suspended and Mr. Cox be declared the nominee 
unaX'l1mously. '11th a ratter-Nttllrlg "'47e" that retlected both 
tr1umph and relief, the delegates quickly put their stamp or 
approval on the ma1n business of the convention and moved to 
adjourn for the n1ght.113 Cox would be the1l'* man. 
11S!otf'l,clal Re2or~, P. 41S. 
1130ttlclal Report. PP. 419-420, Times, July 6, 1920, 
Extra, P. 1. My 'I, P. 8. 
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CEAPTEH IX 
WHY COX? 
In a.nalyzing the reasons why Governor J''l.mes M. Cox won the 
Democratic nomination in 1920, two steps must be considered: 
t'lrst of all, the reasons why he was able to eet sufficient 
backing to become a leading challenger, and secondly, the 
factors at the convention itself which were instrumental 1n his 
emergence as the eventual winner. In both categories a conlbina. 
tion of circumstances was at the root of his success. 
The three most important arguments for Cox's rise to a 
contender's posi ti on were hi s c11sas socia tion wi th the ";llson 
Administration, his geographic position, and his qualificatIons 
as a good compromise man. Had Mr. Vlilson been able to keep the 
populari ty that was his at the end of the Wo.rld Har, the nomina-
tion would easily have gone either to himself' or to his success. 
ful son-In-law, the "crown princen ~iillia.m G. McAdoo. However, 
1920 was a low point in~~ilson popularIty, and many people 1n 
the Democratic P;;>.rty sensed the political efficacy of washing 
their hands of as much Wilsonianism as possible. Y/ill1am G. 
McAdoo was by tar the most popular and the most well-known of 
all the Democratic aspirants, tmt his affinity to the President 
prevented him from running aw9.Y with the Democratic nom1nat1on. 
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128 The big-ai ty bosses in particular were opposed to val son and 
everytt'ing connected with Wil son (:tn particular, HcAdoo) because 
their own constituents were anti-Vl1lson for Ii multitude of 
reasons and also because they themselves were still smarting 
from a long series of patronage rebuffs even dating back to the days when ViiI son was governor of new Jersey.l The ma.chine bos se 
cUd not alw9.Ys agree upon whom they wanted as a candidate, but 
they did agree that it had to be SOJ'l'!eone not connected in any 
Tlr:ty with Woodrow 'Nil son, and Governor Cox fit that description 
adequa. tely. 
No doubt one of the blr;gest boosts to the personal candida 
of James M. Cox was the nomination of V,arren G. Hard1n[ as the 
Hepublican candidate. Since many politicos felt that Ohio would be the key to the election itself, the most logical move for the Democrats to make, if they wanted to wrest Ohio away from 
Harding, would be to nominate another favorite son of the1r own.2 Although Cox personally announced that he would not accept the Vice-Presidential nomin,ation, 3 his managers might have settled 
IHanks, PP. 46, 48, 53-54, l42-4:3;~Teidel, p. 59; see also Tribune, July 8, 1920, p. 8. 
2-:;videnee seems to indicate that Harding himself was chosen by the Republicans pa.rtly because they felt that the !)emocrats Would nominate Cox. The Republicans therefore felt the selecti of Hal'ding would insure Ohio for the GOP. --See 'l'rederic W1le, ~g, June 7, 1920, p. 2; also M. R.:ierner, Prlvilec.;ed racters (:New York, 0.1935), p. 14. 
. ... :3 Times, May 21, 1920, p. 17; Tribune, June 20, 1920, p. 1. 
129 for second place on a !JI"cl\.doo-Cox ticket before the Republican Convention, and ~lr. Cox would have undoubtedly a.ccepted their decision. However, when the Republicans chose HardIng, the Cox l"lanagers saw their prospects brir;hten considerably, and they aet 
their sights on first prize or notr...1ng. The fact that Mr. Cox 
ha.d a [!,ood record as governor of Ohio and successful vote-r::etter in his previous campaigns was all the more reason for choosing him. 
The third factor in Governor Cox's prominence as a 
was his position as a good compromise man. Soth McAdoo and 
Palmer had their avid supporters, but being m.en of national 
prominence, they also had built up a hard core of opposition. Cox, a newcomer to the nationa.l scene, was therefore little known 
to most people. If he had few personal disciples outside Ohio, 
even more important, he ha.d few political enemies. He was a 
eo~promise on the Lea~le of Nations issue since he was in favor 
of it, a1 though not in the unbending fashion of Woodrow Vl11son; but of greater significl1nce, Cox was a middle-of-the-roader on 
the prohibition question. The big-city men liked him because he 
was at least in favor of light wines and beer, and although bone-dry Democrats like 3ryan opposed him, Cox found acceptance 
with those of a more moderate view. 
It was advantageous for the Ohioans to keep the liquor plank 
out of the platform completely, for any mention of alcohol would have taken some of the argument out of Cox's Dosition as a 
-
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corrprornise man. If the pla tforl~ had advoc!l ted alcoholic 
bevera.ces of any type, his wet backers would have felt victorious 
a.nd ml[ht have been content to g1ve in a little more tow~lrd a drJ 
candida.te, while a platform defend1.n[ prohibi tion Vlould obviousl, 
have been contra.dictory to Cox's modera.tely wet stand. if!ben the 
Resolutions Conn! t tee decided to say rlOthinc a. t all9,bout pro-
hibition, the Cox ~anagers were happy, for their candidate still 
rerr.ained the man who could preser:t the Vlidest appeal to the 
delegates. 
In the ba.llotine at the convention a. deadlock was a good 
thing for Cox, for so long as ~,~cAdoo and I)almer remained tan[!led 
and kept the L\.dm1nlstration forces divided, and so lone; as the 
McAdoo and the anti-~cAdoo delegates battled each other, the 
better were the chances that they would eventually turn to Cox, 
out of sheer exasperation if for no other reason. The chance of 
a darkhorse starnpedinc the convention was always a latent threat, 
but none of the darkhorse possibilities was agreeable to all 
factions, and equally ir.Jportant, none 01" those f'requently 
menti oned came frDr1 pivotal s ta tes. ii'urtherrnore, a 'Poll of 
deleGates voting for the top three candidates revealed that most 
preferred as their second choice one of' the other leading con-
tenders. Since Governor Cox was not only a good co~prornise man 
behind whom most factions at the convention could unite but also 
a strong candidate in his own rir:ht, the essence of r:dmond H. 
Moore's strategy was Simply to keep the Governor's core of 
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supporters intact, hold off all d!l.rkhorse tl'lrea t:l, let the 
opposition [,roups wear themselves down, and wait. 
But to \"1in the nomination, Cox first had to stop r~c'\doo and 
P::).lrner. The first asset in t"lls fnvoJ" was the old two-thirds rule 
er:'mloyed by the i)el"'1ocratlc Convention. Because only 34 per cent 
of all the votes were needed to ston any given c~ndldate, a 
rinor! ty OpDOS! tior. group ha.d a. much gr~a. ter o'1vortuni ty to !'itop 
f:l. favorite candida te from pushing q1)ickly to'N:l.rd .9, nO};1ina tion. 
If illiarn G. Mc!\doo had needed only a sim:ole majori ty to c.apture 
the Democratic standard, the big-city bosses Mi~ht not have 
enterta.ined such confidence in derailing hin, and !1')any uncon~­
mitted delegates would ur.doubtedly have joined him simply because 
he had all the markings ot' a winner. But since fkAdoo had to 
round up over 66 per cent of all the deleGate votes, no one but 
his true-blue followers W'lS willing to stick out his neck for 
Mc\doo so long as his opoositlon held the key to his success or 
f.9.1lure. natura.lly the very fact that a. well-knit minority 
could stop t'lny candida te was an invi ta tion for a lonG draGged-out 
convention and a distinct advantage to a com~rom1se candidate of 
the 31Jckeye type. 
The presence of three leading contenders in the race was 
9.1so an eventual benefit to Cox, for each time one candidate 
beglin to allow Signs of running away from the field, the other 
two would combine to pull him back again. Even though the 
and McAdoo forces used this method to atop Cox dur1ng the 
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hallotinr;, it was used l'1"ost effectIvely a:::!linst Y,·c:1.doo. 1',Then 
T><-llmer f'lnally wi th1rew froM the race, l'1'.ost of the steam in 
1"C\dOO'9 drive, as it blrned out, wa.s already cY"lended, and 
co".,binatlon tactics were no lonfer necessary to stan him. Once 
jKc'\.doo was hal ted, his opposl tion forces were more than w:Ullng 
to add their support to almost anyone else, Bryan and \'Jil son 
exceuted. 
One hIstorian ha.s claived recently tha t l~c:\doo t 1'1 mana.gers 
in San :"rancisco were ser} ously handicapped by the absence of 
i~niel c. qoper a.s camnairn manaLer and the fact that they 
lJ3.cked real authority to bargain 1n rc:\doo f s nl'.une, 4 l:mt the point 
seems to be overemphAsized. hctually the evidence shows that 
Roper was doine a considerable amount of m'inacine and dealing 
from his Chicap;o headquarters, but there s:!mpl:,r were not trat 
T'18.ny deals to be made. It would h9.ve been ;Jol! tic,al suic1de for 
the machine bosses to wa.ke any kind 01:"' concessions to !~cAdoo 
except at pr1ces which would hllve been too de~r for the Mcldoo 
5 r,iJ.nar;ers to pay. The Mc'\doo forces in S'ln'i'rancisco had a viel].. 
orcranized cadre of' workers reachIng into every state delegation, 
dangling Vice-Presidential hints just as furiously as their 
4Bagby, pp. 113, 117. 
5 Ibid., 112; T):l.nlel C. Roper in coll'aboration wIth Pr,qnk H. I,Qvette, t"iftx Years of Public ~ (Durha.m, North Carolina, 1941), 20~. 
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oDno91tlon;6 ~lt the ~emocratic ConventIon heinG the tQngled 
mix-up th'l tit ',Vl1s... no one was hi tin:~. "":ven snch "border-li ne" 
states as 1,:ississippi, K'lnsas, and South Carolina remained firm 
to the last ballot. In cases uhere rival stgtes coul~ be 
invaded, the dele~lltes 1111 too often divided their votes among 
several of the front runners ... so th.':l. t dealmnking just did not 
Once A. ill tchell Palrrer had been elilT'in:<ated from the rs.ce, 
it took the cOTlvention only sIx more ba.llotA to decide unon 
Governor Cox as their unanimous choice .for the nomination; 1Jut 
contrary to the op1nion commo!lly held, the machine bosses do not 
7 deserve all the credit for r.ox's victory. /\'lthourh h,e certainly 
could not hllve won w~, thout their sunport, the role of the ~achlne 
bosses was primarily that of stopping the f'-a 1doo drIve '?lnd 
helping to keep enoug-h stea!:!. in the Cox t~nflne to eet it to the 
critica.l turning point, .for the actual impetus which started the 
final victory drive came from other sou.rces. Some of' the anti-
Mcldoo leaders, in fact, were even considering a switch to 
~qinbridge Colby after Palmer left the f1eld. 
:\ study of the voting patterns of the rew York, Illinois, 
6 Hanks, p. 246. 
7see r:harles ',allis Thompson, rrlr:es, July 7" 1920, pt. 3, p. 3; "The l:ew Democracy and Its Banner-Bearers, t Current O::>inion, LXIX (\ucust 1920), 140; tlCox in ''dIson's shoes," The'rew Henubl1c .. XXIII (July 21, 1920), 216; Bru,ce Bliven, "san~anclsco," ~ L!!!. t:zep'lblic, x'o:rr (July 14, 1920), 196. 
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l'!assachusetts, Ind:lana, Ilnd New Jersey de1e[;atlons, the five 
states most often classified as "machine" states, shows that on 
the critical ballots ne~l.r the end of the convention, the machine 
states actually went against the prevailing trend to jump onto 
the Cox wagon.8 On the thirty-eiGhth ballot these five states 
were casting 151 votes for Cox, 66 for McAdoo, and 21 for P:~lmer. 
in general about the same ratio they ha.d been following since 
earlier in the afternoon. By the fortieth ballot the scale had 
shifted to 190 for Cox and 48 for Mc,\doo, due to the \"lithdrawal 
of P'l.lmer and the switch in the Mas aachu setts and Indiana 
delegations to Cox; but on the forty-.first and torty-second 
ballots, the most critical ballots of the entire convention, 
when the rest of the convention was beginning the swing to Cox 
a.nd retreating .from McAdoo, the machine states gave McAdoo two 
additional votes while decreasing the Cox total by three. ~ven 
on the forty-third ballot, when the trend to Cox was becoming 
quite obvious, the machine states switched only one vote (in the 
Indiana delegation) fron' McAdoo to Cox. In the four ballots 
from the fortieth to the .forty-third the convention as a whole 
gave Cox an additional 78 votes, takIng 55 away from McAdoo, but 
in the machine states during the same interval, Governor Cox 1081 
two votes while MCAdoo picked up one. Thel"e:t"ore it can hardly be 
said that the machine states commandeel"ed the nominatIon of Cox. 
8gee AppendIx II. Compare with AppendIx IV. 
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It the wet taotlo111 we!'. the prlncipal caule of the 
Gover-nor'" ultimate mcee •• , it would .eem that the delegatlo:na 
tha tvoted tor a wet pIa ttom 'WOUlc1 be the onel who were moat 
inatrumental in putting Cox ovel' the top during the critical 
ballGtlngJ but agaln an analYlis ot the vote reveals an 
altogether dlfferent picture. When !ourke Cochran ot New York 
proposed that the conventlon add a provision to the platfo~ 
al1ow1ng light wln •• and beer, twelve delegations voted p ... 
dominantly in favol' ot the amendment. Although lome othe~ 
delegationa voted a majority one wa,. or the other b,. a alb! 
ma.g1n, theBe twelve Itates and terllIto:rlel would .. tl ••• t 'be 
considered as the wettest ot all the delegationa.; 
on the thirty-eighth ballot these wet atate. were caattng 
228i votes tor Cox, 10e tor Palmer, and Slt tor McAdoo, again 
a1milap to the pattepn they had be,n followtJlg fOll some time. 
57 the. fortieth ballot, when all but 18 loyal Pennsylvanian. 
had deserted Palme~, Cox bad inc~.a •• d hil tally by 4! v~~ •• , 
but lIcAdoo kept paoe with 43 add.itional votes 01' hll Olm. tfbera 
on the topt7-tiratand forty-aecond. ballots the wet ,tate. alao 
went cont~a1l7 to the general tretJ<is 01' the convent1on". tor Cox 
tell back one ".~te a.~OD! the .et.state d.legatioD. wMle Mc1doo, 
the ~.,., w .. s pick1ng up nine. Agaln from the tOl'tlethto the 
fOI't7-th1l'd . ballot., wb1le Cox was gaining '78 votes and McA400 
98e• Appendix III. 
136 was falling back 55 in the convention as a whole, the wet states actually increased McAdoots strength by seven, but gave only three new votes to Cox. It is evident, thel1, tbut the wet atates, like the machine bloc, also were not responsible for the final impetus that spelled out victory for cox. lO Governor Cox could never flAVe won the nomina tioD suppor·t of the wet cont1ngerlts and the political bosses, for it 'V.as the-y vIho kept him in contention through tl1.e long struggle to the fortieth ballot. However, when the final break for Cox began, the impetus did not come from the machine or the wet states, but from a totall-y unexpected sector of the convention--the South. 
It caD reasonably be assumea that the most important voting took place after h 11\1 tchsll Palmer vii thdrew from the race following the thirty-eir;hth ballot, thus breakin,cr, UP the 
lOOhlo voted 68 per cent in favor of the wet plank, but its 
inclusion in the wet delegation is really insignificant since 
Ohio was pledged unswervingly to favorite-son Cox under any 
circumstances. Pennsylvania, however, which also voted 58 per 
cent in favor of the wet plank, is of much greater significance 
because the Pennsylvania delega.tion scattered its votes to new 
candidates after P'ollmer withdrew. Although:32 Pennsylvania 
delc£ates voted aea1nst the wet plank, of greater importance is 
the fact that as many as 49 delegates voted for McAdoo on the 
forty-first and forty-second ballots. Even assuming that all 
32 dry delegates switched to 1;~cAdoo after the thirty-ninth ballot, this would still mean that 14 or more of the 44 delegates 
who voted for a. wet olank cast their votes for }\leAdoo on the forty-first and forty-second ballots. Cox received at most 14 
of the 44 wet votes on these two ballots; therefore, the wet 
delegates of Pennsylvania were obviously not flocking to Governor 
Cox. --See Appendices III and IV. 
-
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137 three-way loe jam.; but oi' all the votes cast, the thirty-ninth, forty-first, and forty-second ballots atann out as the most 
crucial of the entire convention. The thirty-nlnth ballot was 
obviously importa:nt, for at this point Cox gained 85 votes, the greatest boost any camHd'l.te had received since New York and 
hew Jersey switched to him on the seventh ballot. But of even greater significance, the new surge for Cox enabled him to 
overtake ~cAdoo and gain a definite psychological advantage by cap~lrlng the lead at such a late stage in the contest. Never. 
theless, the fortieth ballot put the dll.rnper on Cox's drive, 
because MCItdoo again was showing a resurgence of strength and 
once more was challenging for the lead. At the end of forty 
votes both I,~cAdoo and Cox were en joying their greatest vote 
totals of the convention; both were on the upward awing, with 
~jcAdoo only 23 votes behind Cox and closing fast. 
The forty-first ballot proved to be the most important vote 
of the entire convention, for it was at this point that McAdoo 
suffered his first loss since Palmer'S withdrawal. Ironically 
the chief delegation responsible for McAdoo's loss was Virginia, the state of Carter Glasa. 
After Palmer withdrew, Virginia in two ballots had switched 
eight and a half new votes to Cox, while giving only a halt"'-vote to Mc,~doo. On the forty-first ballot, however, Virginia again Went back to casting all twenty-four votes for favorite-son 
Glass, presumably at the behest of Glass himself. As a result 
lSS 
eight votes were taken from McAdoo and nine and a halt tram Cox. 
Sam. might argue that Gla.s was trying to wreck the MoAdoo bOOM 
tor the sake of hie perlonal ubi tion, but more than likel,. he 
was making a last-minute attempt to halt Cox's sudden r1ae. B,-
drawing hie Virginia delegat10n baok to himself, he would take 
votes awa7 trom Cox at a very eruc1al time and, he probabl7 
hoped, might possibly be able to stop Oox's advance. Adm1ttedl,. 
by enterlng the race again he would al.o deprive McAdoo ot 
critical votes, but he probab11 felt that the moat important taall 
ot the moment was to stop Cox. Unt1l that was done, McAdoo ••• 
doomed; but once it was done, the task of pushing McAdoo might 
again be resumed. 
Aa ta.te would bave it, however, Gla •• 's Itretegy backfired, 
tor the 108a ot the V1rginia vote hurt McAdoo muoh more. than it 
burt Cox. on the lame tort7-f1rat ballot another louthern 
atate, Alabama, came to Cox's rescue by awltcbing t1tte6D 
valuable votea to him, thu. compensating fop the lOIS luttere. 
at the bandS of Virginia. MoAdoo, on the other hand, wa. not 
able to .find enough aubst1tut •• for the lost Virginia support, 
and alia re.ul t he took a aeven-vote setback, from whIch be 
never recovered. 
Even though McAdoo lost only 7 vote. while Cox gained a 
mere vi, the ettect wal l1ke a deep gash over the eye of a 
boxer. The convention delegate., now aenaing that McAdoo mlsht 
be falterillS, began to 101. confidenoe 1n him at the "Ie1'T mom •• 
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when confidence w~s vi tally needed by ev,yl""Y c,'lndid'3. te still 
remaining in the f'ir::bt. Before the thirty-ninth bi::tllot the 
three front-running candid~tea were fi~htln2 nri~~rily a 
defensive battle; but Palmer's withdr~wal gave the delegates the feeling, rightly or wronely, that a solution to the deadlock was hlr:inent a.nd iLcreased their desires to noruin"l te a candidate as 
soon as possiblf:. 'nms any loss of votes by a leading contender 
imnortance 'because the dele,0".'ltes were ::::ettlng anxious to conelud 
the deliberations a.nd So home. The deleg'ltes w'lnted a winner, 
and McAdoo's setbad:: on the forty-first ballot, ev\,;n though 
sli,Cht, Cf.lnsed :many to beein thinking tha t another car:dida te 
r~i[~ht st!lt;d a better chr;mcs of 'whminG the nomination and bring 
the d1:,a[;r~ed-out proceedings to at: end. I t is true th}l. t Cox 
t,.ained only a fra.ct1.on on the forty-first ballot, but at least he was able to show that he could hold his own in the nervous 
ah,ifting of votes. Moat il""portant of all~ he ~ in the lead, 
and he was by far the closest of all the remaining candidates to 
the Goal. 
On the forty ... second ballot }tlCAdoo t sown na ti ve eta te of 
Georgia seal ed his fate by swi tchlng from I{cAdoo to Cox, making 
the task of catching the Ohio [overnor even r.;rea ter. :"rom the 
fortieth to the forty-second ballot Cox had gained a total of 
50t votes w}-'ile McAdoo wa.s falling back 40; but contrary to what 
mifht have been expected, none of Cox's newly-acquired strength 
came trom wet or bOla-controlled. ata.tea. Ne&r-ly allot It ••• 
tr-,- the South. 
The only other threat betweerl Cox and the prize waa the 
possibility that a darkhora. might rlse atter Palmer's 1fithdnw.l 
and, tak1ng advantage ot a McAdoo-Cox deadlock, efrect a vlctoPT. 
A graph of the combined vote. at all the darkhorses, howevel', 
reveal. an almost perfect ar-ch trOll the th1l't'1-eighth to the 
fOl'ty ... f'ourth ballots with the keystone at the forty_flrlt. l1 
A moderate drIve tor- • darkhors. dId materialIse wheft Pallile. 
"lt~e1f, but once asaln the torty.tlrst al:'ld forty.a.eoad ballot. 
were the turning point. John W. Davts, the mOlt promlnent 01' 
the darkboraes, surfetted .. crlt1cal set-back on the f'ottty-t"lrst 
roll oall. Like McAdoo, he, too, was jolted when Olall took 
his delegation" votes back to him •• lf and Alabama made the 
.wl tah to oox. These two changea alone coat Ilavis 211 vote •• 
«.rbe oombined vote ot all the d.arlcher •• s had continued to inch 
ahead, but on tbe follOWing ballot the total dapkhox-ae vote alao 
besan to recede In the tace ot the grOWing trend to Gov.r~or Oox. 
B7 the forty-fourth ballot it bad returned almost exactly to the 
aame vote total .. a on the thlJ!tt7.elghth. 
Cox inched over the tmportant simple-majorlty mark on the 
t'oJ!tty-tbird ballot, once agaln chierl,. beoause of Soutb.Jllra 
support. Louisiana added seven more votes to the Cox total" 
liSe. gMph, Appendix V. 
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followed by Virginia, which retumed to. the open convention wi. th j 
1 
ten. and a halt. votes tor Cox. Whether Oapter Glass saw the 
futility ot holding his delegation any longer, or whether he 
8imply could riot hold them further, the tinal break ot the 
Virginia delegation brought more votes to Cox than the tlrlt had. 
brought. The rush to Cox bad became so obvious at the end ot 
torty.three ballot. that any attempt to halt it would have been 
met with the greatest displeasure by the rest ot the coxnrtnt1on. 
When Pennsylvania jumped onto the Cox bandwagon on the 1a.' 
ballot, it was merely putting itl stamp ot approval ontoaa 
aotion that waa already Inevitable. 
James 'M. Cox became the Democratic nominee in 1920 aa a 
result ot a complex mixture ot circumstances and the adroitnesa 
ot hia campaign manager to capitalize on the divided atmosphere 
in the Democratic Pattty. As a modeMtely wet, nlat1vel,. 
unknown governor trom Obio with a good record. and a knack tor 
winning elections, he poasessed the advantage ot geography plus 
the ideal credentials tor a compromise candidate not hampered 
by the Wilson stigma. Equall7 aa important, he had the help ot 
the two-thirds rule and two other prominent contenderl to wear 
the delegates' patience down. In the voting itselt. the 
determination of the wet bosses to stop MoAdoo workeddlrectl., 
to the advantage ot Oox by dragging out the convention until the 
delegates were tIn all., willing to aettle tor a compromise. The 
bIg-01tr boaaea were able to pull the IloAdoo train to a stoP) 
14. 
however, when the tinal surge for Cox began, It was not the wet 
or ~he boss states that provIded the power, but the dry statea 
of the South, in particular, Virginia, Alabama, and Georgia, 
with the vital help of Louisiana. 
"It we have an ace concealed, we win •••• " No lingle 
card was sufficient for the Democratic jackpot in 1920, for 
quIte a few players were bIdding on the prize, and aome we~. 
displaying strong hands already, but when Cox's turn came, he 
bad on the table in tront of h1m an ace of a campaign manager. 
plus a trio ot kings from Cbicago, New York, and Nn Je'l"~e,.. 
And trom the hole he pulled an ace labeled "Southern Dry." 
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.. 
... 
... 
... 
9 
... 
... 
... 
25 
2 
... 
2 
... 
... 
.... 
6 
... 
... 
... 
-
... 
1 
48 
... 
... 
... 
... 
2 
... 
... 
.... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
' ... 
... 
... 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
... 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
1 
2 
2 
1 
14 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
-
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
-1 
... 
.. 
... 
.... 
150 
... 
... 
1 
... 
... 
... 
1 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
1 
1 
... 
-4: 
-5 
... 
... 
-
... 
28 
... 
.... 
-1 
... 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
1 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
... 
... 
... 
1 
7 
... 
... 
.. 
-
.. 
... 
... 
... 
-
... 
1 
... ... 
.. 4: 
1 ... 
... ... 
- -
- -
-
... 
... 
-
... ... 
5 ... 
... .... 
... 
... ... 
... ... 
... 
-.. 1 
... ... 
7 2 
... ... 
... 
... ... 
.... 1 
... ... 
... 
... 
-
... 
-
... ... 
90 
-
.... 
-
... ... 
... ... 
... 20 
Btate M:cAdoo Palmer Cox Davls Cummings T:dwards 
Ore. 10 
-Pa. 2 73 
-
.. 
R. I. 2 5 .. 1 ... 
s. c. 18 
- -s. D. .. 
- -Tenn. 2 9 8 2 1 
Texas 40 ... .. 
Utah 8 ... 
-
vt. 4 1 2 ... 
-Va. .. ... ... 
VJash. 10 1 1 
w. Va. 16 
1,\'ise. 11 3 5 1 1 
V,;yo. 6 
Alaska 2 :3 1 
-i). c. 
-
6 
-Hawaii 2 4 
- -fl1il1p. 
.i:'. fUco 1 2 1 1 1 
c. Zone 1 1 ... 
TOTAL 266 254 134 32 25 42 
Scattered votes: 
Glass: Calif. 1, Md. ~, Va. 24, P. Rico 1. 
Hitchcock: Nebr. 16, Wise. 2. 
Meredith: Iowa 26, Vitae. 1. 
Colby: Calif. 1. 
Gerard 
-
.. 
~ 
-10 
-
-
1 
-1 
.. 
-
21 
Marshall: Del. 2, Il'la. 1, Ind. 30, Mieh. 1, Pa. 1. 
Daniels: Fla. 1. 
Clark: La. 9. 
Underwood: Md.!. 
Wood, Alfred: J-~ass. 1, N. H. 3. 
Pearst: Uass. 1. 
Brian: Vich. 1. 
Williams: Miss. 20. 
Simmons: N. C. 24. 
Harrison: Philip. 6. 
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Smith Owen 
.... 
-
-2 .. 
- -.. .. 
-
1 
-
... 
-1 
-
-
... 
-
1 
- -1 ... 
- -
- -
-
-
... 
-
-
.. 
109 33 
l---... ---------' 
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FORTIETH BALLOT 
state McAdoo Palmer Cox navls state McAdoo Palm,r Cox Davl_ 
A1:a. a .... .... 16 If. J. .. .... 2S .... 1 
Ar1s'. 3 .... :5 • N. M. 6 .... ' .... ... 
Ark. 3 ... 15 .... N. Y. 20 .. ' 70 • 
Callt. 14 .... 12 ... N. C. 24 .... ... .. 
Colo. , 
-
7 .... N. D. 8 .... 2 
-ConD. a .... 11 
-
Ohio .. .... 48 .... 
Del. 4 ... 2 .... Okla. • 
...' 
... ... 
Fla. 3 .... 9 
-
O1"e. 10 OIl .... .... 
Ga.. 28 ... ... .... Pat 42 lS 12 3 
Idaho 8 ... ... ... R. I. 1 
'" 
B 1 
Ill. 16 ... 41 1 8. c. 18 • 
-
.... 
Ind. 11 ... 19 .. s • D. 8 .... 3 ... 
10.& .... ... 26 ... TenD. .. .... .... 84 
Kania. 20 .... .... ... Tea_ 40 
-
.... .. 
Ky. 5 OIl 20 1 utah 8 ... .... .... 
La. 6 1 13 1 vt, 4 .... 4 '!it 
Malne 12 ... .. ... Va. S ... :t 6t Md. b4 ... 8t ~ Wash. a ... 
.... 
Mas_. 1 ... 30 .. w. Va. • ... ... 16 
:Mich. 14 .... 12 
" 
Vilso. 19 ... 7 
.' Minn. 1'1 ... 6 ... Wyo. 6 .... .. ... 
Mlsl. .... ... 20 .... Aiaaka a ... 
" 
.... 
Mo. 20t .... 11i .. D. O. ... ... 6 .... 
Mont. e ... .... • Hawail 1 ... 5 ... 
Nebr. 7 • ... .... Philip. 3 .... 2 ... 
Nev. ... ... 6 ' . P. Rioo 6 .... ... .... 
N. H. I) .. 2 1 o. Zone a ... ... • 
TOTAL <&6' 19 490 76 
soattex-ed votes. 
Cummlngl. Colo. 1. Conn. 1. 
OWent :Mal'h 2, Mo. 1, Nebr. 9. Okla. 20, Philip. :1. 
Oolb7' Mass. 1. 
Clark. Mo. 2. 
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FORTY .... PIRST BALLOT 
state McAdoo Palmer Cox :Davis state MoAdoo Palmer:- Cox Davi. 
• Ala. e ... 15 1 N. J. ... .. 28 ... 
Ariz. 3 .. 3 ... N • ]f.. e .. ... .. 
Ark. 3- .. 15 ... N. Y. 20 ... 70 .. 
Ca1lt. 14 ... 12 .. N. CJI: 24 ..., ... ... 
Colo. , .. ., ... W .. D • e ... 2 ... 
Conn. S • 11 ... Ohio .. .. 48 ... 
Del. 4 ... 2 
-
Okla. • .. 
-
... 
Fla. 3 ... 9 ... Ore. 10 ... ... ... 
Ga. 2e .. ... ... Pa. 46 11 14 3 
Idaho 8 ... ... ... R. I. 1 .. 8 1 
Ill. 17 
-
40 1 s. c. 18 
-
... ... 
Ind .. 11 ... 19 .. S. D. 
" 
.. 4 .... 
Ion. 
-
... 26 ... Tenn. .. 
-
.. 24 
Kana., 20 ... 
-
... Texaa 40 .. .. .. 
Ky_ , .. 21 1 uta.h 8 .. .. .. 
La. S 1 13 ... Vt. 4 .. 4 .. 
Maine 12 ... .. ... Va • .. .... ... .. 
Md. 5t ... 8i a Wasb. e .. al: i-
Na .••• 1 • 30 1 \V. Va. • ... ... 16 
Mich. 14 ... 12 4 Wisc. 19 .... 7 w 
Minn. 16 ... '7 
-
Wyo. 6 ... .... ... 
lUss. • .. 90 ... Alaska a .. 4 .. 
Ho. SOt ... l1t ... D. c. ... ... e .... 
Mont. a ... -. ... ffilwail 1 .. 5 ... 
Nebr.· 7 ... .. • PhIlip. S .. 2 ... 
Nev. • .. 6 ... P. Rico 6 • ... .. 
'N. R. 5 ... 2 1 C, Zone a .... .. .. 
TOTAl, 460 12 497i 55t 
seattered votes. 
OWen: lias s. 3, Mo. 1, Nebr. 9. Okla, 20, S. D. 1, Philip, 1. 
Colb7: Mass, 1. 
Clark. Ilo. 2. 
Gla ••• Va. 24. 
Cummings: 0010. 1, Conn. 1. 
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.FORTY-SECOND BALLOT 
state MeAdoo Palmer Cox lllvls state McAdoo Palmer Cox Davla 
Ala.. e <lItO 15 1 N. J. ... .. 28 ... 
Ariz. 2i ... 3i .. N. :M. e ... ... ... 
Ark. a .. 16 ... N. Y. 20 ... 70 ... 
ca11r. 14 ... 12 ... N. C. 24 ... 
-
... 
Colo. 4 ... 7 .. N. D. S ... 2 ... 
Conn. a .. 11 ... Obi 0 .- ... 48 
-Del. • ... 2 ... Okla. • ... ... -Fla. 3 ... 9 .- ore. 10 
- -
... 
Ga. • ... 18 
-
Fa.. 49 8 14 3 Idaho S ... ... ... R. I. 1 ... e 1 
Ill, 17 .... 40 1 8. C. 18 
-
... .. 
Ind. 11 ... 19 .- S. D. :5 .. 5 .. 
Iowa .. ... 26 ... T9nn. 
-
... ... .4 
Kansas 20 
-
.. .. Texa. 40. .. .- .-K,.. , <lItO 22 ... Utah 8 .. ... ..,. 
La. 6 .. 13 .. vt. • .. 
" 
.. 
Ma1ne 1t • 
-
• Va. .. .. .. ..,. Md. 5i .. ai s Waah. 51 .... 8 .. 
vaa •• I ... 30 1 W. Va. • 
-
... 16 
.1eh •. 14 • 16 ... W180. 1'1 .. 9 ... 
Minn. 17 ... 6 
-
Wyo. 6 .. ... .. 
"188. .. ... 20 .. Alaaka. 2 .. 4: .. 
Ho, . 20t • lli ... D. C. ... ... 6 .. 
'Mont. e .. 2 ... Hawai! 1 
-
5 .. 
Nebr. '1 ... ... 
-
Philip, :5 ... 2 ... Nev. • 
-
6 • P, Rico 3 .. 3 .. N. H. 6 '. 2 .. C. Zone S ... .. .. 
TOTAL 427 8 540i 49i 
Scattered votess 
OWen: Xass, 2, Jlo. 1, Nebr. 9, Okla. 20, S. D. 1, PhI11p, 1. 
Colby, Maas. 1. 
Clark: Mo. 2. 
Glaas: Va. 24. 
Cumm1ngs. Colo. 1, Conn. 1, La. 1. 
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FORTY-THIRD BU.LOT 
state MoAdoo Palmer Cox Davis state McAdoo Palm'er Cox Dav1s 
Ala. 10 
-
11 3 N. J. ... ... 28 .. 
A1-1z. 2i ... 3t .. N. M. 6 .. ... .. 
Al-k. :5 ... 15 .- N. Y. 20 ... 70 .. 
Callf. 14 12 .. N. C. 23 ... 1 
Colo. 4 7 ... N. D. 8 
-
2 
-Conn. 2 ... 11 .. Ohio 48 .. 
Del. 4 ... 2 
-
Okla. • ... 
-
... 
Fla. :5 .. 9 ... Ore. 10 .. ... ... 
Ga. ... ... 28 .. Fa. 47 7 17 :s 
Idaho 8 .. .. ... R. I. 1 .. 9 .. 
Ill. 17 40 1 s. c. 18 ... .. 
-Ind. 10 ... 20 
-
s. D. :5 ... 5 
-Iowa .. ... 26 ... Tenn. 
-
.. 
-
24 
Kansas 20 
-
.. .. Texas 40 ... 
-
.. 
Ky_ :5 .. 23 .. Utah 8 .. .. .. 
La. ... 
-
20 .. vt. 4 
-
4: 
-Maine 12 
- - -
Va. 4: 
-
10i 4: 
l~d. si .. sl 2 Wash. 6i ... 7 I-
'Mass. 2 ... 30 1 w. Va. • 
- -
16 
Mich. 14 ... 16 ... Wilc. 19 
-
7 
-rUnn. 15 .. 8 ... Wyo. :5 
-
:5 
-Mis!,. 
-
... 20 ... Alaska 2 ... 4: 
-Mo. 19i 
-
lsi 
-
D. c. 
-
6 
-~4tont. 5 
-
3 
-
Hawaii 1 
-
5 
-Nebr. :5 4 
-
Philip. :5 ... 2 ... 
Nev. • ... 6 
-
P. Rico 1 
-
3 2 
N. H. 6 
-
2 .. c. Zone S ... ... 
-
TOTAL 412 7 568 57t 
Scattered votes: 
Colby: Mass. 1. 
OWen: Mass. 2, Mo. 1, Nebr. 9, Okla. 20, s. D. 1, Philip. 1. 
ClarkI Mo. 2 
Glass: Va. 5it. 
Cummings: Colo. 1, Conn. 1. 
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FORTY- FOURTH BAIoLOT 
state McAdoo Pa.lmer Cox Davis state MCAdoo Palmer Cox 'Davia 
Ala. 8 ... 13 3 N. J. 
-
28 
-Ariz. 2i • 3t 
-
N. M. 6 
- -
... 
Al'k. .. ... 18 ... N. Y. 20 .. 70 ... 
Cal1f. 13 
-
13 .. N. C. 24 
-
... 
-0010. a .. 9 .. N. D. 
" 
.. 2 .. 
Conn. 2 
-
12 
-
Ohio 
-
... 48 ... 
Del. :3 3 Okla. • ... ... 
-fi"1a. ... 12 ... Ore • 10 ... ... 
-Ga. 
-
... 28 .... Pa. 4 1 68 2 
Idaho 8 .. ... 
-
R. I. 1 9 
-Ill. 13 44 1 s. c. 18 ... .. .. 
Ind. 
- -
30 ... s. D. :5 ... 5 ... 
Iowa 
-
26 
-
Tenn. ... ... • 24 
Kansas 20 
- - -
Texas 40 .. 
-
... 
Ky. • .... 26 
-
Utah 7 
-
1 
-La. 
- -
20 .. Vt. .. 8 .. 
~!alne 5 5 
-
Va. 2i 
-
18t at 
Md. • 
-
13t 2t Wash. .... 13 1 
Mas s. 
-
35 w. Va. 
- -
16 
Mich. 
- -
.... Wisc. 3 ... 2:5 
-Minn. 15 
-
8 
-
Wyo. :3 
-
3 .. 
Miss. 
-
20 
-
Alaska. 
-
.. (3 .. 
Mo. 17 
-
18 D. c. ... ... 6 
-Mont. a 
-
6 .. Hawaii 
- -
6 .. 
Nebr. 2 5 
-
Philip. 2 ... 4 
-Nev. .. 6 P. Rico 1 
-
5 ... 
N. H. 6 
-
2 C. Zone 2 ... 
- -
TOTA.L 270 1 699j- 52 
Scattered votes: 
Colby: llass. 1. 
OWen: Nebr. 9, N. D. 4, Okla. 20, s. D. 1. 
Glasa. Va. li. 
APPElmIX II 
BALI.JOTS OF MACHINE OH BLOC STATES 
McAdoo Palmer Cox :McAdoo Palmer Cox McAdoo Palmer Cox 
36 37 38 
N. Y. 20 ... 70 20 
-
70 20 ... 70 
Ill. IS 10 30 IS 2 38 16 2 38 
Mass. 1 19 13 1 19 ': 15 1 19 14 
Ind. 29 
-
1 29 
-
1 29 
-
1 
N. J. 
- -
28 
- -
28 
- -
28 
~ ~ ~ 66 m:- 1~ 66 ~ !5r 
39 40 41 
N. Y. 20 ... 70 20 
-
70 20 
-
70 
Ill. 18 
-
38 16 44 17 40 
Mass. 1 
-
33 1 32 1 -. 30 
Ind. 11 
-
19 11 
-
19 11 
-
10 
N. J. 
- -
28 
- -
28 
- -
28 
5'rr - n.rs- 48 - IVO' i§' - nw ... 
- -
42 43 44 
N. Y. 20 
-
70 20 
-
70 20 
-
70 
Ill. 17 
-
40 17 
-
40 13 
-
44 III Mass. 2 
-
30 2 
-
30 .. 
-
35 ,I, 
Ind. 11 
-
19 10 
-
20 
-
30 1III 
n. J. 
- -
28 
-
... 28 
- -
28 
:111 5(J - !f31r :w - m 33 - mw 
-
... 
-
iii 
Iii 
I 
111I 
jill 
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APPE1~DIX III 
VOTE ON BOURKE COCITfu\N'S ?LAT?ORM ;\MENDMENT 
POR .'\. \JBT PLANKl 
STATE YI':AS NAYS S'I'ATE YEAS NAYS 
Alabama 24 New Jersey-::- 28 
-Arizona 2 4 New :Mexico 
-
6 
Arkansas 18 New York* 78 12 
California 5 21 North Carolina 24 
Colorado 
-
12 North Dakota 
-
10 
Connectlcut* 13 1 Ohio* 28 20 
Delaware 
-
6 Oklahoma 
-
20 
F'lorida 1 11 Oregon 1 9 
Georgia 
-
28 Pennsylvania* 44 32 
Idaho 
-
8 Rhode Island* 7 :5 
Illinois* 37 21 South Ca.ro11na 
-
18 
Indiana 4 26 Sou th Dakota 2 8 
Iowa 3 16~ Tennessee 
-
24 
Kansas 20 Texas 
-
40 
Kentucky 1 25 Utah 
-
8 
Louisiana 1 19 Vermont* 7 1 
Maine 1 11 Virginia 1 23 
lSi-
., 
Mary1and* i Washington 
-
14 
Massachusetts* 33 :; West Virginia :; 13 
Michigan 2 26 Wiscons1n 7 19 
M1nnesota 3 20 'Nyom1ng 
-
6 
M1ss1ss1pp1 
-
20 Ala.ska* 4 2 
Missouri gl 23l Dist. of Col. 3 2 
Montana 3 5 Hawa11* 6 
-Nebraska :; 13 Philippines 6 
Nevada 
-
6 Puerto Rico 
-
6 
New Hampshire 8 PanQm1. Canal ZOe 2 
TOTAL 356 726ft 
lOffieia1 Re~ortl pp. 259-60. The asterisk (*) indicates 
states whlcn vote~ predominantly in favor of the wet plank. 
See Appendix IV. 
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APPENDIX IV 
BALLOTS OF STATES WHICH VOTED FOR WET PLANK 
Ballot 36 Ballot 3'7 Ballot 38 
McAdoo Palmer Cox McAdoo Palmer Cox McAdoo Pal.er Cox 
Cun. 1 5 6 1 5 6 1 IS e 
Ill. lS 10 30 16 2 38 16 S 38 
Md. at .. 81 oi .. ai 5i .. ei 
lIa ••• 1 19 11 1 19 18 1 19 l' N. J. ... .. 28 .. .. 28. ... .. 28 
B. Y. 20 
-
70 SO 
-
70 ao 
-
70 
Oh1o ... .. 48 ... ... 4.8 ... .. 48 
Pa. e 73 1 1 74 .. t 7' .. R. I. 3 3 
" 
sa 
" " 
'110 a '1 
vt. 3 2 5 3 2 3 I S I 
Alaska 2 3 1 .. .. 
"'" 
a s 1 
Ha •• li ~ .. 6 • -
5 1 
."'" 5 l1'! It'1i m- ml 1ti ttIr 1Di .. 
Ballot 19 Ballot 40 Ballot Q <', \ 
McAdoo Palmer Cox MCA400 Palmer OOX KcAdoo Pal1ll •• Cu 
Conn. a .. 10 2 ..... 11 2 ."'" 11 
Ill. 1~i .. 38 16 ... 41 1'1 .. .0. 
. Md, 
-
e. 51 .. at 81 ... $* Ma.88. 1 
-
33 1 .. 32 1 .. eo 
N. J .• ... .. 28 .. .. 28 .. .. 28 
N. Y. 20 '10 SO I 70 SO ?O .. 
-
.. 
Ohio .. 
-
48 .. .. 48 .. .. .f.8 
Pat S 73 1 42 18 1t 48 11 14 
R. I. 1 .. 7 1 
-
8 1 ... 8 
vt. 4- .. 
" 
4 ... 4 
" 
.. • Al ... ka 
" 
.. 2 2 .. 4: t .. 4 
Hawaii ... .. 5 oft ... am 1. .. sr4 1D'i '11' I5ii m ~91 It 
let 
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Ballot 42 Ballot 43 Bnlllot 44 
J\',:cAdoo Palmer Cox McAdoo Palmer Cox j"~cAdoo Palmer Cox 
Conn. 2 11 ~~ 
-
11 2 12 
Ill. .;."" ... 40 17 1 40 13 ... 44 
Md. ,3-i!t 8~ r: 1 .. 
-
8\ 13i U,J .. ,~ . '.,. 
Mass. 2 
-
30 2 
-
30 35 
N. J. 28 28 28 
1, • Y. 20 70 20 
-
70 20 
-
70 
Ohio 48 48 48 
Pa. 49 8 14 47 7 17 4 1 68 
R. "T' 1 8 1 9 1 9 .I.. 
Vt. 4 4 4 4 8 
A1':l.ska 2 4 2 4 
-
6 
Hawaii 1 .. 5 1 
-
5 1 
-
5 
i153t 8' ~ i-o!~ -, ~74! :rr 1 m:~ 
II 
I, 
!I 
APPEJ.IDIX V 
GRAPH INDICATING THE 
/Jr~ 
VOTES CAST .!roR TEE FIVE PRINCIPjpf CANDIDATES 
PLUS 
mE COMBINED VOTE OF ALL DARKHORSF.5 
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